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I. Introduction

Irrthe past few_years, tilephenomenouppf child abuse and neglect--
the 'battered child syndrome' -has attracted considerable atten-
tion among professionals in.the criminal justice, law enforcement,
social work, mental health, and medical fields. Nationwide, there
11AS been mounting professional and public concern over the mal-
treatment of childrensinde it is a-highly complex, pervasive, and
growing problem. :Researchers and practitidners have.teen attempt-:
ing to identify the nature of this problem, trace its etiology,.
develop methods of case. management, devise treatment programs; de-.
velop strategietLfor prevention, and effect legislatioU to combat
theOligh incidence of child atude and neglect.

This overview of the current status of the literAture on child
abuse and neglett reviews-the major historical, legal, social, and
medical issues,- describes the pretention and treatment programs
that are currently teing, funded', describes the legislation that
has been enacted, And provides suggestions for future research and
programs concerning` this national problerd.

.



IL Histori l Overview

Introduction

ChildLabuse is not a new phenomenon. Children have been physical-

ly and emotionally neglected, exploited, sexually molested, and mur-

dered .by adults,sinct, the beginning of civilizations[ 1] What is

new regarding this problem is that,it has been formally recognized

and defined, reporting laws have been mandated, its incidence Is

being, recorded and tabulated, its pathology is 'being explored, and

methods-of prevention and treatment' are being implemented.

. , .

Child maltreatment is. deeply rooted in our cultural4nd religious

history as Manifest by the practices-of infanticide, ritual sacri

flee, exposure to the elements, mutilation abandonment, servitude,

harsh discipline, :incest, child labor, neglect, and battering -at

historical intervals. [2-

Ancient Cultural Practicas

Infanticide--the killing_ of newborn infants with the explicit or

implied consent of parents and community- -has been commonly prac-

tided in various forms of sacrifice-, exposure, and abortion.[3]

Infant were killed,as a fOrmof birth control, a way to,avoid the

dishonC of illegitimacy, a means.of obtaining power, 'a method of

disposing a retarded or deformed. child, a mans of serving reli-

gious beliefs, and a s'i.pay of:insuring financial sccurity.[4]

In ancient Greece a child was the absolute:property of thefather,
.

-,and Creek law stated!that-proPerty wabdiVIded:emongthe male chile

dren. Thus, many lathers raised-the-first.son and 'exposed subse°

quent sons,and daughters to the elements.[5]

Under ancient. Roman the father had power of life and death

(patria'potestaa):oyer his children'and could kill, mutilate,' sell

or offer-his:children for sacrifie6.(6)

In China, Peru, Mexico,and India, children.were cast into rivers',

in a ritualistic effort td'insure_a good harvest and good 'fortune.,.

-Toensure durailityof_buildingsin India, China, Germany,'And

Canaan children were buried_aliveunder16UndatiOnd-Of-bdildings-,--:
antikes.,17LiAreeks,_Romans,Chinese,:end Indians killed weak, de-__
formed, retarded children and tiring based on the Superstitious' notion

that they were'eviland earried.ibad nek and_in beliefq:if survivsl

of the fittest.[8]



The Bible refers to' several instances of Infan icide. or implied

infanticide: Abraham's willingness to- sacrifice his son, Isaac;

the' slaughter of the innocents aand Herod' s massecre of male in-

fants; King Ahaz 'a burning of his ghildren in the fire; and Joshua
curse against the builder of 'Jericho.19]-

Muti]ation of children was common in many cultures for religious,
medica71, cosmetic or economic' reasons. [10] Castration was an, ac-

ceptable form of punishment. and ,an economic necessity to increase.

the eunuch' s apPeal as beggar, freak performer, or royal aide. Foot-

binding was common in China for cosmetic reasons, and in Africa, the

bindings- of _lips, arms, and leis is currently fashionable.' cra-

nial deformation: as.practiced in-the Crimea, Greece, and among Ameri-

can Flathead Indians and is still- currently practiced by 'Solomon

Islanders. -Gouged eyes, deforthed feet, ,and amputate-d or twisted

limbs were inflicted so as to evoke pity on children, thereby mak-

ing them good beggars. ri 1 I

It is evident that -child rearing is relative to ttme and culture.
While contemporary American culture views ritual aban7

donment, servitude, footbinding, castration, and cranial deforma-

tion as abuse, these practices May "have 'been customary and accept-

able to other cUleures; some practices that we consider mutilation

are currently. acceptable African and Pacific tribal. curltures;

Industrial Hevolu

Industrialization, urbanization, rand .the machine age .(in England

and later in America) led to the exploitation of child labor and

increased ,infant mOrtality.- Under the factory system, children
became economic assets rather' than financial- burdens. Children as

young as -5-yorked 16 hours a day, :often with irons tied to their-

ankles. . to , prevent them from running 'away. They were starved" and

beaten, some- cormilitted suicide, and many died from.' _

diseases [12]

Colonial America

coloziial America, parents and. schoolmasters believed in the say-

ing "spare the rod and spoil the child" and whippings and floggings-
were COnSidered acceptable means 'of disciplining children. [13]

And ---117itiaeachurYetts and'Couriectient-,- _

ishab10-bydeath.[14] The gassachusetts- Stubborn:Child ,Law, enacted
1654, reaffirmed . in 1971 and,' finally, repealed in1973, ruled

that children have no. right of dissent against the reasonable and

lawfUl CoMmanda, of their parente or legal guardians [15],



The America colonist's child care practices were e,reflection of
the Elizabethan Poor Law of 1601 which recoaized.poverty as a sin;
thus, ,poor children were either-placed in institutions or sold al.
indentured' iservants.[16] The colonists were also'infleencea by
English. common law which granted a father the absolute right td,
custody and con 014gthe child; children- were deemed part of the'
property of the athei.[17]

Late Nineteenth Century

Within the last hundred years, sociptyhts begun to ehilt from.the
...notion of children as their Parents':prOperty and the traditional
Concept of 'parent's rights '-to--- raise -children at- ,they see

-fit, to the.erderging concept-of children's- rights.. 'The'first legal
challenge to the absolute rights of parents over childrenwas re-
corded in New "York City in 11470.[18] In the famed-Mary -Ellen,
case,-a groUp'of church=workers appealed to the-Society for the
prevention,ofCruelty to Animalt, .for. assistance irucbtataing the-
legal"removal of thegeverery- beaten-and-neglected chile .from -'her
home, owthe grounds that ahe'was technically a meMber-ofthe ani-
mal kingdom' and therefore case-came,.- by JEW,' tinder . the:dame'

_protection as. _the animal kingdom.' The child was, legally 'removed.
from.the.home,'endthe case.of-Mary Ellen led ta7 the founding of
the Society for the Pre'ention of Cruelty to Children iri..1871,[19]

As an outgrowthof the Hew 'fork" Society for thejfevention of
.elty to Children, the first.Chird'yrotecpive Sevices agency orie

18751- , With': the 'passage .of the Social Security. Act
1935, which 'authorized 'pOblic .child welfare, protective services--
weretransferred-from. private to public auspides.[20].

-The first uvenile-court was established in I899-an& by 1920 all
but.three states- had a juvenile court system-[21].

Twentieth Century es

Since 1888, articles describing bone. diseases of unknown origin
have appeared_i medical journals.[221 In 1946, Dr John Caffey,
1 pediatric radiologist, suggested the novel idea that the multi7

.ple fractures in the-long bones of infants had "traumatic origin,"
perhaps willfully inflicted by.p;rents.[23] His colleagues were
skepticak:until, in 1953, Dr.,F. N. Stiverman, noted the existendi
orskeletal trauma in infants and: described multiple bone injury

s. the :most common bOnd disease of infangy.(241

It wasnot unti,I 1962, when Dr. C. H. Kempe_apd.his-associates
coiried_the phrase "battered child Wyndrome"based on their clinical



evidence of the maltreatment, [25] that
to the prbbleM of child abuse.[264

thing Kempe' s
vidual states
utes in .10641

4islation.[`2,7]=

t °nal recog tidn caine

definition .of the "battered *child 'Syndrome" indi-
begin to en'adt, dandatory child sbuse- reporti-ng'stat-'
by 1966, 49 states had ,=enacted this : type' of leg°.,

In 1974, Congress .signed into law the Child Abuse' Preventibn- and

Treatment, Act (P.L. 93-247) which, mandated that all-50 states and

territories adopt legislation requiring persons to r4ort suspected
cases of abuse to authorities and created a National Center on Child

Abuse and Neglect (NCCAW) to issue. grants for research projects And
demonstrat ton .prtgrams, among other . duties .[28]

Currently, some obs6rverw believe that Child abuse Was : reached

epidemic proiiortions"[29] and 'public and professional attention is

being focused on prevention, and treatment,of the problei.
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Defining the problem itself is a central issue in the .stUdy :of child
abUse and neglect.- It is,difficuIt to prec 'Jsely define child abuse
1

and neglect, since I perceptions of what Constitutes: abuse and,neglect
.: differ with time andfcultUre. :Child-rearing \pActices that ,.we:how

..

consider to be abusive,:--have been accepted In -.e 'past as','normal:

eAeraise of parental rights, 'appropriate disciPli .-ry behavior, or
economic necessity. [1] :- Gil:coritends_that.. the -not on of child abuse

.. has eVolved: throughout history -.along with 'changeS\ in conceptions
, .

concerning the status .and -rights of children."[2] \ .

, .

Even today, standards of normal and acceptable. child care vary by-
culture .. and' Subculture.. Practides considered as mild\-.abuse in
Some.subcultures :would _-be.normal' 'and. desirable patterns: of child7

rearing ',in others. . 'or ,example,. one researcher claimed that '"in
my . nine- years with the . Bureau_ ,' of Indian Affairs, I am not aware of ...,

ga single .case of. child 'abuse:- among .Pueblo _Indiana."(3):,--: This would,:

not,4 nedessarily' suggest thatichild abuse does not exist among 'phe .

.Puebles; iithet it raises questions about the----de-filireilin, of- abuse
and ,the Way _,sociocultural norms and values are imposed upon differ'=7:'

.,.

ent ethnic groups. . -
. .

,..

. : . t .

Definitions Pro-osed b-- Ma or Researche

A 'major ptoblem confronting researchers ib disagreement over what
constitutes Child abuse.141 :The way in which abuse and neglect
,are defined affects what is reported, the: number of reports made',
the assessment of an-incidence rate, :comparability ofresearch find -

ings, and the extent of -prevention and treatment programs. [5] Thus,
die -adoption of ,a comprehensive and uniform definition, of child
abuse and ,negleOt is a crucial :issue ,

Several definitions have been_ proPpsed by current researchers, yet
they tend. to be- vague and ambiguous. [6]

_____Kempe and his .2associates,...bytheir: definition of the -battered- child-

syndronigiewed abuse as "a 'clinical condition in young children
who- have --received serious physical 'abuse, generally from a parent
or .foster parent ."[ 7]

'Many researchers fclund this- defini
reetrictive medical diggnosia.[El]

an to be= nothing more_ than a



Fontana's definition of the maltreatment syndrome irmluded emo-
tional; and nutritiOnal: deprivation, neglect and abuse thug broad-'

ening the scope .49]

Gil viewed the problems as any force that compromises a child' s
capacity to achieve his physical and. psychological potential. His

approach focuseCOn the intent 'of the perpetrator . [10].

Newberger defined abuse as "au illness, with or without injury,
stemming from situations in the home setting which ,threaten' a child' s

survival ."(1 11

im licatlons. df Definitions

Newberger stated that "virtually all deflations identify the child

as. victim, and most :identify parent or family as perpetritoe[12],
implying that the sole victim of child abuse is the child and that the

parent, as wrongdoer, is to blame. These definitIons 'overlook both

the effects of :economic. and sociocultural- factors surrounding the

family -and: the responsibility of sodiety. Important value concepts
are `built` into, the vocabulary so that the terms "battered child

syndrome," "maltreatment , syndrome," and even .abuse" have

strang:implic4ions.[1,31 If such p ',syndrome of child battering,

abuse, and maltreatment eifirtirairiTIFighT-s-tiggeit-thEttrIllere" are -

established norms of acceptable child-rearing; thus parents can no
lenger raise children as they see fit .

, .

Gelles suggested that the term, child'_ abuse "is as much a politi-
cal concept, designed to draw attention to a social problem, as it
is a .scientific conceit which can be used to measure a specific

phenomenou."[14]

Thus, child abuse can be.. broadly- loosely, defined to magnify

concern about this problem.1151. While some researchers use` the

term to cover 'a wide spectrum.-.pf' phenomena,. including neglect and
sexual molestation[16], others use it to focus attention solely

on'physical maltreatment ,[17]

Current Federal Definition

-Under the 1974 Federal. Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
(13.1,-. 93-247) and its recent 197Vamendments (P..L. 95-266) Con-

gresi has legally defined child abuse and neglect. as:

-'thephysical orMental-injury, sexual abuse or ex-

. ploitationt.negligenttreatment or maltreatment of

a child under the age' of eighteen, or the age aPeci-
,



.-fied -by the child protection law of the State in
question, by a- person who is responsible for the
child's welfare under circumstances which indicate
that the child's health or welfare is harmed= or
threatened, thereby, as determined in accordance
with regulations prescribed by the Secretary. [18]

Although all 50 states have enacted statutes requiring mandatory
reporting of abuse 'and/or neglect, 'only 18 states have enlarged
upon reportable conditions by including a definition of abuse in

the reporting laws. = The degree of specificity in definitions
varies from state to state and from jurisdiction to jurisdictiow.
e.g., Alaska defines child abuse \rery broadly while Colorado stat
utes define abuse in explicit, medically_ symptomatic term [1.9]

Summary

In- summary, perceptions _of what. constitutes, abuse and/or-neglect.
differ with. time and culture-. ;Also, the current definition of child

.:abuse and/or neglect varies among legislators,' researchers, and
practitioners, and it is often vague and ambiguous. This affects
the reporting, identification', assessment, intervention, and Com7
parability of- researchv findings. . Therefore, "the acceptance of a
pniforn, .,coinprehensi4e definition of the problem, is a crucial

issue. .
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IV. Incidence.

Introduction

The true incidence rates and _distribution pattern0 of _child abuse
and neglect are unknown. Many estimates have beer suggested;: how

.ever there is a lack of valid and reliable-- data on which to base
these statistics. Estimates of frequency and distribution patterns

of abuse vary consideral3ly_ due to .aiferences in individual per-
ceptions and definitions of abuse, the time.. -frame \in which they

were .donducted, c- the availability -ofieeommunity rem& ced, methods
of data collection, reporting biases, and the interpretation of

findings. -Additionally, the-incidence rate cannot be ased_ on re-

ported cases 'alone, since many cases go Unrecognized,' ndiagnosed,:

-untreated, and therefore, unreported..

Following Kemp& s intieduction of the term. battered child syndrome[2]
thete was a substantial rise in the number 'of.- recorded cases -of.
abuse, and since the enactment of the 1974 Act (P.L. 93-247), there
has been an explosion of reported child abuse cases.' It is d\fficult
to determine whether this explosion -of reported cases reflects. an
increase of "public and professional -awatineaa- and cooperation or

An increase in-actual=p=arantalTaboutimildas.--- --------

Smith speculates that it is due -7to---the increase illegitimady

:and teenage parenthood. [3] Given the: - recent interest in the child'

abuse and neglect problem and the resultant ;comprehensive teport-

J.ng statutea, .likely that the increased. incidence
rate reflects the fact that a larger proportion of the abusing
population has beenidentified . [4] - Kegardless of the actual- _
dqnce. rate, the fact remains that the rePerting.. rate is ,rapidly
increading . [5]

Estimates of 'Indidence of Abuse

During 1962 (prior to the -enactment -of'-:state reporting laws)., a
,

meager 662 cases of abuse had been reported, according to De Fran-
00461_ In that .same year, Kempe .stated that 749 cases had been-
reported . [7] In 1968 Helfer and °Pollock estimated that 10,000
to 15,000 child-ren had been abuSed. [8] .

Gil stated. ttiat only '6,617 eases had' been' reported:during 1968 and

thus conclUded that :the battered child syndrome* was a relatively.
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infrequent occurence 9] Gil's study was criticized by both Eon-
and Helfer[11] for---his definition of abuse and his use of

datn_from 1968, the .first or second year- after reporting lawS had
taken effect in many states.. That next year, bit conducted another

study_ and found-that an estimated 2,500,0007.4,070,000 Easeh of abuse

existed; [12] Light reanalyzed Gille study 'and concluded that an
estimated 200,000-500,000 children -are abused each year. [13]

Kempe disclosed that-23 percent of all .fractnresseen;in -the -first
t .two years Of:, life' wete' due to: the battered 'child syndrome :and that

10 to 15 of all..'traitaa 'seen: in children under :3 .1-rears_of

age were due to., this syndrome; [14]

By ,1972, Kempe and Helfer estimated' that .60,000 _children . had been
:nbused that, year; [15] The three' most recent .estimates of -Child

abuse- incidence_ .(exclUding. neglect) are ;41,104_[16.1, 258,0001171;

and '1,400 itiporq,9ot,000.[18]

In summary,, due to the wide discrepancy in estimates of abuse, it .

is difficult- to.. have confidence, in the current estimates` of incir

dence r m. rangech ange fro approximately 40,000 abused children[ 19]
1.5 million 'children

,

vulnerable .to physical injury; [20] .

ireates of Incidence of Neglect

In the past 5 years Aeveral researchers have attempted to consider

neglect- apart from abuse when describing the rate of incidence; [21]

The difficulty in acquiring valid and reltable data on abuse was

also experienced in evaluating data on neglect so that current esti-;

mates on the extent. of neglect also vary widely from -465,000[22]

to 666,000 cases .[2.3]
=

Ratio-oUNeglect-te-Abuse

In addition; there is disagreethent among researchers' about the ratio:

of neglect to shush, although there appears to be a universal agreement

. _that, .neglect ;occurs more often than abuse. [24] The ratio of neglect

-to abu'ae,has been 'estlymEed as 10:1[25], 3:1[26], 3:1[27], 6:1[28],

91[291 and 8 :1 [3.0.]
---

Child Mortality Rates

Regarding the- relationship,hetween child abuse , and neglect and child

'mortality rates, researchers disagree,and estimates vary widely; The

first:rrecorded Mention of this relationship_ app_ eared in a'1962 edi-

torial in the Journal of the American Medical Asseciation stating:



is likely that the -battered. child syndrome will

be found to be a more frequent cause of death than
. -such and t'horoughly studied diseases

as leukemia,' cystic fibrosis, and musCular dystro-;

ophy, and it may well with automobile acci-
dents and the toxic and -infectious encephalides as
causes of acquired disturbances of the central nerv-
ous- hystem. [31]

lowever,-_Gilclaimed_that "aven_if_all_o_Wa_nce is made for the gross
underreporting of fatalities, physical abuse cannot be considered
d -major- killer and maimer of children."[32L

Martin ,claimed-..that child abuse is the' "major_ killer of United
States children"... and may, account. for '50,000 -deaths per year . [33]

-
One recent' estimate indicated that .nationally, 2,000-5,000 chit

,

Elren -die- each year as a .. direct- result of child abuse[34]. and an-
uther----suggested that over 16,000...children die each year from abuse;
dbuse hay - -been cited as the second most common 'cause of death

./for small children[35]

1obal Prevalence:
-

Child -abode is- not-Jonly-a-natio nal problem; it is: a--global-global menace.
smiph revealed the prevalence _ of child abuse_ -.Western /Europe,-__
Scandanavia, Australia, and NewEeaand, and reported its incidence -----=-

in Uganda. and .India'. Viano atated that it is as- serious a prob-
tem in European. countries--as in the United States, Canada'? . and New
Zealand.,- Viano -indicated more recently that eFploitation of chiles',
dren:--for slavery, servitude, pornography, prostitution, %arid sex per-

, . .

version is practiced worldwide.[36]
.

Conclubion"

Due he 'wide, discrepancy- in estimates of incidence of child
abuse`-and -neglect,' Cohen and Sussman stated before Senate -sub-
committee that . "the- 'only Conclusion which can bemaile fairly is-

that information indicating incidence:of child-abuSe---in the United
States simply does not exist "[37] Two yeart3 lateri Gelles of-

fered -his --suppOrt of this conclusion,` before- another Senate sub-
committee, as the-"most 'accurate evaluation of -the' available data
du the incidence of -child- eibuie."[38]_



Al though

veal that
reported
reported,
that the
revealed.

estimates of incidence are inconsistent, they re-,

child maltreatment is a more rdassive problem than it is

to be. Maltreatment has -been compared to an iceberg;
cases account for the visible tip, but estimates suggest
problem is -actually of staggering proportions yet to be

[39]
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V. ChargoteristiO Of Abuse and

Kempe and Helfer have identified three major contributing factors
in an incident of abuse; 'the parent the child,: and-the situa-
tion. [1]--

The same variables are present in an Incident ofznneglect. Each
incident contains all three elements yet researchr'stUdies tend to
focua on one element rather than the combination of all three elements-.
This section will ,describe characteristics of _ parent =abusers, of
abused children, of the family situations, in which abuse and neglect
typically occur, -.types_ of abuse and neglect, and -effects of the
problem.:

-Character

Abusive andbir
characteristics:

They themselves were -abused or neglected as children

ice of Parents

.They 'fail, or delay to take the.-child for roatine medical
-care, or in taking an injured, child. for medical care, they
may Choose .a different hospital or'. doctor each time.

They are reluctant to give information about the child's
.

'.injuries or 'condition. When questioned, _they are unable
to explain, or they after far-fetched or contradictory ex=1

.,.

planat ions .

They .refuse .to consent to diagnostic studies.

. .

They respond inappropriately to the seriousness of the
child' s cendition either by oVerreacting, seeming hostile

.

or antagonistic when questioned even 'casually; or by un- -
_derreacting ehowing little concern; or awareness, and seem-
ing more preoccupied with their own problems than those

. of the child.

They seem _to-.'lack understanding of the child's physical,
emotional =and psychological. needs.



"Th`ey have unrealistic expectations of the.child,. expect--
or demanding behavior that is beyond the child's years

ability.

They are_ove nritical of the child and seldoi discuss the

child in positi,:re' terms

,They seldom touch or look at the child; they
cildip crying Cr react with impatience-.

Th &y believe in the necessity of herSh'punishmen
.

ren.

They:keep the child confined overlong periods cf time.

They are isolated from family supports !such as.friends,
relatives, neighbors, and community groups; they consist-

'ently, fail to keep appointments, discourage social contact;

and never, participate in school activitie-s or events,-

They seem to trust no one..

They cannot be' located

e--;_They_are of borderline intelligence, psycho or ps3,-
chopathic,.. and seem incapable of childrrearing; 'exhibit

genetally,--irrational behavior, _ortseed` excessively cruel

sand sadistic-. [11
_

Thr ----eylack-knowledge of, parenting skills-and-tend to be, dis-
couraged, depressed, and' frustrated 9with their-role as
parents-

They aPpear to be misusi alcohol or drugs.

Characteristics of Abused Children

Abused children often exhibii-several of the
.

=ollowing., chars

They may .often bear welts, bruises untreated sores; burris,

strap marks, fractures lost teeth, or other- skin-injuries.

Their injuries to be- inadequatelY treated.



They show evidence of overall poor care.
,

They seem unduly afraid of their parents.
,.1

They take the role -of the parent;- being protectiv_e_o
otherwise attempting to take care of the parent's needs

Some .a e wiry of physical contact, especially when it is
initiated by an adult. Otkerq are inappropriately hun-
gry for affection,' yet may haire difficulty relating to
.children and adults

They are inappropriately dressed for the weath'er, or habi-
tually wear longv- eleeves or high -.necklines on 'hot daya
to hide, bruises, /burns, or other marks of abuse. [31

.

They lrteiye- learni-ng _problenis that, cannot .be .diagnosed-. If --

a child's academicf IQ, /and Medical- teats indicate no ab--
normalities but stilk the' child cannot meet -formal ex-
pectations, the anifweA may well be problems in the -home
(physical violence,.eConomic, social, psychological,

They habitually -_,are truant or, 'let_ to school.

They frequent y-arrive bhool too early and remain ,a

classes rather -then going homes.

ey are .:always;tlad, and 'often sleep, in class.

They a-sudden change in beLvior, for example,
displaying _regressive behavior--pantslwetting,' thumbsuck-

Utz,. frequent- Whil-ling,:--disruptiveness,'or, 'passivity

ThbY exhibt behavioral :extreme for ..,example, crying

often or ,crying and showing no real expienta,
tion of being comforted, being excessively featfull, or seem--

rkg, 'fearless of adul.t authorityk-' 'being uriosnally aggres-
sive acid destructivet- or extremely. $assi,ve and withdrawn.

Cl-n(racteristics- of Neglected Children

.Negktcted children tend to exhibit several o
tics:.

a

these channel e

They show evidence of inadequate -,home management.:--- They

are unclean and -.unkempt'3 "clothes are torn and ditty; they
-are- often: unbathed.
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They are in obvious need of medical attention for such'

correctable conditions' as poor eyesight, dental care, and

immunizations.,

They are given inappropriate food, dtlink, or medication.

They are often hungry. They may go without breakfast and

have neither food nor money for lunch. Some take` lunch

money or food of other children and hoard whatever .they

obtain.

.-They show signs of malnutrition --paleness, low weight rele-

tive to .heighti lack of'body tone, fatigue, inability'to-

participate in physical activities:, and lack of,:normal

strength'and endurance.

School.attendance y be irre

They are usually irritable.

They may exhibit ,A generally
,attentiveness, 'and withdrawal.

epressed pertionality,'

They lack adequate parental supervision at home and ex-

hibit wild _acting out behavior,.

They may react either by "beceMing hYperaggrepsive, dis-

ruptive, or demanding. . shouting a cry ,for help, or

may become withdrawn and passive.' whimpering a cry

for help."[4]

The above characteristics of abused and neglected children are not

mutually exclusive, anabusedchild-may'.exhibit behavior that charac:

rerizes a neglected child, and vice versa. There-are two teasons,

for this--a child may be both abused and negleCted;.and since per-

ceptions and definitions of'aild abuse-and neglect vary from juris7

diction to jurisdiction,' it is difficult to dichotemize, the mal-

treatmentproblem and to distinguish factorsthatcharacterize abuse.

apart from neglect.

Characteristics and Causal Fact

of the Family

the Enviror ental Situation

Several 'atudies have been conducted tu,examine the relationship

between'the7deeial; economic, and psYCholPgical-enyironment of the;

family andrheTinepent of abuse or neglect. The findings of rhese

, studies are contradictory and there is wide disagreement amongre--
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searchers regarding the psychosocioeconomic conditions and causal,
factors of the child abuse phenomenon.

Steele Andjollock's (1971) study revealed than

If'all-the people we studied were.gathered togeth-.
er they would not seem mucht different, from a group
picked by stopping the first several people one would

4 .

meet on a downtown street.[5]

j

Child abusers camefrom all socioeconomic strata: some were wealthy,
';others poverty7stricken.They cmnefrom large metropolitan cities,
suburbs, and rural communities. There was a wide '.range in terms of

educational achievement, with IQ's ranging from 70 to 13G, The major-
ity of these parents ,1g.ad stable marriages; however, some Were di-
Vorced, separated, or 410 their second-and thifd marriage. They
embodied various religious affiliations and ethnic groups. Incidence
of alcoholism, broken Marriage, drug addiction,' and of

certain racialgroupp was notSignificant. The study found that most
of the abusers had emotional problems of sufficientrseverity to be

accepted for treatment by a psychiatrist. In addition, without

'exception, thefe was a history of having been reared in the 'same

,style which they had recreated in the pattern of rearing their,

own children.16]

Many studies show that parents who abusechildren usually. were them-

selves abused, as children or that :ahusing parents:Usually have

had some kind of disastrous rearing experience when they were chil-

dren.[7].' Thid "generational theory" contends. that the victim of
abuse incorporates' patterns of aggression WhiCh are repeated from

generation to.generationo

However, Gil revealed that only 23 percent of the respondents, to

his random nationaf.,eAmple- tof that they could a

sometime injure their childg8] and Wasserman has contended that.

"everY'perent.is a potential, child abuser."[ 9]

Dist parents.,who bring theirchild for medical treatment claim that

the child's condition was an'accident. The most frequent excuse

,given for the _accident is that the child fell and in the case
of murder, that, an intruder was responsible. Parents are reluctant

..teadmit,their gulit; family, neighbors, and friends do not want



:-Most studies indicate that _he majority of victims,are infants and

younger children. [11]

The parents tend to be under 30 years:Of age. [12] Mothers abuse

more frequently than fathera.1131- However, in the case of step-

parents , the opposite is true, and in situations of separation or

`divorce, boyfriends post often are the abusers . [1/]

Most researchers report that- boys are mere often abused than- girls .

However, after age 10, the reverse is true. [15] .
(

Myths

There are several myths concerning the causes of child mistreat-
.

.thent. The most common are that abuse and neglect are problems of

the poor, and that abusive parents simply misjudge their own strength.

However, child abuse and neglect is common to families 'of all rags,

nationalities, religioile groups , and socioeconomic levels . [16] It

is not a problem that is limited to racial minorities nor to the

poor, even though these groups may account for large figures in

reporting 'statist/ea, Though Gil found that "the physical abuse

of children was overconcentrated among 'the poor andrionwhite minor-

ities"[17] several researchers claim that these findings show evidence

of biases in reporting and institutional racism. [18]

Poor families .and nonwhite families. are ,reported more often than

middle- and uppertiddle- class whites aince they tend to, : be -the

.clients of welfare 'agencies ,- munieipal hospitals, and :outpatient

clinics. Compared to 'middle- and upper-class families, they not

only have more contacts with many different type6 of professicin-

als,',b4t their home 'lives and problems are Also more opery to pro

fessional , scrutiny. In addition, professionals may' find it more

difficult to repert, a family with ,whom : they can -identify: whites

have more difficulty reporting whites, and blacks more difficulty

repotting-blacks; those of the middle class find it harder to report

a middle -class family, and so on. Since most professionals are

,middle- and npper7plass whites, poor nonwhite families tend to account

for the greatest 'proportion of reports . [18] It is true, however;

that theeffects of social and .economic deprivation, housing problems;

unemploytent, financial crisis, illness, marital stress, and the

ramifications of poverty, may affect the :behavior of parents who

Maltreat their' children. [20] Yet these crises cannot' be considered

justification for abuse Crises are common in the :lives of many

parents; who do not Abuse their children, and maltreattent does

occur in families that are wealthy,
welleduCated, and well -housed.

[-2.1]
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Another misconcepion is that parents, unaware of their own strength,
)ure their children . when disciplining them. As Kempe and Helfer

note, "It is incorrect to believe that abuse is caused by parents
who simply don' t know their own s trength. "[22] Abusive or neglectful'
behavior is a complex pattern of parenting behavior; its cause
generally involves the childhood experience of the= parent, parental
misconceptions of the child, and crises in the life of the family
whiCh can precipitate incidents of abuse; [23]'

Types of Abuse _and Neglect

There are varying types and degrees --6f abuse and neglect. Abuse

may be physical abuse (ranging from slapping burning, and beating

to murder) , sexual abuse (ranging . from exposure and fondling to
-,.Intercourse, .incest, and rape), and emotional 'abuse (inadequate
parenting, and Severe criticism) . Neglect implies physical, emo-
-tionall, medical, or educational deprivation.1241

Effects on Children -

The effects of Mal treatment on children are numerous and' startling.
Maltreatment. can leave children. with physical, nmo LA nal , psycho-

logical ,\ _neurological , -and behavioral Scars, and can also' result1

in dea:h.[25]

Physical injury. resulting from abuse can include. cuts, burns, bruises,

contus onef shock, laceration of the internal organs, hemorrhage,

and fr tures. Depending' on the, type and severity of maltreatment,

long - fin \physical effects can include mental retardation, loss
of Ilea ing or sight, lack of motor control; . and speech defecta.[26]

Prolonged deprivation can have a serious and lifelong impact on
the chi _d's-'future character and can caus 'a variety of habitual be-e

haviora -didorders,,_ such as alcoholism, drug ,addiction, sexual Mel-

ad judtm nt and inadequate maternal behavior. In addition, inadequate
motheri or \ child neglect stemming from maternal deprivation can

result in growth failure, autistic behavior , and retarded mental
develo ent is the child. [27] -AbuSed and neglected -children -have

also sh wn evidence of learning disorders and language deficits . [28]

Both Fo
of juve
a his to

for the

tana and Steele have indicated that retrospective studies

ile delinquents: and fameus.Adult criminal ,mffenders reveal
of abuse in most cases . [29] Howeyer,_the_empirical basis

theo that the-abused-'-child becomes_ tomorrow' s juvenile



delinquent or adult criminal offender is problematic and thecausal

relationship :between abuse and crime is unclear0[30]

Summary

The incidence of abuse depends on the combination of fahtors char

actetizing the parent, .child,,and their environmental situation.

Various, types of abuse and neglect exist, and'the effects of' the

problem are numerous and devastating. It is clear that help is

needed for all three elements: the child, parent,,and environmental

situation of the family.
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VI. Cori

Introduction

As of 1.462,_few States _had.

i(empe and his - associates
profile of the battered
awareness_of the extent'
State legislatures began
porting'lawslin the early

State Legislation

rut Legislation

Jaws_psrtaining to child. abusei yet when
publicized the first formalized, medical
child[1], there was Increasing community
of the problem. Advocacy was strong and
to introduce child abUse and neglect re-
19601s.(21

State. child ahUse and neglect law in the past 15 years has been
a-very-active:area of:legislative adoption and amendment and con=
titues to generate activity.DV From State to State, there are
many similarities and.differetces in the law. And as the States
earnestly enact amendments modifying one or more statutes, the, number
of jurisdictions with a similar approach to any single' feature of
child protectiot laws does not remain static lor very long.[4]

All' 50 States have some form of child abuse laws. Basically,these
are-reporting laws which encourage or require the reporting of sus
pected cases, criminal law provisions to punish.ahusers,rjuvenile
courtiitets, and-State legislatiot to establish or authorize pro-
tictive-eervices for chiXdien.[5],

Federal Legislation.

The Federal Government first got Involved, in child welfare in 1912
when,--after conSiderable debate, Congress passed a bill, to create
the U.S Children's Bureau to do research and provide information
about children. In 1935,...with the passage of the Social Security
Act, Congress authorized/public welfare for-"the protection and
care of homeless, dependent- and neglected children and children
in danger ofbecoming delinquent" (Now Title IV-B6] The 1962
Social Security Amendments require each State to make welfare serv-
ices-available to all children and to coordinate the current child
welfare services (Title IV-B) with Aid to Families With Dependent
Children (Title IV -A). The 1962 amendment also made reference to
the prevention or remedying of child abuse in its revised defini-
tion of "child welfare services."



Since 1962, Federal funds for child protection services have been

spent,: under Title IV-A (Now Title XX) and funds have been- granted

under Title V for-research studies on child abuse and -neglect.

Thus until 1974, Federal legislation in the area of child maltreat-
ment has been concentrated on finaftcial assistance to the States

for "child welfare and social -servicee,. and in research grants, so

that, traditionally, the Federal Government has avoided specific

legislation in this area, considering it to be under the jurisdiction
of the States. Recently, however; due to increasing public and profes°

sional awareness of the incidence of maltreatment, several bills

were introduced in .Congtess .. [7]

On January 31, 1974, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment, Act

(F.14. 93-247) was signed, into- law, in response to -the need for a-
coordinated Federal effort, to assist/ the States in solving a -com-

plex, nationwide problem._ The Act /Created the National Center on
Child- Abuse and Neglect to conduct' studies on abuse and neglect,

award dethoristration and, research giants' to seek new methods of iden-

tifying, treating, and preventing this problem. The Act also granted

funds to the States to enable _them to improve and increase child

protective services. [8] More specifically, the purposes of the

National Center on Mild Abuse and Neglect are to:

1. Compile, analyze, and publish --a summary annually of re-

search on. child abuse and neglect;

Develop and maintain' an information clearinghoese on all
progranta;: public and private, showing promise of success,
for the prevention; identification, and treatment of child

abuse and neglect;

Compile and , publish training materials ' for personnel who

are engaged or ,intend to engage in the prevention, iden-

tification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect;

Provide technical assistance to public and nonprofit pri-

vate agencieS and organizations to assist them in plan- -,

ning, improVing, developing, and implethenting -programs and

activities relating to the prevention, identification and

treatment of child-abuse and neglect;.

. Conduct research into the causes of child abuse and neg-
lecti and into the prevention,. identification, and treat-

_
ment thereof; and



Make a complete and full study and, investigation of the
national incidence of child abuse and neglect, including
a determination .of the extent to which incidents of child
abuse/neglect are increasing in number or severity.

In addition, an advisory board on child abuse and neglect was es-
tablished and a definition of child abuse and neglect was pro-
vided . [9

The Act indicated that a Federal effort would- foster a coordinated
nationwide approach to the problem which would mandate the report-
ing of suspected cases of maltreatment, increase cooperation among
States, uniformity among state, laws, and create successful, re-
habilitative programs through Federal funding.

Four years later, en April 24;1978, an Act (13:L. 95 -266) was signed
into law granting an extension of the Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment Act for an additional 4 years . [10] Amendments were made
and funding of grants and programs- was increased to authorize $25
million to sui)Vort the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect
for fiscal year 1978, the total appropriation for fiscal year 1978
Child Abuse andNelect- Program was $18.928 million.[11]

The extension to the Act implied thay..the Act and its repercussions
were effective in managing aspects of the problem of abuse and
glect, and the extension and increased funding were authorized to-

insure the continuation of the succe ssful strides made In dealing
with- this. national problem.

Current Trends

There is a current:- expansion of the categories of mandated re-
porters and. a broadening of\the -definition of reportable abuse and
neglect. Also, the extension of immunity to reporters is gaining
acceptance nationwide as is -the imposition of criminal and civil
sanctions for failure, to report:\ Several States -have enacted ,spe-
cific child abuse statutes to distinguish this offense from assault
and battery. Many States are now sd\irecting- reports_ of abuse and
neglect-. to- social service agencies and requiring the operation of
central. registries. A .significant trend- is the legislative re-
quirement that a' guardian ad litem be\,ppointed by a court to
represent-the best interests of the child\ in court proceedings.
Another significant trend is that -States have\ begun to -enact legis-
lation to encourage or mandate the use of multidisciplinary teams . [12]



.Conclusion

.lit is interesting to note that while it took. the .Unitect States ap-
i proximately 150 years to pads legislation protecting childien against
the horrors of child abuse" and .neglect; most of this legislation
was padsed during. the last 15 years. [13]
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VII. Systems Approach to Child Maltreatment

Introduction ..

Since child abuse and neglect., aye not solely social, legal,. psy-.%
or--MedicEd_problems,__they_should_no't_be_managed by one_ -

discipline or profession alone.' These are complex problems- in-; .

volving ,
judges, lawyers,- police officers, social workers, physi-

cians, and educators.- 'Often, helping 'efforts remain 'fragmented
among various disciplines, communications- 'and --coordination are dicfi-
cult to imp_ lement', there is a duplication of f f or ts by competing

Agencies, and tear and hostility exist among competing approaches

to the prohleM.E.11

In response. to the prbblem of, child Taltreatment, several juris-

dictions have created, multidisciplinary child protection teams to
investigate, assess, and treat cases of, child abuse. The for-

mat and implementation of these teams vary nationwide, yet they
usually.' include they -kills of legal, social wcirk, mental health,
and medical professionals, and it has generallY- been found that
the teams' collective expertise provides more comprehensive, val-

uable-guidance to an individua caseworker, - . investigator, judge,

etc. [2]
a.

Pcnitive vs. Therapeutic Approaches
.

There are two general views. of 1-Low to approach the problem of child

maltreatment:

The punitive approach views child abuse and /or neglect as .

a .crime for which parents must be. punished.

.

thepatut1S approach views child 'abuse end/or neglect

as a family problem requiring treatment for the family.

The approaCh protection has gradually shifted .1t8m ptlni

tive to therapeutic, wi Ifwthe current Niew ; that treatment and re
habilitation, rather -than:punkshment and retrihution f are the best

means of protecting endangered. children.[3]

Five major systems are involVed ih child abuse--criminal 5ustice,.
law enforcement, social service, medical, and education systems--
and the perspectives of each will now be discussed.



The Criminal Justice Persiective

Child Abuse and neglect is a crime in every State.-Although the
statutes luu7fromAurisdictionto jurisdiction, over three-fourths_
of the States have specific "cruelty to children" statutes; in others,
"assault" Anulet either statutory or common law applies to child

abuse. .:rueity to children ttatutes usually cover a broader area
than assault; acme Include neglect and emotional abuse; Sexual

abuse can be. prosecuted under criminal statutes covering statutory
rape, incest, indecent liborties and other sexual erimes.[4]

The punishment (punitive) vs.'treatment(therapeutic) dichotomy is
found in the law itself. In all 50 States,'laws,cOncerning child
maltreatment fall under both criminal apd civil codes._ Within the
ciVil,code.ofevery State, child abut4 isedVered under juvenile
or family court acts which authorizethe court to order protective
services, treatment, or removal of a child frmnthe Koine when there

is'evide, of maltreatMent.[5] tq

However 6 ept of child abusq)has.not been. totally detrimin-

alized. Crimivalcourt involVemdnt is :infrequeht, yet it does
occur in scoot ottLoos of homicide,'child sexuakmolestation,andsevere
maltreatment. 'Mc efeasibility.of.criminal prosecution is often

limited. abuse usualkr takes place In theprivacy of the
.home without Witnesserionly circumstantial evidence is available.-.

Thus, it is extremely difficult to prove that a parentls,guilty

of abuse. "The burden of 'proof beyond a reasonable- doubt and other

constitutional strictures often, pose insqmountable obstacles to

successful criminal prosecution."[6] - In addition, the effects of

the criminal,Aourt process'often do more-harm. than good for the

child since the court process may. embitter. the parints,-causing
, -

them..te:resent their ehIldren even more and inflidt further abuse.

If acquitted, parents may regard the court's as an approval..

thei4!pare-iltingehavior.Ikeorivicted, a prison term or'auspended

Igentnnc&-will seldom change their behavior.;Criminal prosecution
resarves the underlying problems of the parentS which caused

abuse theirehildren. fear -of criminal prosecution

avent_parents from seeking help or taking their injiired child

adcal care[7]

The court does not become involved in a case of child abuse until

someone sets the .-legal, mechanism in motion-by filing a petition

child -abume::(usuallya protective, service worker).' - The, .

jUdge's decision is based upon the,presentation of investigatory

data given by the:respondent's (abuser's). attorney and the guard,

ia4 appointed by,ithetcourt (guardianAd litem), 'and-testimony of :

witnesses.[8] :The :rgoardiari ad litem,is appointe4 to represent_
,



the best interests of 'the child and:functions as ari -inifestigator,
advocate, counsel,. and' guardian.[9], --The concept of a guardian
-ad ].item. :notnot a' recent innovation;. hbwever, the mandatory use
of this -figure: to, represent the -child's independent interests is
a _new .procedure

One of the major issues confionting' attorneys' is that of allOwing
access .to formerly- confidential-- child protectIon records. Despite
the current 'judicial trend, toward ,. access to caSe. record's

fesslonals.,- Many social workers f oppose the "fishing" 'throUgh.:eade -

records: by. attorneys . [101 Another 'issue is that of ,confidentiali.
ty of statements madeo within one.- court. Often, an abuser or wit-
neasi in juvenile _court is reluctintto- discuss: the `.'events preded-

including the act of abuse -fer': fear of prosecution by crim-.

inal . The current trends is to provide immunity: for state-,

Merits: made in juvenile. court -.Proceedings' until there has been a
criminal .'nonvicti-on.. [11.]_ Another issue . is the lengthy interval.
of time 'spent_ awaiting trial -of .a case. Wist jurisdictions. pro-

via 6, the "right to a.speedy trial";. however, there is no set 'time
limitation and case eve-. often dragged-un for 6 Months while awaiting ..

trial.[12]

-Law Eniorcement Perspective

,The police officer's .primary _responsibility the community is -.

to preVent crime, apprehend criminals, ensure public safety, and
eiforce laws... Police may take part in the investigations of alleged
cases - of child maltreatment iinde th4y:havethe . legal- authority
to gain access to the':home and remoVe the- hild or abuser fromi/.. ,......

the .home if the life -or,...:heeitli of the -person is in danger. The .

Zmajority of children, .howevercare:relatively. safe and it is critical

that the police handle the situation -in- 1: nonthreatening manner
eo.Ithat the parent s '.response to this initia3r experience is receptive
to therapy ancf_does, not preclude future agency contacts 4131

,.. . - '-- .1.
Although the reporting laws in -.many Spates' -require a' police ii& ti

vestigation and report, police involvement is rare and-. many po
-lice departments refer the case to -a protective service agency for
investigation Auld provision of. service's. [14] -

While' some' police - departments-tments -have initiated specificallY trained
_._ .

child abuse units, the Majority of :pence departmeuta have not [15]

The policeman called to assess - -the :scene of suspected `child abuse
usuillyjacks the training and diagnostic skills necessary to eval-
uate -the seriousness of the situ4tion and determine appropriate

action for the welfare of the farAily. 1 This issue stems from the



,attitude- thit any helping function` requiring the! use of inter-
!personal skills.,diminishes the masculine authority' image of the

police, and the conviction' that helping people essentially a
social: work function that is discrete from the "real" work of the
police.[_16] Realistically, the police officer can be trained .to

mbecome -ore of, a specialist in handling family crises without com-'
promising the primary function of maintaining lawfand order. Bard

suggests that changeS -are needed in the police organizational struc-
ture, ,that Cooperation with other helping systems are: needed, and
that :intensive/training programs infathiV crisis interveriLion- should

be instituted.(17) These changes woula ,enable the'officer to act:
with greater -effectiveness and, personal satisfaction ,and to the
benefit of sOdiety. [18]

Another issue is that juvenile police investigators are understaffed
and overworked. 119r Beause of the low priority they place on
the problem of Child ahuse, police :'administrators tend :to: limit
the number of investigators, without regard for the incidence- rate.
The limited number of investigators day also reflect the traditional
attitude that the -role of police is to ,maintain. laW and order,;-

not to counsel and intervene in domestic problems.

Social-Service perspective

By vi tue. of their training and job role. most social.tsrkers are...
sensitive, to the .problem, and are , able to- identify. endtherefore

report suspected= cases"; of- maltreatment. The .,social: worker (also*,

referred to . as a protective service worker) conducts the investi
gation, apsessment, and treatment. Of cases [20] Because of the
nature of- social work training, 'social workers tend: to view- child
abuse within the broader context ':of the. family dynamics and inter

action petterna,. rather than-. focusing on: the abuseAtself . If a
family. is cooperating- with treatment, 'a. 40cial orke :win: often

avoid 'poliee intervention and ..posaible court proedings,'. -feeling
that these would -be- counterproductive, to. a therapeutic, relation-

ship the family. [211-. HOweVer, if a child is in extreme den--

ger,- or if the worker feels that- by reporting, more- resources and
treatment would become. available for the family, -.the 'social worker

will report a case to the police. -Social-Wbrkers often find themsel'v'es.

in a dilemma: between:. what theT feel they -should do as required
by_ their Aok, and what they . personally feel would be in the beat
interests of the child- and the family. [22]1

Many social workers feel that the best way to handle maltreatment
is to make:- every:effort; to .keep the,.child in the home and keep the'

- rfamily intact while intervening with supportive services (home-
makers, day -.care, counseling, etc.). With the belief that foster



pare :an institutional care ',are inadequate. substitutes and abused

-children will usually return home volugtfirpy, the current.: trend is

.tc, keep the child with his natural and teach the. parents

more effective patenting skills.[23]

A major Issue in. aoCial service departments is that more 'funding.
is -needed tn'provide a) larger staff, -increased training, and- More
-outreach- work in the community. [22] Proteciive service workers
are ,generally overworked aad_ underpaid due to shortages-. of fUnding-

-; and staff

Another- ,problem that faces social: workere a lack of- cooperation

among community agencies. -Of ten agencies will refuse to- share infor-

-mation -with 'a social service.ervice department,' fearing ,that 'they will
be "robbed" of the case when,' in fact ,- the social service department's
aim is to gain abetter understanding of ;a case in order. to 'provide

more complete services. [25]

Social Worker 'burnout" is another crucial problem. Working with

abuse -cases is an extremely, demanding task which,: requires-exdep-

tional sensitivity. Social worker& must be able to accept hoatili-
ty /and rejection. -without feeling the need to retaliate., One. to

emotional exhaustion, many workers lose their sensitivity .and "burn
out," thereby becoming ineffective as helping persons. A.self-help..

group` composed .of protective service workers- has emerged to pro-
vide a good support system for workers who .sustain 'emotion-

ally 'draining-. exPeriences and need an outlet to Vent-' their frus-
,

trations [261

Medical Perspective

-The -physician's main role in child abuse cases is to be an accurate

diagnostician and to provide medical 'treatment . [27] Many _experts

believe that doctors are the profesSionals most qualified, to iden-
tify child abuse, -yet, many doctors find that diagnosing abuse
extremely difficult ,for several reasons. Doctors, -in general, have
only minimal training related :specifically to child rearing and
maltreatment; many have not mastered interViewini skills and ob-

servation techniques which are necessary in identifying abUse; and
many 'do not ..Obtain information from patients unless it is volun-

teered. [281

Although detectibp of child abuse ispart of the responsibility: of .

physicians, they.may be hesitant to report it;. even though it is

illegal not to report The issues of confidentiality, -privacy,

and professional :ethics enter into the physician's ,decisionmaking
process. The physician may feel that the professional ethics in-,



volved in the doctor/patient relationship .precliide reporting a case

of abuse-. Possible liability, potential damage to a physician' s

practice, and the desire, to avoid the possibility _of_ testifying
in court or dealing With angry parents, are rationales for a'doctor's

not reporting child \abuse.

Ultimately, the physician's major concern should be the patient's

welfare; that is, what is best for the child.- As with other pro
fessionals, the diagnosis and report of child -abuse is a- matter

of the, physician's judgment. [29]'

Education perspective-

The teachers! :role places them in a prime 'position for accumulating_

information .aboUt Children and rheir .home enviroment. Since they

have continual deny contact with children over long periods of
time,' theY are able to observe any unusual -circumstances and changes

in a child's appearance and ,behavior, which allows them to make :-de

cisions about suspected cases- of :maltreatment They may become

-'.--suspicioSs of a child who becOmes. overly' aggressive, hyperactive,
or who suddenly becomes very pasaive -and withdrawn. Children who are
consistently- late for school, come to school\ too early, .hesitate

.home, or are absent without reasonable explanations; may. be

showing indications of, possible abusa.-E301 '--\

Teachers are able to Observe the child's interaction h his- peers,

adults, str4ngers, and observe his. behavior -at play./ -Also, teachers

have an opPortunity to become acquainted 'With the !child's parents

and forM some :impression df. the child' s_. family life and home. en-

vironment and of the parentS' degree -of interest and concern far
the. child.

Despite- the tact that teachers- are in..a, prime. position to .identify

and report .suspected child. abuse, they often have their own percep-

tion of- what. constitutes good parenting: prsetices. Macy teachers

tend to overlook abuse,-. since they themselves believe in the practice
of harsh discipline' in the classroom. Others are -keenly aware of.
abuse,.. and : view it as -a manifestation of -fetidly problems. in the

Child s -hoMe.

Another currents'=;issue is. the opposition voiced by parents and com-
munities regarding Mandatory reporting, by school personnel, of sus-

pected child abuse cases. Many parents view the teacher' s respon-

sibility- to report suspected cases of maltreatment as an intrusion

'into the privacy of family affairs. Communities have opposed it
due to conCern over the confidentiality of records. The .National

Center on Child Abuse and Neglect has observed that in general,



9

:community reaponse to reporting child abuse through the school system
has been extremely. negaiivg; thus, community education, support,
ancUinvolveMent: are vital.[V]..

Conclusion

tach-profe ow-has. its own role, task, purpose; and- perspective
on handling carls of maltreatment and these roles, unfortunately;
often overlapleavegaps,,or'otherwise come' into conflict, 'causing
a duplication of -efforts, lack of services, or fragmentation of
efforts. -,-Ilany'researchers conclude- that a tUltidisciplinary team
approach is a-more-effective way, of-managing the.pitiblem of child -
.,abuse and neglect. (,32]
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VOL TheorreficaI How of Case. Process

Introduction.

A typical -child abuse case chronological stages[

Identification/Reporting
Intake/nvestigation

ses ament/Flanning,
Treatment/Referral--
Termillet ion/FolloWup
la'

Identific tion/Re 'ortiri

Although reporting statutes vary from State to State,- all -50 Staees

have a -mandatory .reporting statute requiring persons to notify au-

thorities when there ,is reasonable cause. to - suspect that -, -a child

has7been;abutied. -The laws differ with respect to abusive conditions

which are to -he reported and those persons,,who are required- to re-
port .suspected -cases. Tiis mandatory' reporting statute is the pri-.

mary method of identification and its purpose is to identify the

child in peril as quickly as possible. The observer is. not re-,

quired to do more than report, the. suspected :case in fact, -the re-

porter .may.remain anonymous); :\ the investigation and method of in-.-

tervention is a function of the state.. Often, the observer does.

not report a case of suspected ',abuse lecause he does not recognize
. .

t and Cannot 'identify- it as, abuse; he may not know 'ftereto report

the :incident_or he mayfeaf malPractice liability and does not want

to get involved. in the case. Currently, all States have .clauses

which krant the reporter immunity, from civil and criminal liability,
if the report is rendered. in goods, faith. [2]

Intake

When a case of suspected abuse or neglect -has- beenidentified and

reported, , State --laws require that an investigationbe-made-.
frcm to jurisdiction, yet-

each state has. designated one or more agencies to receive and in-

vestigate reports of enspeated abuse or neglect-. . This agency must
,

provide prompt investigation-or eligibility, for Federal

funds (42 USC 5103 (2)(c) 1976). S e states 'require an .initial
.

,

police investigation; others require an initial protective, service

investigation; others require that the .initial invedtigation be

performed , by:- .both parties. [3] In spite of :such regulations, in-

"vestigetions are often poorly conducted \due to-.insufficient train-
\



of. investigators And lack of tithe to permit. complete investi-
gations --in light of enormous caseloads. [4]

If conditions in the home present iMminent- danger= to the life or
health, of the 'child, `4 police officer may, at this' time, place the
child in -protective custody and remove the child .from-.. the home.
The child --can e -admitted to a hospital emergency' room for treat-
ment- or-taken to -a- physician for medical examination. [5]

ent/Planning

ter thorough investigation, the proper diagnosis (an evalua-
ion ef the- facts to determine whether or not the child's injuries
or the parent's behavior can be classified as child, abuse under
State law), prognosis (an evaluation of the facts to determine the
possibility of effective treatment for the abuser and child), and
possible need for judicial intervention are determined-. If it appears

that there s no .basis for the report-or no grounds.- for suspicion,
the Case. iEr closed. :If there is no indication of abuse or :neglect,
but"-the, sittiatiun warrants treatment or assiatance _for ale family,
-a referral may, ..be made. If there are indications that - -abuse has
taken place, a treatment plan is devised.[6]

Treatment ( Intervention) /Referral

Depending on- the severity of the incident and the laws and proce-
dures governing the jurisdiction in which it occurred, any combi-
nation of the following types of intervention may take place:- the_
child may_ be :allowed to remain in the home without judicial: -inte-r-
vention provided that the child, and/or parent -and/or family- agree

-rec. ive- treatment; the parents. may voluntarily_ agree to relirr-
qi-resh the child to foster care -and undergo .treatment until the au-
thorities agree that the situation is safe to warrant the return-
of the child to the natural parents;- or the child may . be removed
from: the, home --by issuance of a court_order-and--7-prAcad- under emer-
gency-fostercare7pend-ing trial of the case in juvenile, family,
or criminal :court. When removal= of the child_ from the home is nec-
-eisary,, -juvenile,- family; or criminal-- court proceedings are manda-
tory. -unless parents voluntarily relinquish -the- child . [7] The
9most comm9n method of inducing -court ,involvement is by written pe=
titian -on the' part of, a protective 'service worker 'with the aid of , a

legal consultant. The :court -is asked to assume responsibility of
the chijd _in_ question.for- several months -and will periodically re-.
view the -sitnation tO determine progress made in making the homeprogress
safe for the child's return, that is, the child will- be made: a ward
'of the -court and will be temporarily placed in foster care until the
home situation. is resolved \ or Another permanent home is found. [8]



Termination/Folloup:

Cases are not---continued______indefinitely without per 'review and

reassebamenti ,When--ar case has- -been` reassessed and it has ebeen de-

termined that additional services: are needed, the treatment- plan
is odifie and services. continue to be provided. When additional

.

_services are no 'longer available, the case is referred_ to another
agency for needed treatment. When additional services are no longer

needed; the case is 'terminated and a subsequent follownp investigation
is perforthed to -''insure the stability of the ...fathily and determine

the necessity of further assistance. [9]

Prevention and Treatment Programs

There are several types of.prevention and treatment prograMS avail-
able to families in t4hich. abuse and/or -neglect. has taken place.
These differ-from state to state and jurisdiction to Jurisdiction,
and vary:: according -.--to the characteristics of the -child, parent,

and abusive: incident-. Treatment services are also. dependent -pn
the availability .of, resources the community, :so- that while one
Jurisdiction may 'lack services, another may haye a wealth of pri
:vately funded, . state .funded,_ and federally___funded programs.

There :is a: general consensus among most authorities on Child- abuse
that an effort must be made to treat the parent as well as the

-.child. :Thef objective of the treatment is to replace the abusive-

or negleetful':pattern of the abusing -parent witi.. more -rewardine
methode of= Child rearing-: Also,. there_ _ is the need to improve. the
abuser's-poor self-image and-. reduce the stresses in the family
which -led the abusive or neglectful events.

'There no standardizedprogramof -treatment for families that
engage in child maltreatment.. Since each family is Unique, 'treat

ment is individualized-to.: meet. needs of the family members.
nerally,' programs are conducted by hospitals, health departmenta,

family tdanning agencies, child welfare departments, social, serv-

. ice 'agencies, mental health centers, schools, and universities.

Prevention programs include parent effectiveness training classes,.
parent education for adelescents, public awareness campaigns, and
screening: .for abused_ or neglected children. and for unusual Child

-rearing practices.[11] Central registers of cases are maintained

diagnostic purpbses.[12]

Treatment programs (which are often -also used for prevention) for abu-
sere- include -24-hour hot-lines, day-care, crisis nurseries, home-
.maker serviei; job training, employment assistance, :parent aides, .



visiting nurses, Parent Anonymous self-help 7groupn, [13] psycho-
,

therapy,. individual_ or family counseling, alcohol and -drug -coun-
seling, .rand- Parenting 'classes.- Treatment for children may in7
clude -foster-card,'day care, therapeutic preschool, psychiatry, fam-
lily therapy, play therapy, art therapy, or dance ,therapy [14]

'Although:laws and 'precedures for managing cases of child ,maltreat
.

meat ,yary. nationWidei there is a. general chronological flow of a e
.- precept; whieh followed .= The act of identification via the mandatory y
reporting Statute is not going to solve the problem;

SYstematicremoval of the child and criminal prosecution of the
abuser 'will. not cure the problem.. Rather,'Identification must
be' supplemented with investigation and. intervention in the form
of an Andividuelized:treatment plan for the abuser, the child, the:

..=faMily,- and sedietv.(11j
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c
The agemen -of the _problem of child-- abuse- and neglec

.
in a

state of change and . revision. e 'laws and. procedures- are .vague

and vary
/

y

Tie
,

.
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.' .The nuiAber of reported

.._the professionals who process theme: r-Thi increase is direetly re-
cases of waltreatment) kas been groWing ,4t ':a _ eace t11t". overwhelida 0. .

lated to . the change in the laws ,regardirii reporting and 4
., . ,,

immunity free malpractice s as well -aa to changes in our icial-

structure-.

The real' impdet of Federal- child Maltreatment legislation will not

be felt until the,laws and procedures involved in all phases of the

case flow are _natiVally standardized. The development of congres-

sionally mandated s ndardized medical protocols, judicial guide-

lines, And case-processing procedtires,' and an infusion Of Federal

funds, to enable agencies to apply nthese atandards would eable the
Stated to _address the problem of child maltreatment at the level
indicated in current legislatiOn. . Only with greater resources. and:

standardiied procedures can- the courts, police, scrsiai'sservicte or-
ganizations, and medical facilities develoli the capacity- to

increase continuity of care/case management from the
of identification, through the return of the child to

family;

adopt' an integrated multidisciplinary
n in child maltreatment;

improve communication and cooperation dinongthe va

cies involved;

increase the - number of- professional personnel
dedicated to intervention in child maltreatment

implement, additionaltherapeutic and preventive. prograrhs;

provide- follqwup to make sure that the child is, thriving
after the case has been closed; and

educate the 'public .about the seriousness of this problem
and how they' can contribute to its solution.

. .

Further research-is needed to determine the current incidence And .

'..severity of child abuse and neglect; to .clatify the relationships

between the-'psychological, 'social, familial, and economic factors



and child maltreatment; 'to explore promising prevent ve and at-
- :gent t ichniques; and to eya-the effectiveness of existing proevaluate-the

Child abuse- affects_ our entire:society. It is no longer only .a
family problem but a. social, legal, moral, ar.d0 medics" concern.
It concerns- not'-- only 'the- child and the abuser: all of- us' are in-.
volved---as '.neighbors, friends, relat ives citizens, professionals

.

as humans.

It is naive to believe that child abse .can be eradidated entirely.
Hoigever, likel,so many other. societal problems,: a cnne,erted effort -
can alleviate the pebble m .. to . some extent_ and reduce the emotional

The costs are incalculable. For the\ abused' and . neglected child
there:is severe. phyiical and emot-i#3naL,paini For' the .abuger there
may befeelingg of inadequacy, insecurity , resentnient frustration;
guilt, -andl."shrime.- For the-public there is the = expense of medial

eatment, court proceedings, foster are: Treventionprojehts, and
menu programs. In aadition, --since- every.,abusedchild is poten- t

-tial en abusive parent, and unstable adult;-rfgere As the inearima°'
-ble_ co t ta.- society. of, perpetuating . the--,`-, problem from gelleration

to gene ation;
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. .
ALDER; .L. Child Abuse Victims: Are They Also Victims of an

Adversarial and Hierarichial Court. ' 'System? Pepperdine Law
RevieW,-' v.5, n. 3:717-77)2 . 1978. (NCJ 52504)

.

Court system deficiencies- have hampered integrated professional'
efforts in child !abuse cases. Adjustments related to' the ad-
versary system, andcourt hierarchies are suggested which stress
children's needs-1 Definitions of child abuse are, presented andneeds. i _ _ __

characteristics of 'child abusers are,' described. Historically
i -

the juvenile court has struggled- with the dilemma of whether
I

to -view-the dependents--abusedand-neglected.,_ child _as... a.eocial .-
or legal progiemi. .': The Gault- decision resulted in an emphasis
on factfinding in child abuse cases and the polarization of the
two attorneys involved.. This adversarial system makes prosecu-
tion of child /abuse difficult, because, there usually are no
eye, witnesses,, / making it hard to prove legally. Adversary
proceedings 'ccl have the effect of reinforcing and perpetuating

ily. fragniehtation and violence. Juvenile and family courts, ..

-which have jurisdiction over child abuse .'cases, are of -,such low

status that these are disheartening tepersons seeking t'o protect
children from abuse. The users of juvenile and family courts
are often essentially powerless persons from the lowest socio7-
economic sectors of the population. The low status of the courts

-,is , reflected in the frequent rotation of judges, insufficient
specialized. training for judicial personnel, and the small amount

of ourt time allotted to such cases (`estimated at 5 percent
of total court time). 'Specific adjustments can have the
effect of/ child abuse prevention are wider utilizatiOn of a
family court structure, formalized and legitimized multidisoi
plinery- prejudicial conferences among professionals (doctors,
social workers, and law enforcement and legal personnel),:and

. I

expanded ;use court-ordered treatment plans for noncooperative
parents with sanctions provided for noncompliance. Juvenile
courts\ cSn elevate their status by increased participation in
the coo 'unity and assisting in educating the 'public on the unmet

needs ocf i children. Law:, schools should elevate the study of
family lew by including . curriculums that emphasize child welfare
'special tes. i (Author abstract modified) \\._

2. ARSHAC1c, S., RtId. Child Abuse: Where Do We Go .From .Here? Conference
Froceed14epFebruary 18-20-1),977.' Washington, Children's Hos-
pital NatiOnal Medical Center, 1977. 186 p. (NCJ 46783)

Six aspects of child ',abuse, ranging from causes and forms of
child abuse to needs for 'court reform in handling of abuse cases,

ii -.

'theare .covered by 45.papera contained in this volume of pro-
ceedingS, from a national conference'. This conference was spon-
sored by the Child .Protection Center of the Children's Hospital
Nation Medical Center, .Washington, D.C.; in February- 1977.

1
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-BAHIN I

Particular attention was paid 'to the issues of corporal punish-

ment at home and the schools, parental rights and civil liberties,

court reform, and sex abuse, as well as to the classical subjects

of child abuse etiology and treatment modalities. The session

on corporal punishment in the schools analyzed State legislation

on the topic; presented arguments for and against, reviewed the
impact of the Ingraham decision by the U.S., Supreme Court which

allows corporal - punishment, and presents three theoretfcal

papers on the value of "corporal punishment.. The section on the

causes of child abuse focused on the increasing problems of

se'cual abuse found in comingled families. With the increase in
aiternative-family_Prrangements ,, the traditional sex roles of the

nuclear family are absent- and sexual problems increase The_

problems of the step parent and the mother's "boyfriend" are

particularly discussed. Other papers deal with "bonding" failure

during the early Mother-infant relationship, end the types of

mother-child interaction which seem to particularly lead to child

abuse. Intervention strategies also are:discussed. The relation-'

ship between sexual abuse and delinquent behavior is examined;

several studies have found a strong association. Prevention

techniques and therapy for both parent and .child were discussed

in the section on treatment, modalities. The section on court

reform urged, that more attention be given to. the trauma a child

suffers it court hearings, that child abuse cases especially be

held in an, informal atmosphere, and that the health profespional

who investigates for the court.-not be required to make such

didactic statements that further work with the family is impos-

sible.. A final workshop on parental rights and civil liberties

'considered requirements for programs which protected parents'

rights to-rear their children while, at. the same time, providing

for removal of the child to Safe custody when the situation

demands it. The use of central registries of child abuse

information and the possible threat these may cause to civil

liberties was discussed.

C. and M. DALY. Criminal ,Justice Ref6M,

Abuse. In Arshack,. -S., Ed., e:

Here? Washington, Children' s Hospital Na

1977. 4 p.

n Handling Child Sex
ere Do We Go From

oral dical Center,
(NCJ 46785) .

.It is argued that present police and court methoda-for handling

child sex abuse cases emphasize the rights of the accused at the

expense of the child and that the court experience J.s more,of a

trauma than the abuse. The current wave of concern over child

sexual abuse has documented the relationship between, such abuse,,

and adult trauma. A large number of prostitutes and child abusers

were themselves victims of sexual' abuse. Although the problefn

does not seem acute at the time, it has long°range consequences.

Yet, the criminal justice system is set up to treat it just

as though it were like other criminal- procedureS and the focus
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of the investigation is the immediate damage. It is questioned
whether the police are really the proper persons to conduct
child sexual abuse investigations. Several countries have experi-
mented with special youth investigators. Several areas in the
United States have assigned specially trained social workers
to this task. Such special investigators both protect the child
victim and facilitate the gatheri-ig of 'data. A second reform
needs to be made in the courtroom. A special informal setting
needs to be arranged which will not frighten the child. The
child should see only the judge, the prosecutor, the defense
attorni3, and the youth interrogator. The accused, the jury,

,and the_audience -should-be-separated-from-the-child-by-one-way-
glass . This way the defendant's rights are guaranteed and the
jury can observe the defendant's demeanor during the child
victim's testimony. Also, more attention should be given to
training prosecuting attorneys who handle .pretrial investiga-
ions. This training should include psychological understanding

and counseling skills to help the child deal with the situation.
All three' of these approaches could be adopted either together
or independently.- Each also would help ease the trauma of
testifying against a parent or other- family member which makes
the abuse even more difficult psychologically for the .victim.
References are included.

BA RN, D., M. EISNER, and H.Q. NEEDHAM. Child Abuse: A Bibliography.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada, Canadian Council on Children and Youth,

110 p. (NCJ 55333)

About 900 books, journal articles, newspaper and magazine arti-
cles, television scripts, and dissertations are included this

bibliography of English. i and French language materials .iLsput

child abuse. The -bibliography is arranged in three parts : an

introduction to the nature, of child abuse; an alphabetical listing
of the materials by author; and a subject index. Most of the

items cover the years 1965 through 1975. Materials are included
from Canada, the United States, England, India, Iceland,

Australia, and New Zealand.- The introduction covers the history
of child abuse and its recognition-as asocial problem, symptoms
and diagnosis of abuse, effects of abuse on the child; etiology
of child abuse, child abuse management, and legal intervention.
The materials themselves cover the psychological, social, medical,

and legal aspects.- A number of forensic pathology materials
cover child abuse as a cause of death and the collection. of

evidence in cases of infanticide. Entries provide author, title,
publication date, and journal -citation or publisher.



BERNINGER, D.E. and J.P. FITZPATRICK. Child Abuse and Neglect: State

Reporting Laws Myj_97E3. Washington, National Center on Child

Abuse and Neglect, 1978. 35 p. MICHOFICELE (NW 49474)

Key elements. of child abuse and neglect statutes in effect on

April 30, 1977, are surveyed, and reporting laws, child protective

services, and judicial: proceedings are considered. The first

section examines.Several basic eleMents of the statutes of the

50 states, the District of Columbia, and United States territories

dealing with the reporting of suspected or known cases of child

abuse and neglect. The elements are (1) the purpose of the

etate'slte_porting_laws;. (2) the required_ state ofmind-.of the

repo'rter;' (3) age limits of children; and (4) persons who must

and may report. Immunity for reporting, for the retention o=ff

removal of a child, and for taking; of _photographs and/or X-rays

is 'examined in relation to the statutes, as are abrogation of

privileged communications., religious' immunity -or exclusion, and

penalty for 'failure to report. Most- states require 'immediate

action in reporting which must be carried out according to

prescribed procedures. In the .majority of states, the report

must be followed by ,mandated- action to -.protect' the child. -There

has been a' trend toward establishing- a 'central registry of. re-

ported cases of child abuse and neglect. Information on incidents4,
of child ahuSe cases can assist medic-al and protective service

personnel in the proper diagnosis of maltreatment and in evaluat--

ing the extent of danger, eto a. child. --AS :a source_ of research

data, central iegistries could provide this inrormatiOn; however,

there has been reported 'failure in such registries to carry out

this role due to insufficient staff and space,' and -problems in

confidentiality and access to 'records. 'Many jurisdictions

require state or local agencies to Operate publicity and educa-

tional'programs for the, public, staff personnel, and persons_

required to report on child abuse .and,intervention and treatment

programs JUdicial proceedings are. examined in relation to

child abuse and neglect cases. Most states allow for protective

custody:of victimized children, either by police or other author

ities. Federal law which .requiresthat the abused or neglected

child be represented for the parents and the agency, as in the

7
case of institutional abuse or neglect, is not established

widely. The most prominent trends in-the area are the expansion

of the categories of mandated reporters and a broadening of the

concept of ,reportable abuse and\neglect. Extension of immunity

to reporters and- the imposition..of criminal and civil sanctions

for failure to report now are.being\adopted by many jurisdictions.

A growing number of states are directing .reports to social

service agencies and mandating the operation of central regis
tries.- States' 'have begun, to mandate or encourage the .use of

multidisciplinary teams.,,, Reporting procedures for the states

and territories are listed in a table. Appendixes include foot-
notes for tables, a. bibliography,-and a statute compilation by

jurisdiction.
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6. BERNSTEIN, D. Police v.- Child Abuse: Protecting the Victim Comes
First, Police MagAine, v 1, n. 5:58-63. NoveMber 1978. (NCJ 51705)

A Tucson, Ariz., police detective's efforts to'combat child
abuse by establishing a Child Abuse Unit and by improving police-
relations with medical personnel and social workers is described.
The detective became concerned about child abuse when repeated
beatings led to the death of a young child but failed to bring
a,conviation of the responsible party. The police had not been
informed of the case until it was too late for a thorough inves-
tigation. Thee detective looked-into'the situation on his -own
time7and,concluded that----Tucaon-had -a-severe child-abuse -problem
and that abuse cases weren't being- reported because' the public
thought nothing would be done or feared the police would jail
the abusers. The detective became the Tucsoli Police Department's
Child .Abuse Unit ndbegan pto .develop_ contacts with
physicians and social workers, which in turn led to greater
police involvement in abuse cases. One year later, a second
officer was added to the unit, which was investigating vp to
35 cases each month. The unit also trained police officers in
proper prOcedures for handling child -abuse incidents and made
presentations on child- abuse to groups of citizens. Always
giving top priority to the safety of the child, the.Child Abuge
Unit trys to'convince parents -to obtain counseling, resorting
to arrest and prosecution only for,,repeat offenders and in cases
involving serious injury. ,The Officers take-'into account the
pressures,that may have led to abuse arid' avoid .putting,parents
on the offensive. Their,approach has earned them the respect
of physicians and Child,Welfare.pgenCy:personnel, who now make
special efforts to cooperate in police investigations of abuse
cases. A committee of physicians, social Workers,lawYers, and
police meets monthly to discuss new approaehes to dealing with
Child abuse. All Tucsonhospitals have established child abuse
teams.. -In-addition, the citizens' of Tucson have donated funds
for two -shelters, where parents can leave their children when
they feel inclined to abusethem. 'Consideration is being given:
to expanding the Child Abuse Unit-td encompass other kinds of
domestic violence.

7. BESHAROV, D.J. Putting- Central Registers To Work. Children Toda
v. 6, n. 5:9-13. September-October 1977. (NCJ 47975) -

'Problems in maintaining And using central registers of child
protection cases are discussed, with special attention to the
matterofconfidentialltyofchildabuseandneglectcase:recerds.
Fortysevenstates and the District of Columbia have established
central registers. However, nearly all of the registers have
failed to fulfill -their stated diagnostic, monitoring,, and
statistical functions. Problems relate to insufficient staffing,:
incomplete.` and inaccurate records, one-dimensional statistical
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reports, fragmented and complicated reporting procedures, absence
of updated or followup' reports, and matters of confidentiality.

A particularly controversial aspect of the confidentiality prob-

lem- arises when consideratiOn is 'given -to opening child abuse

and neglect records to administrators, legislators, and re-

searchers for use in planning, monitoring, auditing,, evaluating,

and/or conducting research. There should be provisions to insure

that disclosure of information in child protection records is

limited to situations in which the need to know is essential

-,to the purpose. Persons listed in the register should have the

right to review the contents of their record. There should be.

provisions for criminal and civil" liability foi. the unauthorized
disclosure, of information in the register. As a reseafth tool,

the central register can help to determine the incidence of abuse
and neglect in a state or community and-.the impact of different

types of treatment. Properly designed and operated, the register

can be an important tool in the improvement of the child-protec-

tion system. (Author abstract modified)

BESHAROV, D. J., et al. and Ne lected Child;

Practice. New York, Practicing. Law Institute, 1978;

BOO p. (NCJ 56313)

Designed, -an educational supplement and reference manual for
attorneys and other professionals, this collection of articles

focuses on-multidisciplinary' approaches to the abused and ne-

glected' child. These articles are part of the Litigatioff and

Administrative Practice Series, Criminal Law and Urban Problems
course handbook series, 104. Following an, overview of the

dynamics of 'child abuSe and neglect in the United States,

decisionmaking in juvenile court, and the legal context of child

abuse and neglect, _subsequent sections examine the role of child

protective agencies, the commencement of formal abuse and neglect

proceedings, medical- and related aspets of proving child mal-
treatment, dispositional alternatives, and the use of prosecution

and defense advocacy- for the benefit of the child and parent.

Protective services for 'abused and neglected children are dis-

cussed in terms, of program evaluation, the purpoie of case

investigation, what- to look for in a child .protective inquiry,

filing initial reports of abuse or neglect-, methods of gathering

_information, social assessments. of abuse.and neglect cases,

treatment, and case monitoring. .
Selections on proving child

mistreatment deal with -_the medical aspects of abuse and neglec,

behavior and physical indicators, the characteristics -of abusing

families, emotional maltreatment, intrafamily sexual abuse, the

role of the social worker in court, and _trial issues in child-
abuse cases. Appended materials include articles on the legal

aspects of -reporting known and suspected cases- of abuse and

neglect, the history of society's inhumane. attitude toward.-
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children, and the expanding right of minors\ to treatment. Ref-
,

erences are footnoted within individuAi ecr,ions. For selected
readings, see NCJ 56314-56320.

BORLAND, M. Violence n-the Family, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey,
1. (NCJ 46613)Humanities Press, Inc.,' 1976. 162 p.

A colliction tof papers is presented by member&\ of various pro-
fessions concerned with battered wives and children. All but.

one of the papers _ Included were presented at\ conferences at
fismcheatertiniversttnEngl-and-n-19-7-4----and 197 -5--The papers
give a Picture of the' different- views and aims \ of some of the
professionals and organizations who deal with the phenomenon of
physical violence in the family. Similarities and differences
between violence directed toward children. and \ that directed
toward, women and varying approaches to each problem are shoWn
throughout.: A psychiatrist explains what° sort \of people are
likely to vent, their. aggression on those nearest to them and
why. Factora such as drugs and alcohol which ,may 'contribute to
the incidence- of various types of abuse are examined. A sociol
ogist reviews,,societal conceptions of violence. A 'pediatrician
identifies typical injyries and other symptoms which inaS, indicate

that, a child has been abused. An official of 'the National
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children describes the
organization 'and the way it approaches the problem. of child.
abuse. A lawyer examines the protection available.and reinedies
open to,children and spouses who- are being subjected to phyaical
violence.: A psychologist focuses on the problems Of battered
wives - -the extent of_ the problem, the social backgrounds of
battered women, effects on their children, the woman's legal
position, the attitudes of society; and services available to
the women. A police Superintendent- describes the role-of the

pc -ice -in dealing with ,domestic violence. Finally,- a social

worker examines the obstacles to better cooperation between the
agencies concerned With the problem. An index is Provided.

10. BOURNE, R. and E.H-,NEWBERGER. Critical Perspectives on Child, Abuse.
Lexington, Massachusetts, -Heath Lexington Books, 1-78. \ 238 p.

(NCJ 53271Y-

1111.3: collection of essays on child abuse examines -a variety of
,topics concerning palytic approaches to knowledge, practice, and

policy. involving the causes, treatment, and prevention of \child
abuse and neglect. ,The book begins with an overview that presents
some of the difficulties in defining child abuse and neglect,

explaining their extent, detailing the -various conditiOns \with

which they are associated, and effectively- intervening forL the

-purpose of treatment and preVention: Remaining _chapters discuss



the following topics: (i)' the myth of the battered child
.syndroMe; (2) concepts of child abuse J.cnowledge and epidemiology;
(3) principles and-implications of existing pediatric practices
with respect- to child abuse;- (4) the 'Scope of Violence -toward-

children in the U.S.;. (5) -.the complex nature of child -abuse;

(6). conceptual and practical pitfalls in broadened definitions
of child. abuse; (7) standards relating to rabu,se and neglect;

() 'ambiguity and conflict in proposed standards for abuse and

neglect; (9) the medicalization and legalization- of child abuse;
(10)1 policy, politics, and tie Child Abuse Prevention and Treat-
went Act; and (11)- the prospect of failure of attempts to control
abuse- in America. A followup study of traumatized children is
provided, along with tabular data, references,' and,an -index.. -See-

also NCJ-53272, 53273, 53274, 43275, 51440, 19305, 43147, 44235,
51441, '48091, and 4298d.

11. BURHANAN, A. and J.E. OLIVER. Abuse and Neglect as a Cause of Mental

Retardation: A Study of 140 Children Admitted to Subnormality
' Hospitals in Wiltshire (England). British Jburnal of Ps chiatr

v. 131:458-467. 1977. (NCJ 51246)

Physical abuse is believed to be -,the cause of brain damage and
-subsequent impairment of intellectual ability in ,up to 11 percent

of 140. handicapped children surveyed at '2 subnormality hospitals
in England. Although previous research-- had linked child abuse to
subsequent mental retardation, the discussed' survey was the first

td assess the number of children in subnormality hospitals whose
.handicap might be related to such abuse. The study further, endea-

vored.- to determine what part neglect and deprivation had played

in.reduCing intellectual potential, with resultant admission- to

hospital The espit,glized children were 'examined,-

With efforts made to obtain all of the childrens' medical., and

family records. Medical .diagnoses were, made by consultants,

and were based on the investigations of pediatricians. Violence-

induced handicaps were ascertained through correlation of medical
evidence with statements of-parents, obServations of relatives,

and the diagnoses of professionals. Potential subjects. were-
screened to determine how many had preexisting -abnormalities so

as to include in the survey only those children who, had been

:passed as normal at the .,age of 3 monthk At least 3 percent- of

the children suffered assaults which'. had left them profoundly
mentally handicapped, with evidence of retinal hemorrhages -and
intracranial bleeding; An additional 8 percent of the children
might havg had their handicaps caused by a variety of abUses.
For 48 percent of the children there was recorded evidence of.,
inadequate parental care. Violence-induced handicaps' are appar-

ently more common as a cause of intellectual. impairment than
preViously believed, and evidence of such handicaps should be
documented andinvestigated- upon the initial examination of an
injUred child. 'Neglected childrenor-those with prenatal- handl.-
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caps may be particularly: vulnerable to handicaps induced by
violence and/or neglect. The public should become aware of the
possible consequences ,of abuse, especially of shaking and auffO-

catioh. Tabular data and references are included...

12; ,TCARROL--, and J.-W,. REICH; -, issues' in-the ImPlemefitation of the
'Parent.- Aide Concept. Social Casework V.- 59; n.

March 1978. (NCJ )51986)

Lay personnel become empathic friends to child-abusing parents
in order to-help them with parenting-ince-Phoenix-;---Ariz-.,--Program.
The program's structure, training, problems, and degree of success

are described. Based on a concept developed' by the National
Center for the Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect in Denver,
Colo;, the Phoenix Parent Aide Project was begun in 1974. The

project sponsored by the Maricopa County General Hospital and
is based, on the belief that the emotional needs and pressure
reactions of child-abusing parents can be relieved through rela-
tionships with supportive, caring, nonjudgmental, helping friends
who do not bear the symbols -of authority associated with pro-

fessional _social workers. It" is believed the Zhoenix Parent
Aide Project has borne out this thesis. Parent aides are hired

through interviews designed to 'reveal the empathic qualities of

personality and characteristics of emotional maturity, regardless

of reducationAl 'background. For those selected, training

provided in the ,following areas: establishing contact, basic
interviewing and. listening skills, communication, exercises, the
psychology of giving' and receiving help, and-community resources.
The trained parent aide is expected to 'provide a nurturing re-

lationship to the abusing parent who has beep inaccessible
cause of hostility or isolation, -serve as advocate for abusive

,parents in the -community, ,:and' promote coordination of existing
services which work with abusive, f amines . The selection of famil--

ies to be helped,. crucial issues in working 'with parents, sus-
taining the parent aide's motivation, and the relationship between

the ,aide and the professional social,: worker are discussed. It

is noted that 85 percent of the parents assigned to the program

aid not abuse their children after contact with-a parent aide.

CHILDHOOD EXPERIENCES AS CAUSES OF CRIMINAL BEHAVIOUR: ISSUE NO.19-
CANADA. Ottaw Canada, Printing. and Publishing Supply and

Services-Canada, 978. 41 p MICROFICHE (NCJ 49652)

A medical, doctor. and expert in child abuse and neglect testifies
before the Canadian Senate on 'July 4, 1978, on historical views

of child. abuse, child abuse and neglect research, and factors

which -indicate that a child is abused or that parents are -poten--
tial abusers: There was little mention of child abuse and neglect;
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and the effects of this kind of treatment in a child's later

behavior until the writing_ ofliogarthiDickens, and Jacob Riis

in the 1700 and 18001e.: In 1966 and 1967, the first U.S.

studieS were conducted which considered the early childhood of

persons Who later had been convicted of violent .A 1967

study'found,that fiVv factors apparent in the personal histories

of a. sample of murderers, include severe emotional deprivation

in childhood, parental, seduction, 'exposure to brutality and

extreme violence in the home, and early inclinations to fire-

setting and cruelty to animals. It is maintained that_some
children react differently to child abuse. becaUse they haVe
different-temperer6ente- and coping skillS, and haVe different

environmente-A110 contacts outside the homew7-The-llasic-dynamic--
'irvphysicel, abuse of children is role reversal, which is the

interchanging of traditional role behaviors between the parent

and the child. Parents in these role. reversal cases usually

want- their children'but place unrealistic expectations on the

child; they often have .had abusing parents. -Unwanted children

. also are subject to neglect. Juverdledelinquents have Charac

teristics similar to abused and neglected children. They usually

-1 -ack common sense or a developed sense of. humor, and generally

are not able to appreciate moral boundaries or rules ledrned

from parent models. -Research is.cited which indicates that
violent adult. behavior is predictably linked to child abuse and

neglect; and-that child abuse risk is apparent and can be con-

trolled through use of visits by a health nurse or social worker's

or .other crisis intervention programs. Effects of television,.

.childhood pets, and-adoption'situations on later behavior also:\

are considered:.

14. ,DERDEYN, A.P. Child Abuse and Neglect: The Rights of Parente and the

Needs of Their Children; American Journal of OrthopsychiatrY,

v. 47, n. 3:377-387. July 1977. I(,NCJ 43002)

The legal rights of parents relative to custody of their children

are revielmedandexamined along with consideration of the needs

and rights of:children. The, trends in treatment and in'legal

depisionswithrespect todustodyofatmsed'andneglectedchildren
are reviewed. Parental rights, including a familial right to
treatment, atediecusbed in terms of the needs of children, for

their parents and fore safe:home environment.. It eargned
that the:critical 'point for the assertionof parents' rights

is not the ultimate Custodyhearingbut the initial decision to

remove the child from its home.



15. DICKENS, B.M. Legal Responses to Child Abuse. -pamily--,LaTAlQt;
v. 12, n. 1:1-36.- Spring 1978. (NCJ .50942)..

I

Legal principles a,
Ind problems found

i
in structuring and operat-

ing fadily intervention upon evidence, of child abuse or, neglect

are discussed, and some recommendations :are presented, at the

Second World Confe'rence of the international Society on Fetidly

Law in Montreal, Canada, in 'June 1977. Child abuse legislation

and case law in. the United States,- Canada, and England are

discussed. Legal Idefinitions of child abuse and children in

need of dare Are .considered along with the physidal, emotional,
and mental health of mi:nors,ybic results in interlocking schemes

of compulsory-reporting,--institutionalTinterventionani.
dial procAedings. There is a lack-Of universality and clarity
in official regulations defining child- abuse and describing

persons trained ,.to identify the -crime. Child abuse should be

ob4ectively assessed, through .individual conditions and circum-

, stances rather than through an arbitrary determination of

,parental
Professionals suCh as physicians,' social

workers, and teachers are in .a positin to identify abuse, and

it is realistic toldeVelop legal -schemes" for controlling. child

abuse that are addressed .to these segments . 7 Judicial opinion
-1

pArmits /' intervention when a reasonable apprehensioo.of-, 'abuse

exists; however, a Istronger standard of proof may-be required.-

Legislative issues on reporting.are concerned with who should

have reporting. duties, whether or not the duties should be legal,'

who should-be, repotted, and what, rights' -should be acknowledged

for those. reported. A' formula might be ,provided making .compu1-
sory reporting applicable to any- person who has cause to suspect

child abuse during the. course, of rofessional activities, and'

minor fimes mightbeissued for_ failure to report,: Self - reporting

should riot be 'deteriled by penal ,',consequences.. The, varieties

of child abuse .affotd considerable choice as to. classification
and penal response to the crime, of offenders is not

always compatible with the victims' best interest if the offender
and victim sherea continuing relatiorfship,:, nor is incarceration

suitable for improving a child abuser's parenting Ski4s.. ,LeVels

of- judicial protection include official supervision of the child,.

temporary, removal of -the.- child _from the...home,'. and, -permanent

protection in child abuse trials 'is noted. ,There Are often
removal. The conflict betWeen 'indiVidual rights' and child

no witnesses and the ;jury -raus.t judge 'on' circumstantial evidence.

There is also confusion about the function of the child's counsel.
A trend toward centralized recordkeeping of abuse cases creates

a clash. between information privacy, and the information need

spurred by new team treatMentmethods. ,Finally, the -role of-

public -organizations is and their possible conflict

.:ith police services is -considered. References are footnoted.
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16. ENSMINGEK, J. , et al. aslln.-Isith'Sexual Child_ Abuse -,Vol; 2. _hieago,,
Nation ,Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse, 1978. 39 p.

_ (NCJ 54468)'
t-

An overview of sexual child abuseYtreatment of child sexual abuSe by
the law, and ways in which the medical profesSional,,social Worker,
and psychotherapist can deal with sexual child abuse are.considered.
Approaches to dealing with`-'the problem of sexual, child abuse are
describ4d,> An overview of the problem notes that'it is an especially
difficult situation to confront with community:resourdes, becaUse*of,
fear, shame, and guilt 'accompanying it'and the stressful -,- emotional
involvement of each family member.. .Frequehtlyi _the matter is kept
secret by_, family membershich generally serves to increase- the .

the isolation and alienation of the victim from, members of tefamily. /

The executive director of the ,National 'Committee fore fthe,revention
, - -c

of Child-Abuse answers questions concerning the response of law to
sexual abuse. While incest is a crime throughout the United States,
the law cannot prevent sexual eV:16e effectively.'. Because- an offender
within the family has an emotion relationship with the child that

, may Motivate him to seek treatment, family court usually can deal
with incest. If an outsider has assaulted a child, the criminal court
has jurisdiction. The medical' professional's role in child sexual,
.abuse includes relatingto .::: 'victim and his /her parents.' The pro-
cedure for the physical-exam ationof the' victim is described;' The
physicianls,legal obligati: also are indicated. the functions of.
the social worker in relation to- child'abute'are discussed under the'
*headings, of "Identification. of 'Sexual Abuae,""The-Social Worker as.
Case Manager," and the "Social Florker as'Therapist."' In considering
the rbTe of the psychotherapist: in dealing With situations of sexual`
child abuse; the team concept is emphasized, and:six rules forevalu-
ating and managing. incestuous child abuse are stated and discussed.
Guidelines to therrapeutic teamwork-also are provided; Bibliographies,
are provided at the conclusion of each major section. See NCJ-54469
for VOlume'l..

17. "FISHER, .,.D.: Interdisciplinary 'Management of Child :Abuse- and Neglect;
(NC.]' 52242)

The legal structure .for_ dealing' with child- abuse and neglect is dis-
cussed under three 'categories: -criminal laws, child7andpe reporting
laws, and adoption laws. It is noted that criminal lawsrelevAnt-to
child abuse do not, in Most cases, focus specifically on the mistreat-
ment of children, but apply to injuries done to any person by another.
Criminal codes prohibiting murder, manslaughter, assault, at ery;

fornication, and prostitution are mentioned as 'applicable to m st forms

. of severechild abuse. Child neglect is indicated to le m e dif-
ficult to prosecute under criminal codes because of the r quirement
to. prove_ willful intent.. the use of the criminal law against

.
abusive. parents* forcibly can stop further abuse and place abusive
parents- in a controlled environment that 'may aid .;rehabilitation, it

Pediatric Annuals, v. 5, n. 3:1148128. March 1:976.



is indicated that high recidivism rates among child abusers, and a

reluctance by parents to seek treatment out of fear of criminal prosecu-

tion renders criminal laws largely ineffective in deterring and reha-

bilitating child abusers. Child abuse reorting -Jaws-, which are

civil in nature, are discubsed as toolt' ftv stimulating the expanded

identification of incidents of , child abuse by requiring certain pro7

fessional groups, notably physicians, to report to .police or child,

Welfare agencies cases -of suspected child abuse. The general format

and operation of these laWs in the states are described Procedural

confusions, lack of adequate progranis of followup b 2d on reporting ,

and the continued reluctance of physicians to repot- suspected abuses

are considered to hamper the effectiveness of z-ting laws. Tt

suggested that the most effective method , of ,ew,ouragir4 reporting

by professionals is the use of the interdisciplinarY-teard-approaCh-,--

where physicians ,psychologists ,
psychiatrists ,. nurses-, social work

ers, lawyers, police, clergy, and teachers are brought 0:tether as

a teem to consider specific cases on the, basis of,presented injuries,

histories, oroincOnsistencies. Adoption laws prov4de for the termination

of parental rights in relation to custody of contact with a. child.

While this action may ,be- employed in severe cadet of chil4 abuse, it

is noted- that,the courts generally have been reluctant to inVolun-

tarily terminate parental rights. i The- appointment of a guardian add

litem and the general, role of lawyers for both- parents and children;

in child abuse cases also are discussed.

18. . FONTANA, V.S. SomeWhere a Child Is C jtreatmen Causes and Pre7

vention. New Yerk, MacMillan PubI hing_Co., 1973. 288 p.
(NCJ 13392)

This book discusses' the battered child syndrome, its causes,, such as

sick: families, and failure of. the courts to remove children from; the

homes of unfit parentsl advice on recognizing neglected children

is offered, Several csae studies are .presented to illuStrate Common

situations under which physical abuse of -.children occurs and the hor- -

ror of this abuse ( depth, . permanent, deformities, and emotional dis-

ordets). These case studies also indicate the reluctance of the Courts

to rem8Ve a child from his natural parents, despite ,the danger of

physical abuse. The author notes the abuse which occurs due 'to the

Inability of court agencies to...yroperly supervise families sedking

)rh

help 'because of insufficient, taU and overwhelming 'caseloads,. The

author outlines a concrete grog am for ,eliminating its causes and pre-

venting further tragedies. E ergency hotline inumbers to call and a

checklist of diagnostic guidelines/are provided for teachers, neighbors,

or anyone who suspects instances,' of- child abuse. Suggestions for'.

istablithing 'preventive progrrema in schools, colleges ,- -and-and social
i

agencies also are made.
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FONTANA,.'1I. S %and I S. BESHAROV.: Maltreated Child: The Maltreatment
S ndrotein-Children: A Medical Leal and Social Guid
-Springfieldv:Illinois, Charles C.'Thonias, 1977. 176 p.

(NCJ 44880)

The nature, causes,. and extent. of child maltreatment are presented;
the broadening role of law'as A 'framework for the child protective
process is emphasized. Afi introductory historical review of child
a.bu'se is'followe&by a description of the types of abuse 'and neglect
-which are inflicted on children. Statistrdalinformation is supplied.
Clinical and X7ray manifestations of Ole maltreatment syndrome.are
outlined along. with methods of differential diagnosis to .help the'
professional confirm any 'Suspicions of maltreatment in a child. Further
chapters cover social manifestations;, medical, legal, and social:
responsibilitielp the legal framework for child protectionva. model
child prot6ctionact; andcase reports and case illustrations. : Through-
cue the text,.the need for-social,investigaqon, disposition, inter-

:vention, treatment, and followup is emphasized. The authors stress
that the complex andvariegated nature of child abuse and qui-act
pretludes the possibility of arriving.at a single solutionThe need
for, massiyeprogramsfon. parenting and fadiPy_ careprogramS which
are standardized in quality and which emphasize-preventionand early,
defection, is delineateS. :These,programs must be _developed and ad-.
ministered effectively. by\the medical, TegAT,.snd snelel disciplines
which are yesponsiblefor.childwelfare. References and an index are
appended. (Author abstract modified)

20. FONTANA,V.J..and E..ROBINSON. Multidisciplinary Approach to thelreatment
of Mild AbUse. .Pedlatrics,v. 57, n. 5.760-764. May 1976.

(NCJ 46735)

A'team of professional' and,paraprofessionals providesan -innovative,
therapeutic.approach to the treatment of child abuse and neglect among-
a depriveklarid disadvantagedpopulatiotvof abusing mothers inNewYork
City. in.197j, the New York :Foundling 'Hospital` Center for Parent and

, Child DeVelopment begana denionstration program utilizing-a multidis-
Ciplinary treatment, approach deSigned.to work with parents toward_
improving 'Pniental responsiveness; and. decreasing social and environ-'
mental stress that can lead to child abuSe.:. There'are. two, components_

to the program: a resident patient, Plan and an outpatient "1 care":
progra. The inpatient. component providesatesidence accommodating
S mothers and 8 toV)children. The MotticatliveAnthe residence for
3 to 4 months and then returntothe'communitYwhare aftercare super-
vision and support services are prOvided. Upon-admissilnto the pro-
gram,. patients are administered a battery -:of 'psychological tests.
Through'usa-of interviews and 'dailytAsservations of mother and child
during the Jirst3 weeks, individual treatment plans are formulated
utilizing professional and- paraprofessional services for'achieving
treatment goals. Each mother is assigned. a lay:therapist who serves
116 a friend and advocate and also acts as a liaison with other
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agencies in securing housing, a job, education, or day care for the

child.I The therapist also is involved teaching the mother how .to
discipline her children by demonstrating appropriate mothering techni

ques. '. The treatment principle. of the program emphasize, the notion

of role - modeling, based on- ',the premise that abusing .and neglectful -

mothers' perpetuate the inadequate mothering which they,/ themselves,

receivied Video tape; feedback helps the mother, analyze her progress.

The outpatient ,"I care program offers identical se vices but the

Patients remain in their homes land receive therapeutic assist_ ncethere,

while Ireporting to the center for services. In,2 years the program,

has served. 62. faMilies. Intervention was successful, in preventing

separation of the mother from the child in 65 percent of the cases ._

In, the remaining cases, long-term separation has been-necessary. The

inothers ranged in age ,fromi1,7 to 28 years; the 'average age was 22.

Fifty,ipercent, of the mothers were black, 35 percent of Spanish' origin,
and the remainder were 'Cnucasian. The majority of the. mothers suf-

fered I froR unsatisfied dependency needs and depressive attitudes, often

leading to Et sense of frustration, vulnerability, ;and self hatred.

a direct result of the program, 20 mothers moved into new, and improved/

housing, 16 moved into new 'neighborhoods, 7 secured employment,' and .-

9 reported an improved relationship with other family members. Re-

ferences, are provided.

FRASER, -B.G. Educator and C ild Abuse. Chicago, National COmmittee-for
Prevention of Child Abu,se, 1977. 45 p. (NW 46234)

This booklet' explains Whly educators are often' the first to discover .

child abuse, their obligations' under the law, and what happens -once a
-child abuse report is ade, including -the educator's immunity, from
liability. Today all 50 tates, the District Of Cambia, Puerto Rico,

and rgin Islands=require the reporting of susVected child abuse, and

37 states specifically mandate educators to report such suspected abuse.

In each of these states, he teacher, principal, .or other school of-

ficial\ making such a repor in good faith ins inimune from liability.

Most children who die from abuse are under age 5. A reason for this

is probably : that after thi_; age, '. soCiety, in the form of_, preschools

most flagrant , \ However, less obvious forms of. neglect
and becomes nvolved with he child and can intervene

in the
and .ab se often go unreported. To help edOcators understand and rec--'

ognize cases of more subtle child abuse and - neglect, the "abnormal:

child-rearing eycle" leading to abuse is.' explained, and a checklist

of .clue is .plresented. Contrary to poPUlar belief, it is. not the

educate responsibility to inestigate;/ a report will alert the ap-

propria e official of the need to look. /into the case. Unless the

teacher actually sees the Child 1,being beaten, there is no need for the

educator to be called as a witne s. In /some child welfare agencies,

lack of staff makes it difficult o -follOwup reports. an such_ cases,

the acho'ol can assist, the child by becoining an advocate and continu-

ing Its followup through the age -cy. 1 The' steps of a competent in-

,

I

.
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vestigation are given in detail. Educators are urged to be aware of
the forms child abuse investigations take in their own areas and to
secure copies of thdir state's reporting statutes.

22. . Independent Representation for the Abused and'Neglected Child:
The Guardian Ad Litem. ,California Western Law Review, V. 13 n. 1: 16-

45, 1976°1977. (NCJ 43165)

- This reprint-ekamines the' historical,treatment-of the phenomenonof:
child abuse; theconcept of the "guardian ad litem" (one appointedsby
the court), and its importance.in protecting the-rights of the abused
,child. The Child.Ahuse Prevention and Treatment Act of:1974.provides,
for the Mandatory aOpointment of_a guardian ad litem to represent: n
abused, or neglected child's independent interests in any case that
results in a judicial - proceeding. A typical child abuse case consists
of three steps: (1) identification under the mandatory_reporting
statute ofactualor potential child abuse, (2),investigation, usually
carried,out by.a state social.-aerviCes department; and (3) inter°-

vention, if warranted; --in the form.of-services and treatment' for par-

=ents-and-child on a voluntary'basis,- or the filing of a court case.
The abused. child needs and is entitled-to some form of independent,
advocacy, such as a. guardian ad litem, at each stage of the process.
Historically, the-guardian-ad litem.yasaptiointed to represent a c'hild
defendant. In -child abuie cases,.hdweVir,----his role is not adversarial.,

As an officer of the court, the -guardian.ad litem functionsas an
investigatcir, an advocate, a counsel, and a guardian. 'In the latter

capacity, he may request that the.court assume temporary protective:
'custody if the child is judged to be in immediate danger in the horde
environment.-- As an advocate and counsel, he must be present at all.
formal hearings. The'appointee.logicelly should%he' an attorney,
though this is not required' bylaw In 1977-, existing statutes offered
little guidance:for guardians ad litem once appointed. The author
suggesta that the.legislation be. regarded as a framework- within wkich
the Individual -guardian must use.,his own judgment and creativity in
representing the child.

23. GELLEE-, R. J. Co-mandChildAbuae: Labelirand Gatekeqpia.
Washington, 1975. 27 11111 MICROFICHE (NJC 54912) ,

The role of community. agencies in and 'then- labeling sus-

pected cases of child abuse and the results of,this labeling are ex-
amined. The-factors underlying decisions to report,suspected abuse

cases are discussed. This is a revised Version of a paper presented
to the study group on Research and the Family on October 1975. Hospi-

tals, health,carecainics, schools, public social work agencies, private.
'social work-agencies, and-the police.pla)%an Active role in the Chan-
neling of child abuse. cases into the health and welfare syStemo The
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current, level of knowledge about child abuse is heavily dependent on-
this 'diagnostic process because most studies deal with case's labeled
as abuse by such social welfare agencies. The factors which lead pro-
fessionals to diagnose one case as possible abuse and another, as an
"accident" are examined. The major fdetor,is seen_ as the professionals'
view of their role in child abuse. A 'survey of community workers
found that nurses,. social _workers, clergy, and the police were the
only ,professional groups who stated they -would get personally- -involved

in an abuse ease. Educators avoid personal involvement because of the
political problems involved. Physicians \may report abuse in an emer-
gency room or clinic setting but are unlikely to report it in private
practice. Instances in which -physicians deliberately ignored abuse
symptoms are cited. Because of this process families labeled as
abusive tend._to be those with little social power, the poor and minor-

ities, and even these cases -are not well-served. One 'study_ found

that those, who actively seek help often are shuffled from agency:- to
. agency until they are lost from the system. The need for coordina-

tion,:exchange of information, and greater efforts to overcome the-

resistance to reporting abuse is discussed. Notes and references
are appended.

. Profile of Violence. Towards Children in the United States.
Philadelphia, Penns ylvan 9.78 32 p (NW 54050)

This national study of violence- toward children in the United States
examines_ factors related- to the use of violence by parents'and,the-
extent of child abuse. -IC-Was -.presented at the Annenberg' School
of CoMmunications conference titled "Child Abuse-Cultural .Roots and
Policy Options" in Philadelphia, Pa., 'on November 201,1978. The over-

all goals. of the study were tc? explore the incidence, patterns,., and

causes of family violence among husbands and wives; parents and children,
and siblings Family violence: was defined as- an act carried out -with

the intention or. perceived 'intention of , physically hurting another.
person.., Data -for the study. were based on interviews. with a-

representative sample 'of 2,143 couples, of Whom 1,146 had one or more
-Children between 3';and 17 years of age living at home at the time ..of

of interviews. Interviews were conducted -with hUsbands in about half

of the families and with wives in the other half. Violence and the

incidence of violence were measured using a series of questions called

conflict. tactics scales. There was a small 'but significant-differ
ence between mothers and fathers in the use'uf physical violence to-
'ward children. Mothers were slightly more likely- to be violent than
fathers.' Bower more likely than girls to be: victims of parental

violence. Children `most vulnerable to physical abuSe were the youngest .

children (3 to 5 years' of- age) and the oldest children (15 to 17

years of gage). Families with young parents, blue-collar workers,
lower incomes, two' -to- seven 'children, and where famil-Pdecisionmak-
ing powers concentrated on 'one parent are more likely to be abusing
families. Fattors asspciatedrwith violence _toward children involved

region of country, city and county; 'race, keligion, ,age, education,
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income, occupation, unemployment, stress,' and family structure. The
profile of violence toward children is viewed as useful in identifying--
Characteristics that are associated with abusive parental actions.
Social factors are -related to child abuse,,,and- the study findings have
clear impliCations for family policy development. Research on the ex-

c, tent of 10talence 'toward children Is reviewed with regard to physical
punishment, child abuse, deaths of children by violence, and whether
child abuse is increasing.- _-- Supporting data from the national study
are provided, and references are cited.

25. GIL, D. G. Child. Abuse and Violence. New York, ANS Press Inc., -1979.
614 p. (NW 56404)

.

Theoretical and empirical perspectives on child abuse and its relation
to violence in society are presented in a collection of 31. (articles.-
The articles, one-third of which appeared originally in the American
Journal Orthopsychiatry, were selected for'their insights into in-
dividual, institutional, and Societal violations of the needs,- rights,
and development of children, and into the sources and dynamics' of
violence. The articles represent attempts to overcome obstacles (frag-
mentation, unidimensionality, victim blaming, superficiality, value
neutrality in problem definition) thk persistently limit comprehens
hion of social probrems- such as child abuse. The first of the book' s
three sections includes articles on-the nature 'and-Prevention Of child
abuse, governmental involvement in controlling abuse, child abuse as
psychopathology, depriVation of physical affection as a source of
violence, the social construction of child abuse, child abuse as an
evolutionary mechanism associated with population-resource_ balance, and
public .knowledge of and opinions about child abuse. Manifestations
of child' abUse and neglect at the Interpersonal-, institutional, and
societal levels are explored in articles on conditions in a juvenile
detention center, the extent and nature of physical abuse of children,
corporal punishment in the schools, service providers responsibilities
to Children, the ecology of human development, developmental char-
acteristics of abused children, attitudes of American's toward children,
violence among ghetto children, pediatric practice and child abuse,
and abuse prevention. Other articles link child maltreatment -to the
larger issue of, interpersonal and structural violence in society,
discussing such topics as family violence, socialization, Social class
and corporal punishnient in child rearing, aggression on the playground,
family experience and support of the death penalty, abortion, the
effects Of vicTrencce in childhood, war and children, and the societal
roots. Of suicide. Ah index is provided. Tor individual articles,
see NCJ-07931, 19304-, 19307; 19308, 26370, 32162, 42980, 44716, 50691
53274, 55455, and 56405756414.
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26. Violence Against Children: Physical ChikUkise in the United.

States. Cambridge, 'Massachusettes, Harvard University Press, 1973.

235 43'. (NC:J 51367.)

'This . book examines and interprets the context of the social nd .cul-

tural forces associated with Child. abuse. The significant f =cts -re:-
vealed in an examination of a series bf -nationwide-Studies on child.

abuse show that it is intensifying and increasing.- A survey f public

awareness, attitudea, and opinions in the United States has been con

=ducted to obtain- an estimate of the Scope of this phenomenon. ,A con-

ceptual definition of child abuse based on the behayior of perpetra-

tors,.'rather than on the consequences of such behavior, is offered.
The issues of recent., public interest and an illness-as-cause hypo-

thesis are Studied. A typology/of abusive parents has been developed

to serve as . a guide for treatment. The major .study- focused on inci-

dents of physical- abuse-reported through legal channels in the. United

States and the U.S. territories during 1967 and 1968. The findings

suggeSt that violence against children is rooted in culturally de°

termined theories and practices of child rearing, with 'a higher- inci-

dence' among. thelower educational and socioeconomic Strata. of . society ,

among .broken families, and among families four---er, more children..

It is concluded that- the most serious form of-fchild abuse is that

inflicted by society. rather 'than by .parents and guardians.. This so°

Vietal abuse is manifested by the statistics .on infant mortality,

hunger,= mat ntitri pnverty; in04equrite InedinHT rare, poor educa-

tion, and officially sanctioned- physical 'abbse- in schools, correc-

tional institutions, child dare facilities, and juvenile courts. An

index, tabular data, and appendixes with samples of survey instruments,

research schedules, report forms, and testimony are .providedi. (Author

abstract modified)

27 HAEUSER, A. A. STENLUND, and L. DANIEL. Policy and Program ImPlica-
tions in- the :Chiid Abuse/Ne lect: JuVenile Delin uenc Correlation.

Milwaukee Wisconsin, University of :Wisconsin, 1977. -26 p.
MICROFICHE (NCJ 45815)

The high correlation between child abuse/neglect and subsequent. ju-

venile delinquency (42 percent) is discussed,' and implications for re-

levant policies and programs are analyzed at the s-ymposium on Child Abuse

and Juvenile Delinquency,. Seattle, Wash.; on July 22, 1977. The corre-

lation between'-child abuse/neglect and juvenile delinquency strongly

suggests that family dysfunction is a major underlying factor. Fur7

thermore, research clearly indicates that family discord and punitive-..

ness are associated with antisocial behavior in -c'hildren. Thus it

would seem that child abuse policies and programs should be aimed

at remedying family dysfunction and related stress factors. This

has not, however, been the case, largely due to societal ambiva-

lence toward 'the rights of children on the one hand and the need to

control them on the other. This ambivalence is exemplified in the
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permissible use of corporal punishments in the school. ..and mandated
child abuse identification and- reporting. The family as an inviol- ;

able institution and the rights of the individual are concepts
which haVe further influenced policies and programs .= While- passage ,

of the/1974 Abuse Prevention and Treatment- Act has done much to im
prove identification and reporting of child abuse, implementation
of adequate community-based treatment and prevention pro-gratis is
still lacking. The emphasis has been on foster home placement or res-
idential. treatment=of the abused child. . Consequently, laws intend-
ed --to protect children from-maltreatment and preserve family life have
in actuality had the opposite effect of furthei disrupting family ties
and exposing the- child to institutional abuse and neglect. This- is

particularly true when, as is the case in many states, abused chil-
dren are placed in understaffed and overcrowded juvenile, detention,
centers -are training schools. Clearly, policils and programs which -
rely on _substitution _of families rather than on support for families
cannot be expected to solve child abuse and its associated problems.
Family support policies, _wherein the state provides resources and
outreach programs to facilitate parenting and family life,- are needed.
While family-policy research and discussion are seen as _hopeful signs,
Ihe existence of a firmly entrenched' child welfare syritem which
emphasizes_ foster care and institutionalization will make policy reform
difficult. It is concluded that curbing the violence in families
and institutions which breeds juvenile delinquency' and other problems
will require the provision of services to families 'and children in
their own homes and the availability of benefits to enable every
family to enjoy a decent standard of living. References are included.

28. BELFER, R. E.. Battered Child, 2 Ed. Chicago,-lllinois,University of Chicago
Press, 1974. 276 p. (NC-J 32208)

Collection of eight .articles on the history and medical, psychiatric,
social, and -legal aapects of child abuse and infanticide- is presented.
A study of typical cases, this book emphasizes the stated and implied
motivations of the parent's , guardians, etc., who beat their children.'
The specific topics covered are as follows: history of child abuse
and infanticide, the responsibility and role of the physician, radio
logic as'pects of the battered -child syndrome, the pathology of child
abuse, a 'psychiatric study' of parents who abuse infants and small
children, the role of the social worker, the law and abused children,
and the role of the law enforcement agency. The appendix contains
\a summary of _selected neglect and traumatic cases, a state-by-state
summary of child abuse. reporting laws as of 1973 and a copy of the

April 1972 report of the New York State Assembly Select Committee
on `Child -Abuse. (For the 1st edition, see NCJ-1871..)
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29. . Child Abuse: A lanforPrevention. Chicago National Committee
for Prevention of Child Abuse, 197§. 02,p. - -(NC.1 54454)

Modifications in the delivery of health care Hervices'and edUcational

,systems are ,proposed in:order to preventmajor and frequent breakdOwns

in theinteractiop:between parentand their children. The proposed

prevention program does not attempt to silo out for special treatment
persons who show, under reliable testing,- potential for child abuse.

It-le:believed that hteakdown in parentchild interactions is so wide°

sptead.that community, prpgrams tpeid all parents in-parentingskille'
and knowledge are required. - The health care)system-:and the public

education_ system are,identified as the principal,deliVerers of the'
propoaed prevention services. -.Phase one of the prevention program:
aims at enhancing the parent- -baby attachment- during- the.- perinatal

period.` The program described,cwould requireeach hospital to hire

A full -tide director for the perinatal attachment Program, and a volun-

teer staff would serve as "coaches", for parents during the months

of pregnancY, the petiod ef'delivety'and in the 'home:lora brief

period after '.:leaving the hospital, The program's aim is to develop

patterns _:of .healthy interaction with the baby based ern. expert know-

ledge':of'Oatenti4-Skilis and behavior most nurturing for the baby's
!ethetionaland:physical health., Phase two-of the ,ptevention program

deals with the enhancement of positiveparent-child interaction-in

theyfirstfive or six-Years.,efthe_chiles
plans are proposed whereby.prents. will be taught child development

and parentchild interaction. The curticulum,yeOld be taught by, hild

development specialists and .physicians. The third end final phase

of the prevention n-program -would _be instituted in the period from

kindergarten through grade 12, and is!desigted.to impreVe the inter-

personal skills °fall children attending'public end parochial school's.

This program would involve including.publie education courses that

teach interpersonal skills appropriate for the specifie age group being

taught, It is proposed that a:J7edetal Children's Trust -Fund be

established_ to finance the proposed pidgram, nationwAde Starting

precedUres,'-researchYand evaluations are-considered briefly.

30. HOFFMAN, E. Policy and Politics:. The Child Abuse Prevention and.Tteattent.

Act. :Public Tooligx, v.- 26,,n.1:71788-. Winter 1978-. (NW 48091)
,

The-legislative history 'efthe Child Abuse Pteventionand Treatment

Act is reviewed. The focus is on the interactionbetWeen policy and

pplitical,decisions. One role of the Senate Subcommittee on Children

and Youthjerented AU 1971,- was to assess the iedue of Federal in -..

volvement in the,. identification, .prevention, and treatment of the

abUsed and neglected child. The 'aubcomMittee began to research this

issue and atremptictto identify successful:programs which,might-serVe-

as models forprespective,legislation. In 1972, S. 1191 was introduced

into 'the' iduse and Senate. The legislation called for (1) creation., ,

of a. National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect; (2) initiation of



a-program of .grants and contracta for demonstration projects; (3)

establishment of a National Commission on Child Abuse and Neglect
to assess the effectiveness of existing pertinent\laws; and (4) state
adoption: of procedures for child abuse preventicin, identification,
and treatment as a requirement for receipt of, Pederal'funds.,Two
open, hearings-on- the bill, in 1973 received intensive\and widesspread
media coverage,_ bringing the iSsues involved before thepublic, Dur-

'ring actionJtCythe House and the Senate, the original bill underwent
-a.number of revisions befote.tinally becoming law in January. of 1974:
Thecustothary interactions of policy.and politics produced the-final
,version of thd bill; media Coverage provided a favorable 'climate
for passage; while funding concerns led to an incremental _approach
to the: problem., Questions such as wherethe program. should be admin-,
isteredi how,money should be distributed and spent,%and who should
receive services -were resolved through a combination' of Senate. action,
House action, -,and'negotiation with the administration, followed:by
.bargaining and agreement among all -three factions to shape rhe_final
product. The act's approach is political,:which.suggests aH

time Alen economic, and other forces militate against accomplishing
major social policy breakthroughs, -it may be wise to take some modest
steps toward'a 'broader identified--goal. It is urged that-programs
such as the-:Child' Abuse At be judged at least-in part by -their in-
tended goals, however limitestauch goals may be.

. JOHNSTON, C. A.''Art of the Cris for 'Child Abuse Prevention: A
Training_Nanual orVolunteers. Oakland, California, Parental Stress',
Service Inc., 1976. 87p'., .-.(NCJ 55161) .

The dynamics of:child abuse, identification of high-risk children and
parents, telephone counseling', the legal aspectsof crisis interverr
.tion, confidentiality, and making referrals. are covered in thistrain
_ing manual. The introduction covers volunteer recruitment .and the
physical aspects of setting up a training' course. Additional resource
materials Also are suggested. Individual chapters cover normal and
abnormal child-parent relationships, basic child development, symptoMs
of child abuse, techniques for volunteers staffing a telephone hotline,
working with 'abusing parents, resources; and making referrals. A
final chapter covers office procedures for this -particular 'project.-
.Each chapter is set up as a classsession, presenting materials re-
levant to-the topic, suggesting training exercises, and recommending
materials to be handed out to the class. The appended material's
cover handling the clkonic caller, handling the true crisis, call,

:needs of'both parentsand children,;. charts illusfrating possible in-
teractions among caller's and volunteers and -among persons generally,-
lists of'key,words'which callers use to -describe emotional states,
and procedures for handling calls. A history of Parental Stress
Service, Inc., also.is appended.
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32. ISCH, B. J. Child- Abuse and Neglect: An Annotated Bibliography Westport,

Connecticut, Greenwood Press:, 1978. 56.6 P., :(NC3 51322)

This, reference tool, second in'a bibliographic series on contempor-

ary problems of : childhood, inclUdes literature from the late 1800's

toil-1977 on a number of topieS It is ditlected toward researchers,

human service' workers, and lay persons interested in child. abuse.

The entries on the subject of child abusOind neglect , include general

surveys, historical studies, problem definitions , demographic vari-

ables, and legal issues Entries also- ate included on prediction,
detection, prevention causatiVe factors, manifestations, treatments,

sexual abuses, and legal issues' involving these subjects.. Each sub-

ject section is divided into subsections,: with entries arranged al-

phabetically. The hiblibgraphy opens with an overview of the child

'abuse and neglect issue. A user's guide, author indek, and subject-

key-word index are provided. The appendixes contain' lists of basic/

bibliogrdphic tools' and of !elected. organizations interested in child..

EibUsa and neglect in the United' States.' They !is° contain a repro-

duction- of the Child Abuse Prevention and_Treatment Act that is part-

of Texas law. A list ,of, journal abbreviations '' also is t included .

TZ, S. N. .et al. , Laws on Child Abuse and -e lee A -Roview of

search. .
Washington, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect,

1976 56 p. MICROFICHE (NCJ 45860)-

The status of child abuse legal research is assessed, with concen

tration on these 'opposing ,points: the need to intervene on the one

hand and the failure of thelaw and the courts to do so on the other.

In -the U.S., parents traditionally have had the right- to raise their

own children in their own t,-lay unless some evidehca -of 'gross' misconduct

reaches the court or an outraged public. However, in the past 15 years

emphasis has : shifted from punishment to intervention, and statutes

have been passed requiring _the reporting of 'suspected child Abuse od

expanding the court.' s right to intervene. :All states grant immunity

to professionals` or '6th-era who report 'child -abuser, and .20 states

impose penalties for failure to report. Many require" tpe reporter

to identify the suspeCted abuser. This- Puts physicians in a difficult.

legal situation. SuCh requirements are described as counterproductive.

A requirement, of written reports may .cut down on the number of false

reports' but also' may deter many individuals from making -any report -at.

all. Lack of funding is :one of the greatest obstacles to. the imple-

mentation of, child abuse laws.. .Lack, of personnel, training and unclear

mandates from respqnsible agencies also are -problemo. In addition,

conflicts frequently arise among jurisdictions within a state or bet-

ween States .. -.Because abusing families often are highly mobile, these

conflicts hinder pros _acution of the case- end often preclude any aid

to the child.- ,Interstate compact!' and. emergency jurisdiction may -

help solve this prohleM,. Special jurisdictional problems occur with

, American Indian - or military fathillea As long as Indians remain

on the reservation they are Subject - only: to the laws of , the Federal*



overninent, U.S. military eode, or thy respective Indian tribal coun-7,

cil. In25 states, courts can exercise jurisdiction- over abuse or, ne-
glect committed by Indians only if it occurs off the, reservation or -if
it results in the . death of the child. The .problem is equally .dif-
Ticult '.if! the abuse is committed by a military dependent living on
a bale. !Federal . courts generally Will not- hear such cases due to
a la k of congressional mandate and procedures. -The U.S. Army has
face the problem and, has provided mechanisms for reporting :and treat-
ing -buse or heglect on any Army installation with 24000 persons
or mo e.. The uther branches of the armed services do not have simi7

Jet -13 °grams. Future legal research needs 'to be focused on revising

unrea stir laws, identifying ._jurisdictional problems; and finding
successful ways to handle abuse. and `neglect cases., Shc,cessful struc-
tures ifor services, successful ways. to pUblicize progranis,' and reapon-

..

able goals all need to be examined.

KENPE,_ R. S. Child Abu e. Cambridge, Hassachuse
Press, 1978. 144 p.

s, Harvard University
(NCJ:52341)

This' book, one of the Developing Child series, describes ways in which
_child abuseuccurs,characteristics of abusers-and victims,' prevention
measures, :and treatment programa. The need for community progr 'ems

and legal support for--victims is noted. Child abuse occurs in the.

presence of four factors: (1), the parents must have a backgroUnd Of
emotional or physical deprivation and perhaps abuse; (2) a child% must

be seen as unlovable or disappointing; (3) there must be a crisis;
and (4) no- effective lines of communication are available to aid' the

parent at the moment of crisis. Abusive parents suffer-from feelings

of helpless , frustration_and isolation, and generally are lacking' in

child-care skills. Child abuse usually occurs during the first. three
years of the child's life; a child"-s crying triggers most 'child abuse.

Early evfdence of neglect isthe failure-to-thrive syndrome; abuse .

can be deted-t0 in the child's delay 4n motor,, social, cognitive,
and speech development. Behavioral effeeti of abuse in older children

can include aggressive and .hyperactive behAvior, deptession, lack of-

trust in others, and .Underachl:evement ih school and in communication
skills..- Types pf sexual abuse include pedophilia, violent molesta-
tion and rape,' and incest . Effeets-Cif -Sexual abuse the victims'
behavior' and. treatment for victims and families are &Ascribed. 'About ,
90 percent of abusive parents can be sided -by long7tern therapy crisis

nurseries that will, tare for children temporarily, and hotlines for

crisis intervention. The remaining 10 percent -of abusive parents
are.. untreatable. This. group includes psychotics whose children ,,form

part of their delnaional systems, aggressive sociopaths, fanatiCa with

an encapsulated psychosis who could 'kill their children, retarded
parents, alcoholics, and drug addicts. Treatment for abused children
can include, crisis treatment in, hospitals, individual play therapy,

therapeutic- play school,:, and removal from the home. The concluding
chapters-;, consider the eventual' outcomes of child abuse on an individ-

ual's behaVior and life, community programs directed at child abuse,



and legal. rights for children. References, a list of suggested read-
't ings, and an index are included.

35. KLAPMUTS, N., Children's Rights: 'The Legal Rights di. Minors in Conflict With
Law or Sociali:Custom Tucson, Arizona, National Council on Crime and

(NCJ .40424')Delinquency,' 1977. s29 p.

___his iis-booklet deals with the rights -of children from the broad perspec-
,

tive7Tof 'procedural and Constitutional rights as well as economic, so-
cial, and political position of minors in our culture. The author
discusses the issues concerning the definition of a child; the proce-
dural rights-- of minors' lin and out of the juvenile justice system, and

the substantive rights( of minors. Pertinente :court decisions and eta-

_tutu are analyzed in this context. The juvenile court's jurisdic-
tion over noncriminal behavior anctalternate systems such as diversion
also are covered.

LEIITO, N !J. - Civil Liability for =Failing -To_ Report. Child Abuse. Detroit

College Law Review, v. n. I: f35-166 Spring 1977. (NC,J. 51948).

!.!
.Physicians!: civil liability forjaubsequent injuries inflicted upon

child abuse victims they fail to report is discussed.. Despite

the fact that 35 states impose criminal penalties for: failure to corn°
ply with .child abuse reportinga; laws, criminal prosecution ,never- has

been brought_ for failure to report. In 1970, a civil suit, against

foUr physicians and a city .police department was settled/Out of court.

New York',' Iowa, Arkansas; Colorado,. and, -Michigan _soon added:. civil

liability clauses to their reporting laws, and .the National Center-

for -Child .Abuse and Neglect.of the U.S. Department of Health, Educa

and Welfare included a ci41 liability clanse in its draft model
Child Protective. Serviffes Act. None of these statutory Aprovisions

/ \ has been tested by the appellate courts. However, on June 30; 1976,

/ \in the case -of Landeros v. F]iood, the Supreme Court of California

ruled that a. physician who fails to report a child abuse. can

.be held liable for subsequent / injuries inflicted on the child by his
4r her parent The Landeros decision is 'analyzed, and three' theoret-.

ica1 bases for pfoving c vil /liability for failure Ito report child

abuse victims -- medical malpractiee, statutory negligence,. and liabil-
ity per seare considered. ,The Landeros -decision is said to expose

reporting laws as -7ineffectiV§ and unworkable,' to recognize that the

laws largely have been ignored, and to pose' squarely the dilemma of

enfo.rcing the laws. In reexamining their child abupe: reporting laws,

state legislators are -urged ..te consider- enforcement mechanisms other

than civil and Criminal liab4ity provisions. For example, the penalty ,

for failing to report .for. physician. might he a public reprimand /

or suspenslon or revocation of -a stet:, ;license to practice. There

may ..be advantages to enforcing child abuse reporting: laws at an. ad-

ministrative level -rather, than through civil or criminal channels.



The model Child protective Services/ Act's recommendation that emphasis
be place on public -and professional education is said to be a .more

realistic approach to the .problit 'than toughening civil, criminal',
it

or administrative penakties, because mandatory 'child abuse reporting
laws : only formalize the general moral obligation to aid battered.chi d-
ren (Author abstract modified)

37. LOWRY, N. R. Judge_ V.- the Social Worker: Can Arbitrary Decis-idnm -ing Be
Tempered by the Courts? New ork Universire Law Review, v.. 2 n. 5:
,10331050., November 1977. N 47255)

The. approach .taken by proposed standards on abuse and neglect to =re-
solving problems cbnfronting the child welfare service 'systems is 'de-

. scribed and assessed. 'The abuse and neglect Standards'. were developed c
by tfileffinstitute of judicial Administration.' and, the American Bar As=
sociation Joint Commission on Juvenile. Justice itandards; Of concern
are the children who come into, the 'care of tie 'State either 'because.

their parents voluntarily turn them -over or because a judge determines
that !they are' the ,,victims of parental 'abuse or neglect. The basic

:problems faced- bY the joint commission in the area of State, interven-

tion into- the family are outlined, and. manner in which the standards -%

proposed to resolve those problems is descriged and evaluated. The

discussion encompasses the overall goals of \ the- abusd
--

Standards and thair specific provisions' with- regard to bases for
coercive court intervention, voluntary .placements, and termination

4of parental- rights; The strength of the -stand r s is said to lie
in their codification of the circumstances in "i'ch coercive state\
intervention is permitted. 4 is suggested, hoTzeVei-:tliat the drafters

--for the most .part lawyers--may have placed to much reliance on the

courts. If the juvenile courts cannot effec,t4Tely administer thd
Standards, the advantages promised by' precise delineation of the terms
and conditions of coercive anenoncoercive State intervention May never.

be realized. It is questioned .whether social policy, and the. enendi-
ture Of social service dollars can be altered ically by the courts.

38*
.

LUDWIG, S., et al. You Are Subpenaed: What To Do When
i Admitting. a Poss ble

Abused Child. Clincial"Pioceedingl ,
v. 30, n, -6133-147. ,June 1974

. . .. (NCI 52123):

Physip-isns at Children's HodpitaZ National Medical :Center, Waslangton.,,..

D.C., are informed of responsibilitieS. 'regarding cases of

suspected child *abuse. The presentation /was made during grand
rounds it -the Center and opens with instructions to admitting physi-
cians, particularly those 'working in the emergency room, concerning,
the management of .cases in which abuses /suspected. The Cein.ter' s s

child abuse team, its- organization, and its/ functions are described.
A chart showing the' relationships among theiWashington., D.C. f agehcies

that .deal with child abuse is pregented. /Guidelinds to be followed



in referring -cases of suspected abuse to the hospital's social work
department are outlined'. Drawing on a case study involving the ad-
mission ',of a suspected abuse case and subsequent legal action, a rep-
resentative of the-Juvenile Division of the Office of the Corporation..
Couniel in .Washington, D.C., discusses the responsibilities- of the'

,

hysician ,who is called, to testify_ in- hearings to determine whether
child ehould he removed from the custody of parents/guardians sea-

. pectqd of abuse. 'A simulated examination/crass-examination of a phy-
sician in such a case is presented and discussed. Areas in which-
defense attorneys are likely .to

1

attack the physician's testimony are
,

ac

emphasized.. Responding to phys itians . questions, the Corporation
C,=tinsel representative notes that physicians 'always should report
cases in which they', -suspect ,.abuse, even if they feel the- abuse -may
not. warrant 'police/court intervention,- ,and that emergency room and
private practice physicians should notify the police department's
youth division when parents/guardians in cases of suspected abuse re-
fuse to have the child haspitalized.' .

---
MACVSLANE, K.. Sexaal Abuse of Children. In Chapinan, d. R. and .Margaret

Gates, Eds. Victimization or-iinmern. Beverly- Hills Callfnrnia, Sage
Publications, Inc., 1978; 29 p. I (Ncj '51380)

I

T ofhe dynamics o child sexual abusd, the short-term and long-term
effects on both. victim- and family, and 'the' further trauma inflicted
by misguided "helping" services ,Ire._ explored. Contrary to popular
belief , most °'child sexual abuse is committed- by ./1 .father, uncle, or
close family friend. The dynamics of various family situations lead-/

ins to incest or .sexualabuse by a close male frind are examined. The
role of the mother as. an. "active inonpartieipant" is explored and the .

psychological effects on the "6111d-ere 'examined. It is found that
such abuse is a psychological ',time bomb," its aftereffects often .

not becoming. visible for- years. !Various 'studies have estimated that
as many as 44 percent_ of, female 'drug' addicts and 30 percent of pro-
stitutes ha8 been sexually :abuned -as children. Poor psychological
adjustment seems to be A common aftereffect., The, helping agencies
-often. compound the problem by reacting`eacting `r inappropriate ways -- blaming

.

the child for the incdent,' removingth ,father from the home and thus
removing the'. family' s source of suRport, treating 'the 'family members
with'..insensitivity. Often the child is subject to the Salim intensive .

questioning and 'insenbitive handling' experiencea by' adult women rape

victims. Because the ehild's psychological defenses are- weak and

,unformed, the damage is even, greater. _ Often the family is . torn
and the child who is put. pn the witness -stand to _accuse ii husband

.

or lover may be -in 'real physical danger when returning home. Recom-

mendations ar's4made for changes' in, criminal law, for changes in the

handling of incest cases, for' greater understanding of the \--dynamics

of child abuse, and for changes in the procedure's followed by the
criminal justice system in'handling child abuse Cases. 'A bibliography.



McKINNON, I. Child Pornography. FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin, v. 48, n. 2:

18-20. February 1979. MICROFICHE (NCJ 55219)

In -this discussion of child pornography and prostitution, the victims
and offenders/ are characterized and law enforcement prevention and
investigation efforts are described. The -majority of children re-

cruited into,,child pornography are bbys between the ages of 9 and I.G.

They are from broker homes or are runaways, and often have been ne

glected children. They are lured into this busineas by "chicken
pimps," typically white males between. 30 and 40, married, and with
good jobs. The pimp' lures the child through veiled friendship or
promise of money or drugs, or abducts the child. According to evi-
dence gathered over several years by the Detroit (Mich.) Po fce Depart-
,merit Sex Crime Unit, child pornography products are mark- ted. through
....a subculture of small dealers who make them accessible to ready cus-

tomers. The unit is collaborating with Federal and State authorities
initiating prcisecution for transmitting obscene material through

the mail and is developing confidential sources to obtain information

about those responsible for enlisting -children in pornographic ser

vices. Police and parents dealing with children who have been ex.-

-plaited in this manner should always remember to be compassionate,
remain calm, and relieve the child of any guilt feelings.

-.-$..

4'1 °OKIN, k. H. Ainerican Ctistody Law: A Fralework For Analysis. In
;..

Westmany'3. C., Ed. ,-Universit = of Wisconsin Conference on Child Ad-
1Y

. vocacy: _Proceedings. Madison, University of isconsin, 1976. 28 p.

Trends in custody la-
, are discussed regarding major' areas of the

law, and the difficulty in assessing _What constitutes the best interest

. of the child is 'analyzed according to two ,s6:farate judicial functions.

Four components of American custody -law - are described: divorce "

custody law, juvenile court neglect. law, guardianship custody ldw,
Wnd involuntary termina ion of parental rights for -ourrioseS of freeing

_a child for adoption. The best interest test, in which an individualized

=determin-ation for-the particular. child is .required,- domireates custody .

e %.

law. it is argued that 'the best r interest test is not appropriate

because the judge must have access, to .considerable information on the
two parents and on the child", and. from -this information must assess
,the probability of various outcomes and evaluate the . seriousness and
I

possible benefits associated with. each. In this situation, the
...

,question arises as to what' set of Xalues the judge should use in
coming to a decision. The standards in such a case are indeterminate..
Courts perform two functions in a custody casea. private dispute func-

tion end a child protection function. The implications for these two

'funct :ns on the indeterminate standard are discussed. 'It is concluded

,that le standarI is not appropriate. - Three rules fOr child custody
. -
standard,s are suggested: (1) in a private 'clispte, custody should

.not be awarded to aciaimant whose capacities or conduct would endaliger.

the health,of the' child under the strict -'m nimum. standards- for child

(NCJ 50574)
0

0,2
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proteCtion; (2) the court should prefer a parent viith an emotional
relationship`, o the child over a parent without', that relationship; and
(3) subject to these two rules, naturalparents should be preferred
over others. Stricter requirements for removing a child from the

home are advocated as 7,are shorter time limits for termination of
parental rights. Private dispute settlement in divorce custody cases
is urged. \

42. MTJLFORD, R.M., V.B. WYLECALA, and B.F. NELSON. Caseworker and Judge in

_is Neglect Cases. INewYork,- Child Welfare League of Atherica, 1974 31 p.
(NCJ 52293)

A child neglectcaseWorker, must have a knowledge of the neglect laws
adaquateforthepropergathering of evidence and forthe establishment

-of-the:cabeworker as an expert for testimony in curt.- Although
most child protecttve agencies rarely find it necessary to utilize
the court system in their attempts to meet the needs\of arents and
children, the importance of the beat interests of children mandates
that -caseworkers have a basic familiaritir with the laws of child
neglect: and the procedure's of the courts. The caseworker should be
aware of the legal significance'of, the factors which 'naturally are
observed during routine inspection of a home. Such items as cleanliness
and apparent health of individuals have importance from the immediate
:vantage o the children's welfare and from their Siinificance-as,
/evidence.in any,required,litiiation. The caseworker ought-to record,
the specific details of any observations, .although the\ emphasis of
the caseworker's visits should be "placed on encouraging_! the family

to recognize its problems and change for the bet43flE,\ and not to

make the family 'defensive and antagonistic.- The caseworker shcold
have the 'support of the agency both in preparation of cases for
court and in maintaining a respectful relationship withthe court.
If a caseworker's_ efforts within/ the home situation 'haVe produced
no results, the caseworker should be aware of the procedures for
commencing court action. The juvenile court should :be Considered
a sociolegal agencywhieh-has the power to compel its clients to

accept the social rehabilitation they need or to remove the-child
from the home. Childpen can be protected- effectively.bym w41-prepared-
Caseworker who. can present a clear, conclusive case in court. Ju-
venile courts "are not bound by-the techniCalities and evidentiary
rules present in criminal coUrts, and will allow medical and school
records to be pfeSented by thm.casewOrker when such'documents have
been properly certified. Additional discussion concerns,

pf a caseworkeria belief that a neglect case exists into a pre--.
zentable legal case.



43. NAGI, ,Child maltreatment in the United States: A Challen e to Social

Institutions. New York, '1977. 162 p. 53450)

A national survey of the structure and performance of child abuse

and eglect programs is the basis of an e;i..,d-camination of issues surrounding

chi d maltreatment and the organizational response to the problem. -

Interviews were completed With 1,696 persons in 1,760 organizations,

. including child protective services, public -health nursing agencies,_

school systems, hospitals, juvenile and family courts, and police
departments. The organizations were selected on the basis of a proba-

bility sample of thd=0.-S.----popul-ation. In addition', in-depth interviews

were conducted in a number of `communities -with judges, physicians,

police officers, social workers, public health nurses, and others
in organizations which encounter child abuse and neglect. Researchers

also attended court sessions and toured pediatric wards and other

facilities. Based on the results of these efforts, the study report

examines the- rights of children and parents, the status of knowledge

and technology in the field of child abuse, the relatiVe merits of

punitiVe and therapeutic approaches, and the domains of organizations

and professions involved in combating, child maltreatment. Various esti-

mates' of the prevalence of child abuse and neglect are compared,

and an alternative approach is suggested for obtaining 'confirmable
estimates within the constraints of existing statutes and organizational

practices. Element of an epidemiological theory of child maltreatment

are outlined. Problems encountered in attempting to deal with child

maltreatment (case identification, response. to report's of abuse -and

neglect, provision-of services, custody and placement, program coordi-

nation and improvement) are analyzed. An optimal child abuse-neglect

program is outlined, and the status 'of -existing programs is assessed.

Recommendations for improving the organizaci.,..il response to child

maltreatment touch on specific 'program componeuts, coordination at

the community level, the fundamental problems besetting the institution
of the family, and the Federal role. Supporting data are indluded.

(Author abstract -modified

44. NAYMAN, L. and S. L. WITKIN. Parent/Child Foster Placement: An Alternative
Approach in Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Welf:are, v. 57, n. 4 :49-258.

_April 1978. (NCJ 51127)

A case study illustrates the placement of both parent and child in

a foster home. as an alternative means of, dealing with- child abuse

or neglect situations. The Case study '.s that of the neglect situation

that led to the development of the ParInt/Child Foster Placement Pro-

gram -at the Tompkins County Department of Social. Services, Ithaca,

N.Y. In that program, single parenf.s and their abused or neglected.,

children are placed for limited periods of time in specialized foster

homes.e. Foster parents help 'the caseworker 'evaluate the parent's

competency, and long:-term goals and short-term tasks are defined in,

planning conferences involving the paient, the foster 'parents, the

caseworkers, and other profeesiAnals. Periodic conferences are held

to assess progress. The Caseworker coordinatis the ,effort. Other, pro-
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fessionals act as a resource team for the foster parents who assume
the primary responsibility for providing instruction in parental skills
and (where. teceSsary) life skills such as budgeting. The goal of
each placement is the eventual removal of the single parent and child
to an independent living situation. Parent/child foster placement is
based on the following premises: (1) that direct observation in a.
sheltered environment approximating a normal household is the best
method of evaluating parental skills; (2) that abusing and neglecting
parents usually .exhibit maladaptive behaviors or functional deficits
in association with histories of intergenerational abuse,, neglect,
or family pathology; (3) that the healthy family is the, best agerr
cy for socialization, role prescription, and instruction in parental
skills; and (4) that society's gdals are best served by strengthening
the parent-child relationship (given that the child's safety is insured
and that the parent is engaged in positive behavioral change). Sug
gestions for developing and. financing parent/child foster _placement
programs (licensing foster homes, selecting and training foster parents,
coordinating community services, -renumerating foster parents) are of-
fered. The possibility of extending such plagethent to two-parent famil-
ies and to single women during and after pregnancy is pointed out,
as is the need for further studies of the costs, benefits., and long-term
cffects of placement.

4 BERGER, E.H. and R. BOURNE. Medicalization and Legislation of Child
Abuse. American Journiatr v. 48,-n.4 :593 -607.
October 1978. r. (NCJ 51441)

The conf9sion and inadequacy surrounding medical and legal attempts
to deal with child abuse are attributed to social policy conflicts.
These are examine& and a aeries of recommendations are made.. They
were presented, in part, at the Second World Conference of the Infer-
national Society on Family Law,' June 1977, in Montreal. Although
abuse of children is an ancient phenomenon, only recently have doctors
and lawyers recognizegi=it as a problem to be diagnosed, reported,
treated and adjudicated, This awareness is traced and its effect
on traditionally trained doctors and lawyers is examined. The major
factors contributing to uncertain; disjointed handling of child abuse
cases are said to be outgrowths of the conflict between the common
law concept of family autonomy and the'concept of coercive intervention
and the conflict between compassion and Control. The problem of defining
which actions actually are aliuse also is discussed. A table presents
possible intervention techniques consistent with various "autonomy"
versus "intervention" and"compassion" versus "control" policies. Con-
flicts between the medical and the legal perspective gre,_examined.
The social factors behind the concentration of prosecuted abuse cases
among poor families are then discussed and the effects of labeling
on the family are conSidered. Several guidelines to improve-the handlings.
of child abuse cases 'are suggested.I. These include greater social
sciences training for doctors and' lawyers, more prestige and greater
invol4ement din policym- eking for nurses and social workers who deal
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directly with abUse cases, greater access to social services for poor

families, and greater representation of poor and ethnic groups in

decisionmaking forums. References are appended.

. _

46. NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILD ABUSE.' Relationship Pe-

een Child Abuse and N e and Later Sociall Deviant Behav-

for A Report aro, .0., prof. New York, 1978. 335 p.
MICROFICHE ,(NCJ 51167)

Data from child protective agencies and courts in eight New York

counties are analyzed in a longitudinal study of relationships between

child abuse/neglect and subsequent contacts with, the courts. The study

was conducted in Broome; Erie, Kings,' Monroe, New York, St. Lath-ence,

Suffolk, &ridnWestchester counties. Two-Separate samples of children

were studied: 5,136 .children from 1,423 families reported for suspected

child abuse or neglect in 1952 or 1953; and 1,963 children who were

reported to the family court or probation intake service as delinquent,

or ungovernable in 1971 or 1972. As many as 50 percent of the families

reported for child abuse 'or neglect had. at least one child who later

was taken to court as delinquent or ungovernable: In Monroe County,

the rate of juvenii# delin'quencY and _ungovernability among children

reported as abuSed73 or neglected, was five times greater than among

'the general population. In counties ;11 high numbers of agency/court

contacts (Erie, Kings, Monroe, and New York), 25. percent of. -the boys

and 17 percent of the girls with at least one maltreatment report

_er were reported to a court as delinquent or-ungovernable. DelinqUdnt

children who were reported as abused or neglected tended to be more

violent than other delinquents. However; child maltreatment is not

an indicator or predictor of any particular type of juvenile misconduct.

The records examined show that few services were provided to abused

and neglected children or their families; and that most- of the founded

ieports of abuse/neglect ended in no action. The finding that rates

of placement of the child -outside° the home were higher for neglect

-than for abuse indicates
that neglect is a more intractable problem.

,.than abuse; similarly, placement rates were higher-for ungovernability

thaa for juvenile delinquency. The, findings also show .that children

reported as abused or neglected and as delinquent or ungovernable

come from similar families, and, that these families differ significantly

from -the general population in that-they_are larger, have a greater

percentage of .illegitimate -.children, are
Mo-r-e---likely_to be one-parent

households,- and are disproportionately nonwhite. It is cOncluded .

that -there is an empirical relatiOnship between abuse/neglect and

later deviant behavior, however, that relationship may be more COM°

plicatedlthan a simple cause-and-effect association. This' complexity

raises. questions about society's response' to problems of child ,mal-

treatment, _juvenile crime, and family dysfunction. An annotated biblio7

graphy and supporting data and _documentation are provided. A 34-page

summary report also is z.vailable as NC '- 5051'5. (Author abstract modil

fied)
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47. PELCOVITE,D. Child Abuse as Viewed b Suburban Elementax School Teachers.
Doctoral Dissertation, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 1977.
197 p. (NCJ 51223)

48.

Questionnaires and _interviews identified attitudes and child:abuse--
reporting practiCes of 135 elementary school teachers, _principals

.and school workers ,Components of a good school abuse reporting system
are examined.

, The survey was conducted in a racially and sociodemo-
graphically mixed area in suburban Philadelphia, Pa. It was found
that, cohtrary to other reports in the literstur teachets were not
indifferent- to child4.buse However,, their knowledge of what constitutes
abuse and how abuse should be :reported .Varied widely. from 'School'
to school. Most teachers were unaware of their -legal protection
and nearly all felt they would have GO appear in court (which is
incorrect).;. Most limited their definitions of child abuse to gross
physical abupe or neglect On multiple-choice questions, they extended
their definitions to include swami abuse. The open-ended interviews
are grouped by teachers =who have never reported' abuse, teachers who
have suspected abuse but not reported it, and teachers Who.haVereported
abuse. Reporting teachets used . cues:not generally mentioned in the
literaturetype _'.(3f food a child brings for lunch, child' s reaction
to teacher! discfpline, And - aggressive acting-out- behavior as well
as withdrawn, behavier,..,The biggest fear. among teachers suspecting
but not reporting abuse was that a report would make the situation
worse for the chilc4 The biggest factor behind reporting was the
support of -the principal. A thorough case study of a ptincipal who
f irvestigates each case before reporting to Child Services is pre7.
sentad. The negative impact of the Child Services ' worker Who sides
with the . parent is discussed. An educational program for teachers
and greater welfare-,sehool cooperation is urged. The, questionnaire,

, tabulations of findings, and a bibliography are included.

-Powis,-. D. - Criminal Violence to Children. In Signs of Crime: A Field . -

1Mangal for Police. Stead, Jew York, John Jay Press,
1978, 155-161 p.

' (NCJ 46435)

An -English police officer gives, some 'practical tips to inexperienced
, police officers on spotting . battered children. Tell- -tale. injuries?
and parent-child mannerisms are described along with advice on relat-
ing to the hospital staff. The author -stresses that the officer' s
pri=mary duty is to protect the- child. 'Color photographs illustrating
the_ effects, of various types 'of physical abuse are included.-

49. RAY-BETTINESKI, C. Cputt 0_ otrited special Advocate:

Journal,_ v--.- 29 n. 3:65- 11 us t 1978. ,

The Guardian Ad
Litem for Abused-and Neglects .Cbildren. Juvenile and Family Court

(NCJ 51284 -)

The voluntee gua44ian_ ad Iit m program of King County (Seattle)
Wash., is desc: The- rationale behind the program, recruitment,



selection, training, and program administration are discussed. The

purpOse of the guardian ad litem program is to provide
juvenile court

_judges, with recommendations as- to what course of action is in the.:

best interests of an abused or neglected child. This action may or

may,not be what parents, caseworkers, foster parents, educators, or

the children themselves advocate-Recommendations-tothejcourtaddresa,

the followingl-issues:,(1)wherethe
child shall reside; (2) visitation

with parents; (3) treatment plan for parents; (4) treatment plan.for

thathild; and (5) date fiSr.the next court hearing. In most.child,

abuse cases the welfare department is the plaintiff and the adult

inflicting the injury is the defendant. The'guardian program proyides

a trained, impartial person to follow the case of "each child through

to a satisfactory conclusion. This person, who:is\not necessarily

an attorney, is to ask the difficult questions often asked.by no.

one else.-In the Seattle- project this-,guardian is cailedthe."court

appointed special counsel."' The program, which is adMinistered by

a project director who isa..department head in the court, began in

January 1977,and during itafirstyear,provided 376 trained guardians

for 498 children.' Cases are referred to the program by judges. Only

"abouCa third of the'volunteera work professionally, in,the\human,

Nealthiorlegalservices. Each volunteer 'undergoes atrainingpiogram

which describes the four separate-sequential roles required: ihVes7

tigator, advocate of the ahild, counsel, and finally- a guardi.

A monthly seminar. is held, to increase volunteers' icnowledge...Time

Spent on any onaT case haw ranged-from 12 to 100 hours. Guardians\

can' and do request hearings for unresolved issues.. The judged value :\

the -program so highly that it lies. become a permanent: part of the

King CoUnty juvenile court. A list of references is provided'.

.50. ROGERS, D. E. and F. S. MEAD. Hear the Childr. Old Tappan,

New Jersey, Fleming H. Revell Co., 1978. 137 p. (NCJ 52806)

This informal book. for lay persons gives an overview of the'child

abuse problem in the United 'States, briefly considerp the legal aspects.,

rhen Coqcentrates-on ways to break 'the child abuse chain. -The Oar-pose .

-of this book is to give, the general public an understanding of family:

factors which lead to 'child abuse, the methods hospitals and criminal

\v/justice agencies vise when handling abuse cases, and to urga,persons

who -have:- knowledge of ,abuse cases to actively interve :_ Abuse is

seen as the result of learlled patterns of childrearing, 'increasing,

maritaltension, divorce, and a lack'of understanding about the real
i

needs of a_child. The various typologies:of child abuse are given,

bled on interviews with researchers.
The major portionof'the book .

is, given:to descriptions of self-help groupsand parent intervention

'projects., :
Most of these agencies -are in California. =However, .'an

.apipandixlists
addressee whicli,eap provide the names of local groups.

Readers, are.avged-to become' actiVelyinvolved in preventing child

abuse. Those ,who have problems controlling their anger are'urged

to-aeek help. The book has a strong religious orientation.



51. ROTH, R.A. Muitiinar- Teams in and Neglect rams:Litecial Report om the National. Center on Child Abuse and- I%.
Washington, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, 1978. 71 p.

MICROFICHE (NCJ 31625)

The-growing-use=of- multidisciplinary teams for child abuse intervention
and treatment, types of teams. used, and methods of operation are
summarized. A list of programs using this approach 'is appended-,
A multidisciplinary team is a group of professionals from different -
disciplines, often representIng different agencies, working togeth r
for well-defined purPoses. These purposes may include cooranatio- ,
diagnosis or identification, prevention, treatment, consultation, a d
education. This document gives an overview of the growth of multidi 7--

ciplinary teams, their advantages, and their usual composition." It
,then deacribes 51 , programs which use a multidisciplinary approach,
and gives data on &eft- services, clientele, staffing, and funding.
The guidelines_ developed by_ the' Virginia -State Department of Welfare
and the Pennsylvania State Department of Public Welfhre also are in-
cluded. A typology of multidisciplinary teams, based on the team's
organizational foCus, is- presented. The overview finds that most multi-
disciplinary teams contain both medical and social services personnel.
Some contain a legal 'representative "(from the police,.'_prosecutor's
office, or courts) and 'others contain teachere of. school supervisory.
personnel. Most teams are either.- hospital-- biased or social service -"

`- based. The hospital approach is reviewed :,..,, examining the ,work of.
Sinai Hospital, Baltimore t Md. -,' and that of EL scot: (Mass.) Children's
Hospital. It is found- that multidisciplinary teams give better' service
more economically and effectively -end reduce the number Of reinjured
children. It is recOmmended that child protective services be organized
regionally, with state-administered multidisciplinary programs pro-
viding acute care, long-term therapeutic intervention, education; eval-
uation, and research. Extensive foot-nores are included, and references
are appended. .

RYAN; C.14, Investigating Child Abode and 'Neglect Cases. Police Law Quart-
'erly, v..7,, n. 4:17-27.. July 1978- - (NCJ 49197)

Guidelines for -police investigation of child abuse (physical abuse
and- Child. neglect (acts of omission or 'commission which injury- a
child) are presented. Throughout- the United States; the laW
said that no one may interfere with' a parent's . right to .raise a
.child except, when the parent-abuses or neglectg the, child. To investigate
neglect', one must assess what the petson responsible for the care.
-Of the child has 'not done for the child, and t4hat injurious- effect.-not_

.

this action or inaction, has bad on the child. In child abuse, there.
-= nsually is.-medical eVidence of the- abuse which may` be 4substantiated
through'. photographic evidence or physician testimony.- -In -cases of
burus,-- .fractures;--,,,bites,. sexual abuse, and failure to thiive, the
physician's testimony often -may, elucidate the- intentional 4ualit3;

of the- injury or provides evidence contrary to_ parent's claim
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of an accident or other cause. Investigation of these kinds of abuse

would involve interviewing the parent, the child, neighbors, hospital,

or .social service personnel or ..school staff for confirming evidence.

In general, neglect -is lack of appropriate action on the parent's

part. The officer should. look. for the link between parental actions

and the condition of the child. In many cases, substantiation of

the child's condition 'may require -special documentation. In cases

of medical negleei",-fekniting--either-from-the parenti-s--religious-be----

liefs or from the parent's 'abgence, apathy, or antagonism, the officer

should 'asar'ertain the child's condition and necessary treatment from

medical personnel'. The parent's refusal to permit such necessary treat-

'Tnent, despite: an awareness of the consequences of the "refusal, also

must be confirmed. In other-types of neglect, photographs of neglected

injuries, dangerous environments, or uninhabitable home conditions

may demonstrate chronic neglect. Conversations with the family .also

may prove helpful. As the various child-related professions learn

more about neglect,, the investigating _officer will have more-means

of determining whether a child is neglected.

-SEABERG, J.R. ph Physical Child -Abuanded Anal sis pectoral Dis-

sertatiop, University of Wisconsin, -1974. 197 p. (NCJ 51236)

Statistical analisi,s is, used on a nationwide sample of 1,299 cases

of, child abuse to test social causative factors. It is found that '

four modeis . were _required. and that no single factor-predominated..

Following' a 1970 national durvey of public awareness, attitudes,

and opinions concerning- child abuse, David G. Gil of Brandeis Uni-

versity proposed that such -abuse was as much a result of societal

-approval of violence in child rearing as the pathology of. the parents.

This study alsCi' takes national data 'and runs a regression analys.E

a path analysis, and other statistical tests to examine the relation-.

ships between parental psychology, .child-rearl,ng attitudes, 'severity

of injury, and disposition :of- child abuse cases. Four models were

developed,: a poverty-violence in child-rearing model -which cr.!!:1:11..nes

the. literature's -sociocultural explanations of child- abuse; a psy-

chological model, which focuses on the patholOgy of the parent; the
"reinforcement" model, which examines the parent who was severely

disciplined as a child-and now, uses severe discipline for the cathartic.

effect it gives and a comprehensive model utilizing all these factors.

It was found that child- initiated-abuse restated in less severe in-

,juries -. It also was found .that the perpetrator in the rsinforcement

model was not necessar y more than----TrO-na-buse-perpet-ra-torsr------

suggesting a socialization factor. For the other model, differences

were found but not of the magnitude nor. significance expected. It,

is suggested that the most significant contribution of -this study

has been the development of mathematical techniques for studying large

samples. To late most -child- abuse data have been. gathered through

small, samples or subjective case studies'. Long- -term studies and

large7scale studies, are essential to understanding the problem. Apr

pendixes- give mathewatilal data from the study and study ins trument.s.

A bibliography is included.
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54. SCOTT, W. J. At a and Child Abui A Stud History In-
dicator Amon Mothers of Abused Children.Doctoral Dissertation, Minnea-
polis, Minnesota, University of Minnesota, 1975. 88 p. (NCJ 51220)

This thesis examines the relationsh4 of child abuse- to existing so-
-cialization=theories;-andte-s-ts ahypoLnesis based on attachment theory.,
It was hypothesized that the mother plays A significant role in child
abuse whether she injures or neglects the child herself or fails
to protect the child from another abuser. The discussion issues included
the nature and developinent of attachment and the effects,on an indi-
vidual's subsequent affiliative and parental behavior when the deve1 7
opment process is impaired. The following Psychological areas were
drawn for the study: proximity, maintenance, Affect, and affiliation.
Operational definitions were developed for the -four -phases in the
mothers' life span (childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and parenthood).
Case records of 81 mothers of abused children were reviewed for his-
torical information. The sample was divided into groups according
to the following criteria: mothers who had inflicted injuries;_ mothers
guilty of neglect; . and mothers who had-protected the 'abuser. Chi- square
tests determined that the items considered did not discriminate between
the groups. On the basis of the results of the preliminary investigation,
a control study was conducted 'comparing mothers -of Abused, children
with mothers of-nonabused'children on various social history indicators.
A hypothesis stating that there:are no. differences between the two
groups was tested. ...ThirtY mothers from the original sample of 81
were compared to 30 mothers in the control group. Dat'a for the control
group were colledted through personal interviews. Chi-square tests
were used to compare the two groups on multiple indicators. Differences
consistently were found to exist between the-experimental and control
groups, thus indicating support. for the attachment theory. The in-
vestigation -proved that mothers of, abused children have.a history
of traumatic and/or adverse experiences. Tabular data and references
are provided The appendix contains tribles of Chi-square values.

55. SIMON, K. Police:/TheInvestigation of,Violence.- Lrindon, England,
Donald and EVans, Ltd., 1978. 240 p. (NCJ 51697)

This overview of the .investigation of violent crime .covers typical
injuries , interpreting bloods tains ,_:_and__inv_es tigative_considerations

for the various types of violence, with 'reference to forensic medicine.
This is one of the "McDonald and Evans police studies series. The
book disedsies' the importance- of 'careful observation, procedures at
the scene, the inirtial investigation, the investigating team, the
body, timing death, and the ..post mortem. -A chaPter is devoted to
the types of injuries and the identification of instruments used' to
inflict injury. The interpretation of evidence is described, including
bloodstains, shapes of weapond, bloodstained prints, and .teste for
blood. .The use of X-rays in various types of investigations is treated,
with attention to interpreting fractures; searching for foreign bodies,
identity problems, terrorism, and customs evasion. A chapter is
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devoted to the role of the .photographer, /including equipment, per-
spective and viewpoint, the scene '-'of the criime, the post mortem room,

and photography as evidence. Special inVestisative considerations

for each of the.following categories of violence are discussed: vehidular

street accidents; abortion, infant -death, and the battered wife; sex

violence;-asphY-xial--violence;_drowning;_firearms injuries;..arson; and

suspected poisoning. The appendixes-detail preferred packing for bio-

logical specimens and recommended storage conditions for biological

specimens. The book is illustrated extensively by photographs. An

index is included.

SINGLEKAN, B.J. Case of NIglecti = Ferenc Pa.triae Versus Due PrOess in Child

Neglect Proceedings.. Arizona Law Review, v...., 17, n. 4:1055-108'9.

1975.
(NC.J 36474)

Procedures involVed in child neglect proceedings, analyzing the require-

ments- necessary. to arkord both parents and children procedural due

process are discussed. article focuseS _so171y/ on the due process

requirements -in- a neglect procgeding, keeping in mind the distinction .

between such limited intervention and the more-drastic_step, of termi-

nating the parent -child relationship'., It examines the power of: the

Auvenilc court to order temporary interventionvin 'the relationship.

and suggests which procedures are necessary to assure that such in-

terference °follows the due process rights of both parent and child.

(Author abstract. modified)

,
SP- IN, -N. -Ingraham Decision: ' Protecting the Rod. Trial, v. 13,

n. .10:25-27; 37. 1477
P. (NU' 48574)

The recent Supreme . Court decision bearing on the legalities of the

use of corporal punishment' in schools, is dismissed. In reviewing

cases involving the challenge -to corporal. punishment, in the schools

prior- to the Ingraham case, it is concluded that while courts were

-not ready to _ban corporal punishment as unconstitutional per se or

favor parental desires over school pract!.,,--es with reference to corporal

punishment, they were showiiig an inclination to provide required

procedures for the use of Corporal punishment. The court held that

the' eighth amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual pun-
.

ishment was intended to apply to-punitive 'action for criminal behavior,

and was, therefore,' not applicable in -a school context. The court

further held that, while corporal' punishment implicated a 14th amendment.

libertyinterestim the child's, interest to be free from bodily restraint

and punisbienti, the- common law tort action to remedy unreasonable

punishment provided sufficient procedural due process protection.

_The minbrity. opinionspoints out that -tort 'action is utterly inadequate

to protect againet erroneous or exceasive corporal puniShment hecaude

of specific aspects of Florida laW protecting the teacher from civil

action in corporal punishment cases:- In addition, it is argued that

'9
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civil remedies after the fact of an- injury, particaarly to a' child,
hardly are sufficient'. The; author, supports the minority opinion and`.
argues for more -Specific procedural structures binding upon school'
officials in the administration. of corporal punishment- The Supreme.
Court decision is considered insensitive and regressive.

5 S. -$TOETZER B. JuV,enile,Court and Emotional Neglectof=dhildren.Univers-
ity of Michiganjournal'ot Law Reform v. 8, n. -2 :351 -374. Winter 1975.

(NCJ.52406)
j

Court jurisdictionover cases involving, the emotional neglect of child-
ren and the need for judicial 'cognizance emotional neglect aMong
AuVehiles are explered. A,primaty function of juvenile courts-is
to assist in the,protention of children fom abuse and neglect. Some
states, including! 41chlgan, have expanded juvenile 6:butt jurisdiction
beyond traditional concepts of,pbysical neglect to encompass emotional
neglect. The-rationalefor Judicial cognizance of emotional neglect/
assumes that the coneeguencesto:achild. who has.been psychologically
and emotionally abused may be at least-as serious as those resulting
from TbSrdical mistreatment. Central-to-the case for judicial cogni- -

zance of emotional negle6t is the hope thatdetritaental familyemotional-
dynamins can be identified-,and-amelioratedbefote_ajchild,iijaffected
pe#Manently. Criteriafor courtintervention are exhibitedin minimally
acceptable' standards ofpatental conduct established in juvenile court
jurisdictional provisions. Stich provisions provide norms tor-Acceptable.
child-rearing practices4-and.their basic goal is the preventiOxqof.
social, physical, and pdychologioAl deterioration. Generally,;-cOrts
must find a causal relationship between.parental conduct anditi adVerse
impact in:nrder to, intervene in a case of 'child neglect. Several
'Approaches to' the identification of emotional neglect are suggested
in the limited legal literat\ure,on the subject. Legislative recognition
of he emotional neglect of, juveniles varies according to wh/etber

it focuses, on:4, parent's emotional : or mental incapacities, on.-
a Parenes failure to meet :a child'smehtal or emotional needs, or
on a seneralmnotion/of a_child's emotional well- being. Court
diction' nver cases of emotional neglect can be an. important tool.
to advance the goals-of=child protection and- 'concept of a minor's
legal rightto an emotionally healthy envirOnment, Conflicting goals
related to early intervention, ef\fective preVentionof.harm, and premir
ture intrusion of privacy must be reconciled.'

.TALAN,T.N., DEFRAIMKand S.1WM. Child-Abuse and Ne lect Le al Handbook.
Chicago, Child Advocate Aasodiation, 1978. 45 p.

The' Child AdvoCate Association: prepared this handbook on child-Abuse
and neglect in an. attempt to clarify laws and- legal pro6Pdures -relevant
to-thejobsofsocial.Norkers.ampolicearld school and medical!

4q,
personnel. -

.

-The -association= s a nonprofit ax-exemptprganizati,on

(NCI 53452)
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,

based-in Cook. Country, Ill., that proVides legal and social. 'service

advocacy for abused' 'and neglecteds-dhildren. Legal ,and social work
.consultation. is prov,..ided to hospital-based .interdisciplinary child
abuse teams and `to state and community\ social service agencies. Tile

association also* provides ongoing trainiiig, and _education to school

adminietrators;_teachers medical_and "social service personnel, con:

triunity organizations, and volunteer groups. Case a-dvocaty. for abused,.
neglected, and iexually.exploited children.is prOvided by representing

these children in juvenile, proceedings and` in:, criminal and divorce.-
proceedings as appropriate; The as4ciation has expanded its services

to incorporate crisis coung5ling and treatment referral for setxually

exploited -chil en and specialized training for profes-sionals. The

h'andbook cont ns substantiVe sections orLthe folloWing: (1) provisions

of the Abused and NeglItted Child Reporting Act, in Illinois (definl-

itions, of abuse and neglect, who must 'report`, w en to report, how

3.-rport-is made, followup W Illis-1/4noi Deartm nt of .Children and
,

Family ' Servicea, the physician's '''power-,..... custody, prIvilege ,

aril confidentiality, and immunity liatillity); (2) identification

of /suspected abused- and neglecte Children- (medical and nonmedical

indicators). (3) abuse, neglect, and- dependency (statutory' framework

and ,case law); and (4) court proceedings (petition for ,adjudication
_:.

c)-fiwardship, temporary custody hearing, adjudiCatory hearing ,1f..i.ndngss'
at, the close' of evidence, dispositional hearing; and postdisp3sitional

cOnCerns); Appendixes contain the Abused-and Neglected Child Reporting

Act., -a' medical 'grOssary, .ample questions for medical Witnesses,' and
the supervision order- used in Cook County.

I I -
.

U.,S. .D PART/ENT' OF liE;.-L'i DUCATIO.14. AND WEl.FARE;) National 'Center on'

Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Abuse and Ne lect: Grants Pro r.atit
FYI1978. Washington, 19713. 146 . , MICROFICH E (NCJ 47443)

i
. 1

.---
I

Programs for. several types p-f..research, demonstration, and service-
i ,

lat\ed n'projects are announced` and information about' application

orcedures and the review an award . of7giani.s is provided. Grant
1,- . . ,. I

nds for projects which addr i'SAaps 'in .knowledge. about' the causes._

a d effects` of child abuse: and neglect , 'sand - projects With, creative

a proaches to the child 'abuse problem'-3-by' social sdienti sts /in the
1 /

.eld areannbunced. The'oblective --of 'orie of the -grants is to advance,
. , .

through -,
field-initiated r- search; 'the', undirstanding of child mal-

t eattnent . and to. contribute' to the iMprpriejment of7curtent/ progress

o -Provide insights into new appro-aEheq.!'for pitvventing and! reducing

ild- -abuse and its consequences. O.InderfthiS same announcement, funds

.8 .available for' longitudinal .research- On ;the'icauSes t-id effect's
of child, maltreatment. -.A .second announcement is for ..the support of

. the operatic:5nel' design,. _;testing,,- and'ievaluat'ion of new and refined,

service techniques,. and service aeliiiery, approaches in preventing and i.

1treating . child abuse and neglect., The pzimary .pupo e of a third
announcement is to support the implementation of componi tits. of prbven;

e-f ectiver Orograms used by existing - child. protection -and. other human
r,-.

-,., / /

. -service' agencies which 'havethe potential for prpviding /services for
.
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61.

he reventiori and treatment of child abusend neglect. A fourth
announcement offers support to state and local efforts to prevent
and treat child abuse and neglect. It is indiCated that one regional
child abuse and neglect .resource center will be established by a
grant awarded. .on a- competitive review basis in each of the 10 Health,
Education, and Welfare,Federal Regions.Application forms are included,
along wit-hspec-ific---instructipnsfor- submitting applications. There\
is alio a.directory.. of Health, Education, and Welfare regional offices
of children, youth,.' and family units.

. National 'Cermer on Chiind Abuse, and Negle
and Neglect. in-Residentiaki Instituti on Prevention Inv
Correction. Washington, 1978. 215 p. , MICROFIC E (NCI 51946)

1

. ,._, -

, R adings on child abusei'and ,neglect in treatment centers, temporary-.
a djong-term shelters, detention homes, centers for the mentally

Larded and developmentally disabled, and group homed are presented.
excerpt from an issue of the Child Abuse and iNe lect Reorts,

e official newsletter of the .National Center one` Child Abuse and
Neglect ( NCCAN), proVides background information on NCCAN's role..in

,,,

dealing. with maltreatment of children in./institutions and discusses
related. issues confronting. the Office of Special/Litigation in the
U.S. Department of justice. The main body pf the final report' of
the 1977 National Conference on the Institu'tiondlila _treatment of Child-.
ren examines the nature and scope of ;Ikpuse and neglect in residen-
tial care-giving institutions .(includingltreatmant , correctional, cur
todial, and educational- settings), 'identifies' issues, - -'ad offerth kec-

1 orenendations. The repoit'inclUdee a section.,dealing L. ;-:Aficaily. with
juvenile: correctional 'institutions, in which _such' issues as secure
versup'=nonsecure facilities,' indetera\inate sentencing, monitoring (./
and restraints 'on juveniles '.by ,correctional institutions -are disr i
cussed.-- xcerpts -onins4tupional abifie of children from a .4uarterly

.publication of the New York State College of Human-EcOlogy at Cornell
Li:tiversitY are, presented.:. Excerpts from. the dtaft :version of the
Federal Standards. Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment
Programs and( Projects", published by NCCAN in Match 1978, indlude.
'the /section that , deals specifically with.the..preVerition and .7_-)rrection-
of institutiOnal child abuse and neglect. MCCAW s draft .c...!-E 4 model
Chi/id ProteettOn Act also. is provided.. 'Information about resource

' .

Child Abuse
ti-a and

materials includes al t-eview, of a manual suggesting guidelines for-
in4.ecting-childrenle institutions, a desPription of trainingmaterials =
fcir -residential 'childcare workers,. and NCCAN Clearinghouse:abstracts
of materials on corpora_ 'punishment, institutional abuse and. neglect,i .

and institutionalize cren.d hild . k



,40. McKINNON, I. Child Pornography. FBI LawEnforcement Bulletin v. 48, n. 2:

18-20. February-1979. MICROFICHE (NC-I 55219)

In-this discusSion of child pornography and prostitution, the victims
and offenders/ are characterized and law enforcement prevention and
investigation efforts are described. The.majority of children re-
cruited amto,child pornography are bbys between the ages of 9 and 14.

They are from broken homes or. are runaways, and often have been

glected children. They are lured into this busineSs by "chicken
pimps," typically white males between-30 and 40, married, and with
good jobs. The pimp', lures the child through veiled friendship or
premise of money or -drugs, or abducts the child. According to evi-

dence gathered over severalyears by the Detroit (Mich.) Pore Depart-
,merit Sex Crime Unit, child pornography products are mark-re&through
a subculture. of small dealers who-make them accessible to ready cus-

tomers. The unit is Collaborating with Federal and State authorities
onAniriating-prOsecution for transmitting obscene material through
the mail and is developing confidential sources to obtain information
about those responsible 'for enlisting-children in pornographic ser
vices. Policeand-parents dealing with children who have been ex.-

plaited in this manner should always remember to be compassionate,

remain calm; and relieve the child of any guilt feelings.

41. MNOOKIN, R. H. Affierican Cdstody FraMework For Analysis. jn
Westmanr.I. C., Ed.,-Universit of Wisconsin Conference _on Child Ad-

vocacy: PrOceding.a. Madison, University of sasconsin, 19,76. 28 p.'

(NCJ 50574)

ji.Trends in custody law,- are discusSed regarding major' areas of the

law, and the difficulty in assessing.-What constitutes the best interest

of the child is -analyzed according to two, separate judicial functions.

Four componeft4s of American custody =law -are described: divorce: "'

,custody law, juvenile court negIectlaw, guar4anship-custody ldw,

A4 involuntary terming ion ofparentalrightdforourfiosed of freeing
a child for adoption. The best interest test, in which anindividualized

------- ----------determinationforthe particular. child is.required,,domin'ates custody
e. .

.,.

_taw. It is argued'that the best interest test is not appropriate

because the judgp must.have access to. considerable information on the

two parerts_and'on the child ,and. from- this information must assess

the probability of various outcomes and evaluate the, seriousness and
1possible benefits -associated- with each._ In this situation, the

,question arises as to what' set :!pf alues the judge should use in:
coming to a decision. The standards in such a case are indeterminate.
Courts perform two functions in a custody' casea private dispute func-

tien end a child- protection function. The :implications for these two

P Sul-let :!isonthe indeterminate standard are diScussed. /It is concluded

that _ne standarU is'not appropriates-Three rules for child custody
-
standards are suggested: -: (1).in a privdte disP!ate, custody should

.not be awarded to nciaimant whose, capacities or conduct would endefiger . --------

the ealth,,ofthe'child'under the strict'minimum, standards-for child
b

_
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protection; (2) the court should prefer a parent viith an emotional
relationship`, o the child over a parent without', that relationship; and
(3) subject to these two rules, naturalparenrs should be preferred
over others. Stricter requirements for removing a child from the

home are advocated as are shorter time limits for termination of
parental rights. Private dispute settlement in divorce custody cases
is urged. \

42. MTJLFORD, R.M., V.B. WYLECALA, and S.F. NELSON. Caseworker and Judge in
Neglect Cases. New York,- Child Welfare League of Atherica, 1974 31 p.

(NCJ 52293)

A child neglect caseworker must have a knowledge of theneglect laws
adequateforrhepropergathering of evidence and forthe establishment
of-the :cabeworker as an expert for testimony in court. Although
most child protecttve agencies rareiy'find it necessary to utilize
the court system in their attempts to meet the needs\of arents and
children, the importance of the beat interests of children mandates
that -caseworkers have a basic familiari6r with the laws of child
neglect' and the procedure's of the courts. The caseworker should be
aware of the legal significance'of, the factors which naturally are
observed duriag routine inspection of a home. Such items as cleanliness
and apparent health of individuals have importance from. the immediate
:Vantage o the children's welfare and from their Significance-as,
/evidence.in any.requiredlitigarion. The caseworker ought-to record.
the specific details of any obserVations, .although the emphasis of
the caseworker's visits should be "placed on encouraging\-the family
to recognize its problems and change for the berAVIE,\ and not to

.

make the family 'defensive and antagonistic.- The=caseworker shcold
have the 'support of the agency both in preparation of cases for
court and in maintaining a respectful relationship withthe court.
If a caseworker's efforts within; the home situation 'haVe produced
no results, the caseworker should be aware of the procedures for
commencing court action. The juVenile court should be Considered

_ .

a sociolegal agency which -has the dower to compel its clients to

accept the social :rehabilitation they need or to remove the child
from the home. Children can be protected effectively-bya well prepared
Caseworker whn. can present a clear, conclusive casein court. Ju
Venile courts are mot bound by.-the technicalities and evidentiary
rules present in criminal conrrs, and will allowinedicalland school
records to be 'presented by the-.casewOrker when such'documents have
been properly certified. Additional discussion concerns,the -ransposi
tion Of a caseworkeria belief thata neglect case exists iPto a pre--.
-set-Ira-Ole legal case.



NAGI, S.eZ. Child Maltreatment in the United States: A Challen e to Social
q 53450)Institutions. New York,,1977. 162 p.

A national survey of the structure and performance of child abuse

and s eglect programs is the basis of an e;-cami nation of issues surrounding

chi d maltreatment and the organizational response to the problem.

Interviews. were completed With 1,696 persons in 1,760 organizations,
including child protective services, public 'health nursing agencies,

school systems, hospitals, juvenile and family courts, and police

departments The organizations. were selected on the basis of a proba-

bility sample of thetTeSi-pOpul-atioh. In addition, in-depth interviews

were conducted in a number of -cOmmuhities -with judges, physicians,

police officers, social workers, public health nurses, and 'others
in organizations Which encounter child abuse and neglect. Researchers

also attended court sessions and toured pediatrid wards :and other

facilities. Based on the results of these efforts, the study report

examines the rights of children and parents, the status of knowledge

and technology in the field of child abuse, the relatiVe merits of

punitiVe and therapeutic approaches,' and the domains of organizations

and professions involved in combating, child maltreatment. Various esti-

mates` of the prevalence of child abuse and neglect are compared,

and an,_ alternative approach is suggested for obtaining ,confirmable

estimates within the constraints of existing statutes and organizational

practices. 'Element's' of an epidemiological theory of child maltreatment,

are outlined. Problems encountered in attempting to Aeal with child

maltreatment (case identification, response: to report's of abuse -and

neglect, provision-of services, custody and placement,- program coordi-

nation and improvement) are analyzed . An optimal child abuse-neglect

program is outlined, and the status 'of 'existing programs is assessed.

Recommendations for improving the organizaci.,.'il response to, child

maltreatment touch on specific program !componeats, coordination 'at

the community level, the fundamental problems besetting the institution

of the family, ._and the Federal role. Supporting data are indluded.

(Author Abstract 'modified).

44.' NAYMAN, L. and S. L. WITRIN. parent/Child Foster Placement: An Alternative

-
Approach in Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Welfare, v. 57, n. 4:249-258.

April 1978. (NW 51127)

A case study illustrates the ),lacement of both parent and child in
a foster home. as an alternative means of_dealing with- child abuse

or neglect situations. The case study :Is that of the neglect situation

that led to the development of the Parnt/Child Foster Placement Pro-

gram at. the Tompkins County Department of Social. Services, Ithaca,

N.Y. In that program, single parents and their abused or neglecteC
children are placed for limited per:reds of time in specialized foster

homes .7 Foster parents help the caseworker 'evaluate the parent' s

competency, and long-term goals gad short -term tasks are defined in,

planning conferences involing the parent, the foster 'parents , the

caseworkers, and other profeast)nals. Periodic conferences are" held

to assess progress. The Caseworker coordinates the .effort. Other. pro-
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fessionals act as a resource team for the foster parents who assume
the prithary, responsibility for providing instruction in parental skills
and (where. necessary) life skills such as budgeting. The goal of
each placement is the eventual removal of the single- parent and child
to an independent livinvsituation. Parent/child foster placement is
based on the following premises: (I) that direct observation in a ,

sheltered environment approxiMating a normal .household is the tiest

method of evaluating parental skills; (2) that abusing and neglecting
parents usually 'exhibit' maladaptive behaviors or functional deficits
in association with histories of intergenerational abuse,, neglect;
or family pathology; (3) that the healthy family is the best agen.7
cy for socialization, role prescription, .and instruction .in parental
skills; and .(4) that society's gcials are best served by strengthening
the parent-child relationship (given that the child's safety is -insured
and that the parent is engaged in peisitive behavioral change). Sug
gestions for. developing and. financing parent/child foster placement
-programs (licensing foster homes, selecting and training foster parents,
coordinating community services, -renumerating foster parents) are of-
fered. The possibility of extending such placethent to two-parent .family
.ies. and to single women during and after pregnancy is pointed, out;
es is the need for further studies of the costs, benefits,, and longrterm,
effects of placement.-

45. NEWBERGER, E.H. and R. BOURNE. MedJ.calization and Legislation of Child
Abuse. American 0 qh2Em02itEy v . 48 , n 593-607 .
October 1978.

Journal
_ (NCJ 51441)

The confusion and inadequacy surrounding. medical and legal attempts
to deal with child abuse -are attributed to social' policy conflicts.
These are examine& and 'a aeries of . recommendations are made.. They
were presented, in part, at the Second World Conference of the Infer-
national Society on Family Law,' June 1977, in -Montreal. Although
abuse of children is an ancient phenomenon, only recently have doctors
and lawyers recognized=it as a problem to be diagnosed, reported,
treated and adjudicated. This awareness is traced and its effect
on traditionally trained doctors and lawyers is examined.- The major
factors contributing to uncertain; disjointed handling of child abuse
cases are said to be outgrowths of the conflict between the common
law concept of family autonomy and the-concept of coercive intervention
and the conflict between compassion and.Control. The problem of defining
which actions actually are abuse also is discussed. A table presents
possible intervention techniques consistent with various "autonomy"
versus "intervention" and"compassion" versus "control" policies. Con-
flicts between the medical and the legal perspective.- gre,examined.
The social- factora.behind the concentration of proseCute,d abuse cases
among poor families are then discussed and the effects of labeling
on the family are coniidered.. Several guidelines to improve-the handling-
of child abuse cases are suggested.I These- include greatar social
sciences training for doctors -and- lawyers, more prestige and greater
invoi4ement in poiicym- aking for nurses and. workers who deal



directly with abuse cases, greater access to social services for poor

families, and greater representation of poor and ethnic groups in
decisionmaking forums. References are appended.

46. NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILD ABUSE.' Relationshi p Be-

een Child Abuse and Ne lect and Later Sociall- Deviant Behav-

or A Re or ero, .D., prof. Dir. New York,' 1978.' 335 p.
MICROFICHE SNCJ 51167)

Data from child protective eiencies and courts in eight New York

counties are analyzed in a longitudinal study of relationships between

i. child abuse/neglect and subsequent contacts with.the courts. The study

was conducted in Broome, Erie, Kings,- Monroe, New York, St. LaVrence,

Suffolk, nd-'Westchester counties. Two- separate samples of children

were studied: 5,136 children from 1,423 families reported for suspected

child abuse or neglect in _1952 or 1953; and 1,963 children who were

reported to the family court or probation intake service as delinquent,

or ungovernable in 1.971 or 102. As many a's 50 percent of the families

reported for child abuse 'or neglect had at least one child who later

was taken to coitrt as delinquent or ungovernable. In Monroe County,

the rate of juvenile delinquency and _ungovernability among children

reported as abused_., or neglected, was five times greater than'among

-the general population. In counties w A-1 high numbers of agency/court

contacts (Erie, Kings, Monroe, and New York), 25. percent of.- the boys

and 17 percent of the girls with at least one maltreatment report lat-

_er were reported to a court as 4elinquent or-ungovernable. Delinquent

children who were reported as abused or neglected tended to be more

violent than other delinquents. However; child maltreatment is not

an indicator or predictor of any particular type of juvenile misconduct.

The records examined pow that few services were provided to abused

and neglected children or their families; and that most of the founded

reports of abuse/neglect ended in no action. The finding that rates

of placement of the child -outside the ,home were higher for neglect.-

than for abuse indicates that neglect is a more intractable problem.

,.than abuse; similarly, placement rates were higherfor ungovernability

than for juvenile delinquency-. The, findings also show .that children ,

reported as abused or neglected and as delinquent or ungovernable

come from. similar families, and that these fathlies differ significantly

from -the general population in that are larger, have a greater

percentage of .illegitimate childfen, are rib-re-likely-to be one-parent

.,
households,- and are disproportionately nonwhite. It is- Concluded .

that there is an empirical relatienship between abuse/neglect and

later deviant behavior, however, that relationship may be more cora-

plicatedlthan a simple cause-and-effect association. This complexity

raises questions about society's response to problems of child Jul-

treatment , - juvenile crime, and family dysfunction. An annotated biblio7

graphy and supporting data and ,documentation are provided. A 34-page

summary report also is 2.vailable as NCJ-50515. (Author abstract modil

fled)
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47. PELCOVITZ,--D. Child Abuse as Viewed by Suburban

Doctoral Dissertation, Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania, 1977.
197 p. (NCJ 51223)

Questionnaires and interviews identified attitudes and child- abuse
reporting practices of 135 elementary school teachers, _principals
and school workers. Components of a good school abuse reporting system
are examined. The survey was conducted in a racially and sociodemo-
graphically mixed area in suburban Philadelphia, Pa. It was found
that, cointrary to other reports in the literatur , teachers were not
indifferent. to child4buse. However, their knowledge of what constitutes
abuse and how abuse should be reported varied widely from .school.
to school. Most teachers were unaware of their legal protection
and nearly all felt they would have to appear in court (which is
incorrect).; Most limited their definitions of child abuse to gross
physical abuse or neglect. On multiple-choice questions, they extended
their definitions to include sexual abuse. The open-ended interviews
are grouped by 'teachers who have never reported- abuse, teachers who
have suspected abuse but not reported it, and teachers who-have reported
abuse. Reporting teachers used cues not generally mentioned in the
literaturetype of food a child brings for lunch, child's reaction
to teacher s discipline, and aggressive acting-out- behavior ai well
as withdrawn behavior.. The biggest fear among teacherS suspecting
but not reporting abuse was that a report would make the situation
worse for the child. The biggest factor behind- reporting was the
support of 'the principal. A thorough case study of a principal who
investigates' each case before reporting to Child Services is pre-

- sented. The negative impact of the Child Services' worker who sides
with the parent is discussed. An educational program for teachers
and greater welfare-sChool cooperation is urged. The questionnaire,
tabulations of findings, and a bibliography are included.

48. -POWIS, D. -Criminal Violence to Children.` In Signs of Crime: A Field.
-.Manual for Police. Stead, P. J., Ed., -Jew York, John Jay press,
1978, 155-161 p. (NCJ 46435)

An -English police officer gives. pome -practical tips to inexperienced
o police officers on spotting . battered children. Tell-tale injuries?
and parent-child mannerisms are described along with advice on relat-
ing to the hospital staff. The author -stresses that the officer's
primarxduty is to protect the child. Color photographs illustrating
the effects, of various types -of physical abuse are included.

49. Y-BETTINESKI, C. Court Ap ointed /Special Advocate.: The Guardian Ad
hildren. Juvenile and Family Court
us t 1978. (NCJ 51284-)

Liter for Abusedand Negle6re
/-Journal __v--.----- 29 n. 3:65-/O'

.

The voluntee guardian_a
Wash., is de c ibed.

program of Icing County (Seattle),
-finale hehind the program, recruitment,



selection, training, and program administration-are discussed. The

purpOse of the guardian ad litem program is to provide juvenile court

judgea with recommendations as to what course of action is in the.:

best interests,. of an abused or neglected child. This action may or

may:not be what: parents, caseworkers, fester parents, educators, or

the chirdritithetriselves- advocate,-Recommendationstotheeourt.:_address

the following-uissues:.(1)wherethe
child shall reside; (2) visitation

with parents; (3) treatment plan for parents; (4) treatment plan.for

the child; and (5) date f6r the next court bearing. In most.child,

abuse cases the welfare department is the plaintiff and the adult

inflicting the injury is the defendant. The'guardian program provides

a trained, impartial person follow the case of\each child through

to a satisfactory conclusion. This person, who is\not necessarily

an attorney, is to ask the difficult questions often asked.by no.

one else.In the Seattli project this--,guardian is caIledthe."court

appointed special counsel." program, which is adMinistered by

a project director who is-a.department head in the court, ,began in

January 1977, and during its first year ,provided 376 trained guardians

for 498 children.' Cases are referred to the program by judges. Only

"about'a third of the' volunteers work professionally- iri, the \human,

health, or legal services. Each volunteer 'undergoes atrainingpregram

which describes the four separate-sequential roles required; inves-

tigator, advocate of the ohild, . counsel, and finally a guardian.

A monthly seminar is held, to increase volunteers' Ic.nowledge..,Time\

spent on any one.- case has ranged-from 12 to 100 hours. Guardians ,

can and do request hearings for unresolved issues.. The judges value

the program so highly that it has become a permanent: part of the

King cOunty juvenile court. A list of references is provided'.

50. ROGERS, D. E. and T. S. MEAD. :Rear the :Childien_Cryins.. Old Tappan,

New Jersey, Fleming RI Revell Co., 1978. 137 p. (NCJ 52806)

This informal book. for lay persons gives an overview of the child

abuse problem in the United 'States ; briefly considers the legal aspects.,

then concentrates-on ways to break 'the child abuse chain. -The purpose

of this book is to give the general:public an understanding of family

factors which lead to 'child abuse, the methods hospitals and criminal

justice agencies vise When handling abuse cases, and to urgepersons
le/

who have= knowledge of abuse cases to actively interve\ :.. Abuse is

seen as the result of learned patterns of childrearing,:increasing,

marital tension, divorce, and a ,lack' of understanding about thereal '

needs ofa,child. 'The various typologies, of child abuse ;are given,

baeddpn interviews with researchers. The major portion ofthe book .

is, givervto descriptions of self-help groups and parent intervention

-projects :
Most of these agericies-are in California. 4lowever,.an

appendix lists addrsages whicke'an provide the names of local groups.

Readersare.airged-to become' ActiVely,involved in preventing child

abuse. Those who have problems controlling their anger are urged

taSeek help., The book has a strong religious orientation.
1 , ... :..



51. ROTH, R.A. Multidisciplinary Teams in and Neglect 'pro rams:
Lizecial Report om the National. Center on Child Abuse and- I%.
Washington, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, 1978. 71 p.

MICROFICHE (NCJ 31625)

The-growing-use=o -multidisciplinar5i-teams for child abuse intervention
and treatment, types of teams. used, and methods of operation are
summarized. A list of programs using this approach 'is appended-,
A multidisciplinary team_ is a group of professionals from different -
disciplines, often representing different agencies, working togeth
for well-defined purPoses. These purposes may include cooranatio-
diagnosis or identification, prevention, treatment, consultation, a
education. This document gives an overview of the growth of multidi
ciplinary teams, their advantages, and their usual composition." It
,then deacribes 51 , programs which use a multidisciplinary approach,

-- and givies data on Aieir services,- clientele, staffing, and funding.
The guidelines_ developed by_ the' Virginia -State Department of Welfare
and the Pennsylvania State Department of Public Welfere also are in-
cluded. A typology of multidisciplinary teams, based on the team's
organizational foCus, is- presented. The overview finds that most multi-
disciplinary teams. contain bath medical and social services personnel.
Some contain a legal 'representative "(from. the police,.-_prosecutor's
office, or courts) end others contain teachers of, school supervisory.
personnel. Most teams are either.- hospital-- hosed or social service-"
based. The hospital approach is reviewed :4, examining the ,work of.
Sinai Hospital, Baltimore t and that of EL scot (Mass.) Children's
Hospital. It is found- that multidisciplinary teams give better' service
more economically and effectively -end reduce the number = ofreinjured
children. It is recbmmended that child protective services be organized
regionally, with state-administered multidisciplinary programs pro-
viding acute care, long-term therapeutic intervention, education; eval-
uation, and research. Extensive footnotes are included, and references
are appended.

Investigating Child Abule and Cases-. Police _Law Quart-
n. 4117-27.. July 1978- - (NCJ 49197)

Guidelines for -police investigation of child abuse (physical abuse
_and- Child- neglect (acts of omission or commission which injury- a
child) are presented. Throughout the United States; the law Has
said that no one may interfere with' a parent's . right to -raise a
.child except

f

when the parent-abuses or neglectg the, child. To. investigate

neglect., one must assess what the person responsible or the care
-Of the child has- not, done -for the child, and what injurious- effect
this action or inaction, has had on the child. In child abuse, there
usually is, medical eVidence of the abuse which may` be4substentiated
through- evidence or physician testimony. -In -cases _of

burns,- fractures;--,, bites,. sexual abuse, and failure to thiive, the

physician's ..testimony often -may elucidate the- intentional quality
off the- injury or provides evidence contrary to_ parent's claim
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of an accident or other cause. Investigation of these kinds of abuse

would involve interviewing the parent, the child, neighbors, hospital

or,social service petsonnel or,school staff for confirming evidence.

In general, neglect Is lack of appropriate action.pn the parent's

part. The officer should.look.for the link between parental actions

and the condition of the Child. In many cases, substantiation of

the child's condition \may require -special documentation. In cases

of medical negle--Ct,-fialittiag-Other-from-the-parent"-s-religlous-he-
liefs or from the parent's 'absence, apathy, or antagonism, the officer

should'asSertain the child's condition and necessary treatment from

medical personnel': The paent's refusal to :permit such necessary treat7

ment, despite, an awareness of,the,consequences of the 'refusal, also

must be confirmed. In other-types of neglect, photographs of neglected

injurie4, dangerous environments, or uninhabitable home conditions

may deMonstrate chronic neglect. Conversations with the family,also

may prove helpful. As the various child-related professions learn

more about neglect,, the investigating_officer will have±moreimeans

Of determining whether a child is neglected.

53. -SEABERG, J.R.
poctoral.Dis-

sertatiop, University of Wisconsin, 41974. 197 p. (NCJ 51236) .

Statistical :analysis used on a natiouwide sample of 1,299 cases

of- child abuse to test social causative factors. It is fOund that "

four models. were required : and that no single faetoi'predominated.

Following' a 1970 national'Airvey of public awareness, attitudes,

and opinions concerningchild abuse, David'G. Gil' of Brandeis Uni-

versity proposed that such -abuse was, 4s much a result of societal,

approval of violence in child rearing as the pathology of the parents.

This. study als&' takes national data runs a regression analys4S,

a path analysis, and other statistical testa to examine the relation°,

ships between parentalpsychology, child-rearf.ng attitudes, 'severity

of injury, and disposition:of-child abuse cases. Four 'models were

developed: a poyerty-violence in child - rearing model .Which mnines

the. literature's 'sociocultural explanations of child' abuse; .1 pay-

chologicalmodel, which :focuses on the patholOgy of the parent; the -

"reinforcement" model, which examines the parent who:was severely.

disciplined as a child 'and now- uses severe discipline for the cathartic

effect it gives and. a comprehensive model utilizing_ all these factors.

It was found that
child-initiated'ibuseresialted in less severe Jar

jt also was found.that the perpetrator in the rsinforcement

model was not necessar more -'eli-Ek" than nerrabuse-perpOratore,----
suggesting a socialization factor. For the other model, differences

were found but not of:the magnitude nor .significance expected. It,

is suggested that the most significant contribution of this study.

has been the development of mathematicaltechniqueS for studying large
samplea: most - 'child` abuse data-havebeen:gathered through

small, samples or subjective case studies'. Long-term studiei and

largebeele studies are essential toundetstanding the problem. Ap.:;-

pendixes'give mathewatilal data from the study and study instruments.

A bibliography is included.
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54. SCOTT, W. J. Attachment and Child Abuie: A Study of Social History In-
dicators kmon Mothers of Abused Children.Doctoral Dissertation, Minnea-
polis, Minnesota, University of Minnesota, 1975. 88 p. (NCI 51220)

This thesis examines the relationsh4 of child abuse to existing
-cialization-theories;--AndteS-Cs --Ajfypoi.nesis based on attachment theory.,
It was hypothesized that the mother plays a significant role in child
abuse whether she injures or neglects the, child herself or fails
to protect the child from another abuser. The discussion issues included
the nature and developMent of attachment and the effeets,on an indi-
vidual's subsequent affiliative and parental behavior when the deve77
opment proceSs is impaired. The following Psychological areas were
drawn for the study: proximity, maintenance, Affect, and affiliation.
Operational definitions were developed for the four -phases in the
mothers' life span (childhood, adolescence, adulthood, and parenthood).
Case records of 81 mothers of abused children were reviewed for his-
torical information. The sample was divided into groups according
to' the following criteria: mothers who had inflicted injuries;_ mothers
guilty of neglect; . and mothers who had-protected the -abuser. Chi- square
tests determined that the items considered did not discriminate between
the groups. On the basis of the results of the preliminary investigation,

a control study was conducted 'comparing mothers -of Abused, children
with mothers of-nonabused'children on various social history indicators.
A hypothesis stating that there:are no. differences between the two
groups was tested. Thirty mothers from the origin.S1 sample of 81
were compared to 30 mothers in the control group. Data for the control
group were colledted through personal interviews'. Chi-squgre tests
were used to compare the two groups on multiple indicators. Differences,
consistently were found to exist between the-experimental and control
groups, thus indicating support. for the attachment theory. The in-
vestigation 'proved that mothers of, abused children have. -A history
of traumatic and/or adverse experiences. Tabular data and references
are provided The appendix contains tbles of CM-square values.

55. SIMPSON, K. Police: The Investigation of,Violence.- Ldndon, England, -
Donald and EVans, Ltd., 1978. 240 p. (Nal 51697)

-;This overview of the .investigation of violent crime .covers typical --

injuries, interpreting bloods t_ains L_And__inv_es tigative_considerations
for the various types of violence, with reference to forensic medicine.

'This is one of the "McDonald and Evans police studies series. The
book discusses. the importance -of 'careful observation, procedures at
the scene, .the inirt-ial investigation, the, investigating team, the
body, timing death, and the ,post moriem. -A chaPter is devoted to
the types of = injuries and the identification of instruments used:to
inflict injury. The interpretation of evidence is described, including
bloodstains, shapes of weapond, bloodstai=ned, prints, and .tests - for
blood. .The use of X-rays in various types of investigations is treated,
with attention to interpreting fractures; searching for foreign bodies,
identity problems, terrorism, and customs evasion. A chapter is



devoted to the role of the .photographer, including equipment, per-

spective and viewpoint, the scene '(:)f the crime, the post mortem room,

and photography as evidence. Special inVestigative considerations

for each of the.following categories of violence are discussed: vehidular

street accidents; abortion, infant -death, and the battered wife; sex

violence;-asphixial--violence;_drowning;_firearms
injuries ;.arson; and

suspected poisening. The appendixes-detail preferred packing for bio-

logical specimens and recommended storage -conditions for biological

specimens. The book is illustrated extensively by photographs. An

index is included.

SINGLEMAN, B.d. Case of NIglect: Parens Patriae Versus Due PrOess in Child

Neglect Proceedings.. Arizona Law Review 17, 4:1055.7108'9.

1975.
(NO 36474)

Procethires involved in child neglect proceedings, analyzing the require-

- vents- necessary to artord both parents and children procedural due

process are discuSsed.-. This article focuses _so101y/ on the due process

requirements -in a neglect procReding, keeping in mind the distinction

between such limited intervention and the more-drastic_ step, of termi-

nating the parent-Child relationship., It examines the power of: the

juvenile.: court to order temporary interventionijri 'the relationship_

and suggests which procedures are necessary to assure that such in-.

terference °follows the due process rights of both parent and child.

(Author abstract -modified)

SP IN, -N. K. -Ingraham Decision: Protecting the Rod. Trial, v. 13,

n. '10:25
o' (NCI 48574)37. 1977 -

The recent Supreme . Court-decision bearing on the legalities of the

use of corporal punishment iii schools is discussed. In reviewing

cases involving the ,challenge -to corporal. punishment, in the schools

prior- to the Ingraham case, it is concluded that while courts were

-not ready to :ban corporal punishment as unconstitutional- per se or

favor peirental desires over school pract!..,--es with reference to corporal

punishment, they were show-11'1'g an inclination to provide required

procedures for the use of corporal punishment. The court held that-

the eighth amendment prohibition against cruel and unusual pun-

ishment was intended to apply to-punitive 'action for criminal behavior,

and was, therefore; not applicable in 'a school context. The court

further held that, while corporal' punishment implicated a 14th amendment.

liberty'interest'in the child's. interest to be free from bodily restraint

and punishrienti, 'the common law tort ,action to remedy unreasonable

punishment provided sufficient procedural due process protection.

The minority. opiniodpoints out that -tort action is utterly' inadequate

to protect againet erroneous or excessive corporal puniShment becauSe

of Specific aspects of Florida laW protecting the teacher from civil

action in corporal punishment cases:- In addition, it is argued, that
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civil remedies after the fact of an-injury, particaarly to a'
hardly are sufficient'. The auther supports the minority opinion and`
'argues for more 'Specific !procedural structures binding upon school'
officials in the administration. of corporal punishthentl The Supreme.
Court decision is considered insensitive and regressive.

STOETZER,- J. B. JuvenileCourt and Emotional Neglectof=dhildren.Univers-
ity of Michiganjournal 'of LawReform NO, n. -2 :351 -374. Winter 1975.

OW 52406)

Court jurisdictioriover cases involving the emotional neglect of child-
ren and the need for judicial 'cognizance of emotional neglect AMong
juVeniles are explered. 4L,primary function of 'juvenile courts is
to assist in the,pretection ofchAldren fom abuse and neglect. Some
states, including! haveexpandedjuvenile cOuri jurisdiction
beyond traditional concepts of physical neglect to encompass emotional
neglect. The - rationale for Judicial cognizance of emotional 'neglect/
assumes that the coneequencesto:achild. who has.been psychologically
and emotionally abused may be at least-as serious as those resulting
from phYdical mistreatment. Central-to-the case for judicial Cogni- -

.

zance of emotional neglecb is the hope thatdetriMental familyemotiorial--
,dynamics can be identified-and-amelioratedbefore_a_childiijaffected
pqManently. Criteriafor court intervention are exhibited4n minimally
aaeptableStandards of parental conduct established in juvenille court
jurisdictional provisions. Stich provisions provide norms tor-Acceptable.
child-rearing practices4'and.their basic goal is the preventiOqof,
social, physical, and pdychologicSi deterioration. Generallysi-cOrts
must find a causal relationship between.parental conduct and"iti adVerse
impact in:erder to, intervene in a caseof child neglect. Several
'Approaches to'- the identiflcation of emotional neglect are suggested
in the limited legal literature,on the subject. Legislative reCognytion
of .the, emotional: neglect of juveniles varies according to wirber
it focuses, on :4, parent's .awn. ethotional: or mental incapacities, on
a Parenes failure to meet "a child'smental or emotional needs, or
on ageneralinotion/of a_child's emotional well- being. Court juris--
diction' over cases of emotional neglect can be an. important tool.
to advance the goals-of,child 4retection-and.'theConcept of a minor's
legal rightto an emotionally healthy environment.-Conflicting goals
related to early intervention, ef\fective preVentionof,.harm, and prema-
ture intrusion of privacy must be reconciled.

TALAN,T.N., DEFralficand,S.:.WM* Child7Abuse and Ne lect Le
Chicago, Child Advocate'Aasodiation, 1978. 46 p.

=

al Handbook*
(NCJ 53452)

The' Child Advocate Association,prepared this handbook on child:abuse
and neglect in an. attempt to clarify laws and- legal proCedures relevant
to -the jobs of social ,workers, the police, and school-and medical'.

..1 .
. 4A,*

personnel. --The-association= s a nonprofit tax-eicemptLerganization,
.,,,



,

based-in Cook. Country, Ill., that proVides legal and social, service
advdcacy for abused 'and neglecteds-ehildren. Legal .and social work

.consultation. is prov,..ided to hospital-based .interdisciplinary child
abuse teams and `to state and community\ social service agencies. the
association also provides ongoing training.- and _education to school
adminietrators,-___teachers medical_and "sdcial service personnel' cam:

.

triunity organizations, and volunteer groups. Case a-dvocaty- for abused"
neglected, and dextrally exploited childrenis prOvided by represpntilng
these children in juvenile, proceedings and` in-. criminal and divorce.-
proceedings as appropriate; The as4ciation has expanded its services

to incorporate crisis coung5ling and treatnient referral for setxually
exploited -chil en and speciAized training for profegsionals. The

h'andbook cont ns substantiire sections orLthe folloWing: (1) provisions

of the Abused and NeglItted Child' Reporting Act, in Illinois (definl-

itions, of abuse and neglect, who must 'report`, w en to report, how

a'report- is made, followup W Illis-1/4noi Deartm nt of .Children and
,

Family : Serviceb, rhe physician's ''-powd-,.... ' custody, prIvilege ,

aril confidentiality, and immunity liatiility); (2) identification
of /suspected abused- And neglecte Children- (medical and nonmedical
inciieators)- (3) abuse, neglect, and -dependency (statutory' framework
and ,case jaw); and (4) court proceedings (petition for ,adjudication

_:.

c)fiwardship, temporary custody hearing, adjudiCatory hearing ,1f.i.nd-ingss'
at, the close' of evidence, dispositional hearing; and postdisp3sitional
canCerns); Appendixes contain the Abused-and Neglected Child Reporting

Act., -a' medical 'glossary, .ample questions for medical Witnesses,' and
the supervision order used in Cook County.

-\
.
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U.,S. .D PART/ENT. OF liE;;L'i DUCATI014. MID WELFARE;) National 'Center on'

Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Abuse avid Ne lect: Grants Pro ratit
FYI1978. Washington, 19713. 146 . , MICROFICHE (NCJ- 47443)

i
. 1

-,-

Ptagrams for. several types of research, demonstration, and serv,ice-
lated n'projects are announced and information about' application
orcedures and the review an award ofliiani.s is provided. Grant
nds fore projects which add/ S4',-)eps in knciwledge. about the causes...

a d effects` of child abuse: and neglect , and -.pro jects With, creative
a proaches to the child 'abuse problem--3.by" social scientists /in the

/

are-ant:at:need. The'oblective 'orie of the -grants is to advance,
through -, field-initiated r- search; 'the', until rstanding of child inal-

eattnent and to co;:tritiute'. to the tiprpriement of -current/ progranis-

'a -Provide insights into new apprOaEheq*ler preventing and.' reducing
ild- abuse and its consequencesO.Inderi.thiS. same announcement, funds

.8 .available for' longitudinal .research. On ;the'icauSes nd effect-s
o child, maltreatment. -.A .second announcement is for ..the suppdrt of

. the- 'operntiOnat and'ievaluaeion of new and refined,
service techniques; and service aeliiiery, approaches in preventing and
treating child abuse and neglect., The pzitriary .pufi3o e of a third
announcement is to support the implementation of componi tits. of prbven-;

ectiver programs used by existing child. protection -and. other human
ri-

/.

. -service ageridies .whieh 'havethe potential for prpviding /services for



6_

ih preventiori and treatment of child abuse --and neglect. A fourth
announcement offers, support to state and local efforts to prevent
and treat child abuse and neglect. It is indiCated th.-t one -regional
child abuse and neglect .resource center will be established by a
grant aw.arded..on a- competitive review basis in each of the 10 Health,
Education, and Welfare.Federal Regions. Application forms are included,
along .with--spec-ific--instructipns--for- submitting applications. There

also a.directory.. of Health, Education, and Welfare regional offices
of children, youthi' and family units.

. National Centier on Chi lad Abuse and Neglec
and Neglect in-Residentib1 Instituti on Prevention Inv.

Correction- Washington 1978. 215 p. MICROFIC

Child Abuse
at and

E NCI 51946)

adings on child abuse,and neglect in treatment centers, temporary-
d long-term shelters, detention homes, centers for the mentally
tarded and developmentally disabled, and gt'oup homed are presented.
excerpt from an issue of the Child Abuse and ' Neglect Re o --

he official newsletter of the .National Center on/ Child Abuse and
Neglect (NCCAN), proVides background inforMation on NCCAN's role. i.I1
dealing. with maltieatment of children in/institutions and discusses
related. issues confronting. the Office of Special/Litigation in the
,U.S. Department of Justice. The main body pf the final report' of

/ the 1977 Nationg.1 Conference on the Institu'tionalifa treatme.nt of Child-
ren examines the nature and scope of lsbust.and neglect 'in residen-
tial care-giving institutions (including/treatment, correctional, cur
todial, and educational- settings), 'identafies issues, nad offerth rec-
ommendations. The repoit inclatieg a section. - dealing b.' :.:ifically., with
juvenile- correctional 'institutions, in which _such' issues as secure
versus'- nonsecure facilities,- indeter.ranate sentencing, monitoring(

i

and restraints on juveniles by correctional institutions are disr
cussed.-- txcerpts on-instl.tupional abtrie of children from a 'quarterly
publication of the New York State College of Humin-EcOlogy at Cornell
IJ:ziversitY are. presented. Excerpts from the draft 'version of the
Feclei-al Standards for- Child Abuse and Neglect Prevention and Treatment
Programs and/ Projects-, published by NCCAN in March 1978, nclude,,
the /section that deals specifically with. the' prevention and ..7.:nrectian-
of iinstitutiOnal child abuse and neglect!. NCCAN's draft .c..:1 a. model
Chilldt ProteCton Act also, is provided. 'Information about resource

.

materials includes al .review, of a manuals suggesting guidelines fOr-
i .

I.- ,
in4ecting-childran'a institutions, a desCription of training -Materials =
felt- residential 'childcalre- workers,. and NCCAN Clearinghouse abstracts
of materials on corporall punishment, institutional abuse and neglect,i

and institutionalized children. -
-/



62. n National Center on Child Abuse.and Neglect.

and Neglect Programs in the Community. T. Bell, Ed.,

Wisconsin, Midwest ParentChild Welfare Resource Center,-
MICROFICHE

Child Abuse
Milwaukee,

1977. 10 p.
(NCJ 49746)

.rs

Books; articles ,. government publications, films, and other materials

relevant to developing communitybase-& programs to ,combat child abuse.-

and neglect are cited. Materials that provide both general and, specific

information for plAnning a` ublic awareness campaign on child abuse
, =

and neglect are listed, as are examples of pamphlets and films .that,

may be used in such campaigns, - and-sources of additional campaign

materials. Partially ,annotated bibliographies list publications per-

taining to planning child abuse and neglect programs, conducting needs

assessments, employing a multidisciplinary, 'mulfi-agency approach to

child abuse and neglect,' and evaluating abuse and neglect programs:,

63. . National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Abuse

and Ne lect Research:- Pr ects_ and Publications 1978 Washington,

Berner and Co. , 1978. 425 p MICROFICHE _,(NCI' 49471)

This annual publication is designed to make the inforMation in the'

National Center on Child -Abuse and Neglect data base Available for

direct public and professional -reference. This volume .contaips 'in-

formative abstracts of over 700 published documents And . Up-to"date

descriptions of about 160 publicly and privately - funded research

projects. The publications are dated 1965-1977 and represent medical,

legal, psychological, sociological; and other viewpoints of the 'dhild

abuse and- neglect problem. .About two - thirds of the -projects were

described originally in earlier editions of the publication and were

updated in the fall of 1977. About one-third of the projects, which

were identified in 1977; are described for the first _time. Projects

and publications are 'presentedin separate sections, --and each section

has its met indexes. Project descriptions are alphabetized by prin7

cipal investigator's name; indexes of principal investigators,

ganizations performing the research, organizations providing financial

support, and subject descriptors assigned to the projects are provided.

The second section ti ,devoted to abstract& of published documents.

They are arranged in alphabetical order by primary Author' name.

Author and, subject indexes are .provided for _this section.

64: yational enter on Child Abuse and Neglect. Child Abuse.:

and Neglect Thesaurus,aMay, 1978. Washing ton; -Berner and Co.,

:MI-CROFICRE (NO 48478)

hrases used to,character ze
contemporary 'terminology

127 p.

This compilation. of 'standardized words and

',Child abuse and- neglect information .not

in the field, spellings' usages, and, term relationships. The thesaurus,

developed for- Information Clearinghouse of the National, Center on

92



Child Abuse, and Neglect, is used for ,indexing computer-based data.
As such, it serves as the authoritative guide to spelling and term

use, resolves questions of synonymous terms, and provides for consistent

use of word forms. Ip addition; the thesaurds references related,

broader, and narrower terms. In _addition to the alphabetic listing
of terms, it contains permutation displays, which °extracts the, sirg--

nificant words in each descriptor and displays them alphabetically.

Together with the entire descriptor this allows the user to °see all

usages of a word without regard to its position in a phrase or multiword

,descriptor. The display also can suggest related descriptors' or de-

scriptors of. like or similar derivation. A third section,. the descriptor

group, arranges all terms under broad subject areasabuse ,and neglect,

agencies and organizations, behavior, demography, economics, education,

medicine, and the like. The subject ranges of, the 20 descriptor groups

are outlined and, a descriptor. review form is included.

National. Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. nterdisci-

plinary Glossary on Child Ahuse and Ne act 1,egsl, Medical, Social

Work Terms. Washington, Midwest_ Parent-Child Welfare Resource Center,

1978. 109 p.. MICROFICHE 4
(NCJ 47105)

Stoick No. 0177000-00206-6

A glossary is proVided of specialized -terms commonly encountered in

research, case studies, and reports concerning child abuse and neglect.-

Various professional and paraprofessional descriptors of child abuse

and neglect are defined and arranged alphabetically,, Agencies and

organizations' in the prevention, treatment, and study of- abuse

and neglect are listed alphabetically among the glossary terms; their

.scope, mailing address, and designated acronyms are included. The

glOssary .also contains child abuse and neglect statutes,, and other

socfat service regulations or acts with refevant sections are described.

References and a-separate acronym fist are included.

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect National-

of Official Child Neglect and Atnportlag. Englewood,

Colorado _American Humane Association, 1978. 73 p? (NO.T 48435)
,

The American Humane_ Society initlitted- a national study of officially
reported incidents of child::-abuse and neglect, -=in'' 1973. The aim of

the study is to include statistical data from all states -and territories

,To this end, a standardized form was dei,eloPed and disseminated.

- As of 1977,- 31 states are fully participating,in the study. The remaining

19 states and the District of Columbia (p rtially participating states)

._ submit summary based on their o reporting format From the

fully ..pariicipating states,:a total IDA 99,579 utilizable reports were

received in -1976. .0f these reportat, 58 i3 percent involved neglect,

(primarilyJthysical neglect) 26-.--5 -percent involved abuse, and 15.1

-peicent inyolved. abuse and heglect. Friends, neighborar and relatives

are the major source of such reports followed by schools, latd enforcement

.., ._.



agencies, and medical personnel. In 97.5 percent of all cases reports

were made to the Department of Social ServiceS. The inedian,Eamily
income on all cases was $5,051 per annum. Although all income levels

were represeneed in the validated reports, 65.4 percent of all cases

were in families with incomes -under $7,000 with 27.2 percent of all

cases in the under $3,006' range. Family factors present incases ,

usually in' combination, Include family discord, insufficient income.,

lack of tolerance, continuous child-care duties, lack, of control during

discipline, inadequate housing, mental health problem, recent relo-

cation, aidoholism, social isolation, physical abuse of spouse history

of abuse as a child, authoritarian discipline, and others. The most

frequent dispositional response to validated abuse or neglect was'

casework or. counseling. However no service provision was reported

for 46.2 percent of all cases. Natural parents, fo31.:fwed by stepparents

were the most frequent perpetrators' of abuse /neglect. Females repre-

sented 61 percent of all perpetrators, and 56 percent of perpetrators

were over 30 years old. Male childr'en up to 11 years of, age are

more likely to be the victims while female children are =mg freqltently

the victims. between ,12 ,and 17 years of age, In 71-.8 percent of the

cases no treatment was required, and moderate treatment was required

in 21.4 percent of ',all cases. More severe outcomes are likely to

occur with very young children. Partially participating states reported

an additional 257,954 cases of abuse/neglect. In general, data

followed the same patterns as reported by fully participating states.

t For this sample, lack of standa'rdization resulted in fragmented samples_

and a limited data ,baae. Extensive tabular data are provided, and

policy implications of findings are, discussed. Appendixes include

data collection forms, further statistical data, and informati.Da o

state- liaison and study advisory board 'members.

67. National Center on 0 ild Abuse and .Neglect`. Overview

of the Parents Anon ous Self-Hei for Child Abuain Parents Projel_

Evaluation Stud or 1974-1976. J.M. Baker, Proj. Dir., Behavior .As-

sociates, Tucson, Arizona, 1977. 25 p. MICROFICHE (NCI 48813)

An evaluation overview is presented _of the Parents Anonymous Project,

'which is designed to expand - the selfrhelp treatment approach for

abusing parents and to aid agencies in their efforts-to treat child

abuse-f- A major goal of the' Parents Anonymous project was to provide

inf6rmation, consultation -and' technical :assistance to agencies and

communities attepting to understand and remedy the -problems -of child

abuse., The strategies- for.accomplishing these &els included-designing,

developingi and disseminating multimedia materials.; prOviding direct-

staff consultation and technical assistance on a nationwide basis

communities interested -in establishing Parents Anonymous - treat -'

-went programs; and sponsoring and presenting workshops, programs,: and

conferences,_ The 'major purposes of this evaluation were (1) to. document .

the accomplishmentof program goals, 'eapecially=-those-concerned with

Parents' .Anonyai_ous .chatiters; :(2) to -collect_ _data on chairpersons,.

sponsors, and._tembers; (3)- to analyze the functioning of .chapters



and colleCt informatio-n to permit a more precise definition of treat-

ment strategiee; and (4) to measure the impact of the program on
participants. The study was based on data collected from do-cumentation
records completed by ParentsSnonymous national office -staff and region-

al coordinators, from phone interviews with new chapter chairperS'ons

and sponsors, and from written questionnaries and in-depth personal

interviews. The program has- met its major objective: to develop

new Parents Anonymous chapters and maintain existing onesr. Because
the program was highly effectiVe, as demonstrated by the documented
,changes -in, behavior, attitudes, and.knowledge of its program partic-

ipants and by the expressiOn of cl,ient satisfaction, it-is recommended

that the program _be continued.,/Suggeations for improvement concern
sexual abiise problems, parent `training, children's treatment services, ,

publidity and education, ;staff training) crises referral,: volunteer
enlistment, .mental health agencies, and legislation. Tabular data

are provided. (Author abstract modified)

6S.. F.Ational Center on .Child Abuse and tiegiect. Police

Perspective iteChild Abuse and 11!g_lect. Gaithersburg, Maryland, Inter-
national Aseaociation of Chiefs of Police, 1977. 83 p. (NCI 48140)

This po.7...ice training manual is designed, to acquaint the officer with

various aspects of child abuse,' to define the police-role, 'and' to

proy?Ae guidance_ about when and how to take action successfully in
child abuse cases." After a brief introduction to the scope and nature

the child abuse and neglect problem' in the U.S. ,'.the manual defines

the problem and describes the 'various forms it c,-n take. Physical

and behavioral indicators- which may _lead \tial investigating _officer

to suspect physical assault, physical .neglect,' sexual abuse, or emo-
tional maltreatment of a child are outlined. A discussion of state

statutes regardi.ng the reporting of suspected child abuse rases mints

_ out the laws' variations from, state to state and deticribei3 the major

common points. Who, is required to report suspected cases, what kind

.,
of protection they are offeied,- and the penalties for nonrept)rting

are Aiscuss-ed briefly. After a repOrt is' filed,, an investigation

must be conducted; this asp_ eCt. of the police role is examined separately.

The purpose and goals of an investigation, the types of information

whi.dh should be obtained, matious investigative techniques; .types

of evidence_ aka most useful and guidelines for interviewing :'

the child are all-.considerad. Police disposition of the ca4e is "

cussed. Taking the child into protective custody if necessary. _.arresting

the abusing parents, and referring the case to a social service agency

are all actiong,th.e police could take, anfi the implications' Of each

are explored.. The manual. emphasizes cooperation. between the-police

and Other\ professionals, such as :social workers, in investigating

and diaposims of cases. The various' types of agendies which are

concerned with child abuse include medical groups and schools; their

roles and ways ix, which. they and the polite can help each other t

are_discussed. A -final chapter gives _several_ kinds of resource

formation r-he Polige trainer- It provides-ill-aerials thatare



of direct use in the classroom; including .child abuse-and neglect
guidelines, . several case studies, "a procedural flow chart, and a

child abuse training gken, suggestions for developing materials tailored
to local circumstances; and. addresses of organization where further

information can be obtained.- A' bibliography is provided.

69. National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Some Ways To

Find Out .About Child Abuseg and Neglect. Bell, T.R., Ed., Milwaukee,

-Wisconsin, Midwest Parent-Child Welfare Resource Center, 1978. 22 p.

(NCI 49838)

The names- arid addresses of national, regional, and state sources of
information on Child Abuse and Neglect (CAN) are pronvided, and the

bibliographic information on certain child abuse publications also:

is given. A brief description of the _type of work done in child
abuse by' each, national organization. listed, is given as a guide to

the type of child abuse- information that -might be available from

each Organization. The addresses of the regional; resource ceners-
are Provided.. It is indicated that while the centers differ in services

rendered, most, provide information about -child abuse and many lend

books and materials. Bibliographic information is given on some mater-1
ials available from the information center of the Midwest Parent-Child
Welfare Resource Center .serving Region, V. It is indicated that State

social service agencies generally provide information about child

abuse in- general and abut legislation, programs,' and statistics in

their respective states. Addresses are provided for such agencies

in the States in Region-. V, along with the addresses of the state,
public health and -mental health agencies of the states in thiS region.

The types of local information sources on child abuse also are listed.

Bibliographic' informatibn on some recent general publications is -given;

,and the types of professional people likely to sbe fertile. sources

for child abuse information are indicated. Sources of information

on child abuse legislation and statistics also are indicated generally.

Other issues related -to' child abuse are identified, and a pocket
guide to help prevent, CAN in your community is cited_Jas an effective

aid for the professional or lay person who wants o combat or prevent

the problem. "i'

70. - National Center on Child. Abuse and Neglect.. Trends in

Child P otection 'Laws:. 1977. Jones, C. D.-, Jr., Proj: Dir. Den-
-Education Commission of the Stites , 1978.- 27 p.

(NCJ 46713)

State' child abuse reporting legislation..as of late 1977 is analyzed

including _ad judicatOry and 'dispositional processes- set in'thotion by'

a report of Child-abuse. The. following subject areas .of child abuse

reporting statutes are considered:. reportable conditions; persons,

required to make eports'; penalties for failure . to rep9rt; public



education; central registryPardiam ad litem (a person appointed

by the court to represent an abused or neglected child :in-legal

proceedings); childproteptionteams; evidentiary, questions; and ter-

mination of parental nights. In additien, three appendixes have been

included, ,
APpendix A isTan upd4ted version, current through the

1976 legislativesession,'of Ole chart. published in 1976 by the-Edu-

cational Commission of the States showing the:current distribution

by' State of the significant elements of the reporting and :central-

registry statutes. For;cases in,which a State has a definition of

"abuse" or "neglect" that is Separate,from the reporting Act itself,

a citation to that definitin has been included; ,ApPendix .0 .is' a

listof:current citations for the Sate statutes on termination of

parental rights. :(Author abstract modified)

a

71. National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Volunteers.

n Child Abuse. and Neglect Programs. By-R. Herner, Washington, 1978.

34 p. 10ECROFICHE_, (NCJ. 51204)

This report described aspects involving. the increased use of volunteers

in public ana private agencies emphasizing their innovative, roles in

child abuse,and neglect programs. This is a special report froth the

National Cdnter on Child Abuse and Neglect. Private agenckes'tradi-

tionAlly havemade extensive use of volunteers, but public agencies

only recently have begun to incorporate them into their staffs. In

the past,'volunteera have-served in the following c4paties1 norr.

specialized'functions,'fundraising,erganizing and coordinating, edu7

'cation arid public awareness, 'and 4rofessional functions. The 1967:

amendments to the Social Security Act required that all states dirdct

effortg toward he use of the.nonpaid worker., .In-teased: awarenets

and ianimproved'reporting:have. caused:the growing p oblems.Assocliaeed:

.with child abuse and neglect tp-come,within the realm of social ter

vice agencies.- An expanding role for volunteers 1-ms been the result

of public awa'reness. Campaigns' Volunteers in .protective service agerr

cies may be able to form relationships with clients which are not

possible for the 'caseworker..'-Their unpaid status and nonauthoritativp':

positions may indicate to the client that they are).nvolVed because

they care. ,Tt is therefore easier for the client to identify.with--

the volunteer. A. number of innovative roles have' beep .developed

for volunteers in child abuse and neglect programs, that include the

folloWing: lay-therapists, parent:aide's, sUrrogate.p4rents,and di-

tett- servicecoroviders. Volunteers generally. are reliablehard-work-

ing, And enthusiastit The use Af.volunteers,' however,,may present--

problems `resulting in Alack of cooperation or resistance by regular.

agency staff who feel-threatened.% The decision-to use Volunteers

° in any capacity should be base&on the needs of -the -program. Foot-

notes, a bibliography, and appendixes which identify child Abuse and..

neglfct programs usinvg,,volunteers, Are'provided-



U.S. DEPARTMENT OF. *HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE. National Institute
of%Mental Health. Child Abuse end Ne lect Pro rams: Practice and
Theory. 'Holmes, N.B., -prof. D Community Research Applications,
Inc.,- gew York, 1977,' 214 p MICROFICHE (NW 46133)

Stock No. 017-024-00569-0

This,. document -presents a comprehensive evaluatio n. of specific child
abuse and neglect prevention_ and treatment programs implemented across

the U.S-. Mast of the published literature in the field of child
abuse and neglect focuses on characteristics 'of abusive/neglectful
_families and on issues related to reporting and nonreporting nf ceses'..

There is relatively little information which deals with the stare-of
the-art in program planning, case management and treatment, ani the
roles of government in prevention and treatmenty efforts. The primary
intent of this work is to take an initial step toward- filling this
gap. This document is divided ;into two parts; the first presents
eight program case studies, and the second a synthesis of what has
been learned both from the literature and from site visits to each

of the eight programs. The programs include two hospitalbased programs ;'

two private, nonprofit ,.- agency713ased programs ;: two public social ser-

vice agency programs; and two communitYbased teamprograms. Each prograM
site was visited for up .to. a week by a clinical 'psychologist and
a program analyst. The supervisor and treatment staffs were inter-,
vlewed,. and the prograins were evaluated tegarding their startup, ob-
jectives, auspices, costs arasources of funding, facilities, community
and participant characteristics, staffing, primary and supportive ser-
vices, the service: delivery system, and community and professional
education. The sections on case management and treatment presented
within each program case study provide detailed reports on the treatment
of Actual- -cases:. Each of the pairs of programs-operating under
a single type of auspice is 'introduced with a brief statement which
highlights differences in- approach and etiphasis. Part II presents.
an overview of the themes '.and issues detailed individually in the .,

first part. Criteria for and definitions of child abuse and neglect

are dealt with, as. are case reporting and incidence, characteristics
and dynamics of abusers/neglecters, characteristics of -child abse/
neglect, identification, case management, treatment, .social services,
health -and child- care systems, and educational and law enforcement

systems. The reporto recoMinends that each program should have 'at
least two staff members ext,ansively trained in the problemd and treat-

ment -of- abuse, at least one continuing therapy group for adults

a demonstrated capability for working, with clients in .their homes,

a weekly case.Confirende with the child abuse team tor- the purpose
of sharing cases and treatment skills_, and one member of the team

who participates on a, community child abuse- and- neglect committee.
A bibliography is Provided,,as are reference notes after -each-chapter. --



73. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE. Office of Human Develop-.

merit Services. Children's Bureau. Local Child Welfare ervices: Self-

Assessment Manual. N. Sundel, Proj. Dir. Urban Institute, Washington,

1978. 456 p. ,MICROFICHE (Np 53348)

This manual contains eight sections, an introduction and'seven sections

..covering different facets of. the child' welfare system. Its-purpose

is to enable. local public an private agencresto.evaXiate--and improve

services. The, program areas covered are emergency and protective
services, intake and service choice, inhome 'services, foster family
dare, adoption.services, residential group care, and case manageDlent
and administration. Each section contains a self-assessment checklist

which -was fieldtested in 17 agencies in -both rural and urban areas..-

These checklists are followed by a section Balled research :findings,

which presents informatiOn from the literature -and describes exemplary .

programs. Names and addresses are given for resource agencies. Each

-section then ,closescloses with an extensive bibliography. The emergency-
services section emphasize's child abuse and juvenile dependency and
neglect procedures-. The section ;On: intake and service choice discuses
court appearances. The sections on residential group care and on case

Management have items pertaining to predelinquent or delinquent youth.

The discuss-ions also contain information on interaction' with police,
courts, and other cdmmunity agencies.

Office of Human Development Services. Head Start.

New li =ht on an Old Problem: 9 uestions and-Answers About Child

Abuse an eglect '.Washington, Government Printing Office, 1978.

23 p. MICROFICHE (NCJ 53907

Stock No. 017-024-00729-

Intended for the average citizen, this pamphlet proWdes information
on the extent and effects of child abuse, how it can be 'recognized,'

its causes, the nature of abusing parents 'and abused children, and

how help can be giVen. While acknowledging that reliahle statistics
on child abuSe are not available, it estimates that there are about

1 million 'cates -off child abuse per year nationWide, resulting in
about 2,000 deaths. Child abuse occurs across the 'ipectrum of 'socio-

economic levels in all types, 9k. locales., Classifications of 'child
abuse are physical abuse, neglect (physical or eniotional), emotional-

abuse (often verbal), .and sexual abuse. Child abuse may be-recognized

-by th se Child' appearance and behavior and the parent's or caretakera's

behavior. ,While the causes of child abuse and neglect are elusivei
factors contributing to abuse and neglect are listed under four princi-

pal categories: Ur-Characteristics 'of society; . (2) -social and

institutional factors;- (3) factors related to immediate life circum-

stances; and..(4) individual personal arid background factors. The effects

of abuse and neglect on the child include both short-term and °long7-terrn

physical, mental, and emotional damage, abusing parents are

destroyed emotionally by, and diminishing. Self--respect. The corn-

unity suffers because' of the diminished contributions that abused



children bring to society and the sometimes violent and dangerbus
acts perpetrated by abused persons on innocent citizens.. A profile

of abusing'. parents is included, Wand the reasons why some children

are more likelt to be mistreated than ethens are lifted. Reasons
why the citizen should get. involved in _suspected Incidents .of child

'abuse ald -specific help that can be offered are discussed. tlays

to improve child abuse and neglect services in a community also are
discussed. A directory is provided of the---regionil Child Abuse and

Neglect Resource Centers

75. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.-- _Law Enforcement Assistance Administra ion.

Interviewi Child victims GUidelines for Criminal Justice S 'stem

-Personnel-Back grcund Information. ,Seattle, lashington i Sexual Assault
Center, 1978. 6- p. MICROFICHE (NCI-54278)

Preparing' for an interview with 'a child allegedly sexually assaulted,
beginning-;-the interview, obtaining history of the assault, and.clpsing
the interview afv the .major elements describecL Prior to discustling
the phases of the -fnterview itself , the developmental levels of ebild-

ren-, factors in sexual assault .affecting children's perceptions, and

general responses, to the child are discussed.- A. prindipal factor
affecting the Interview's progress is the child's feae .of- the conse-

quences of talking, about the sexual assault. The - response of the- i .

family support system and officialagencies directly- affects he "resolu°

tion of the fear and the child's cooperation as- a witneds .y111 prepar.

ins for- the interview, relevant, informatfon should be obtained from

parents/guardian and,° if applicable, child protective --services case-
Worker, 'physician, and' sexual -assault center/rape relief counselor.

In beginning the interview, the setting and procedure for establishing

a relationship with the child are described. In- obtaining-the- history
of the sexual assault, language used with the child should match

the child's level. It is important to es'tablish. the "child's under

standing of the words used. "Why" -questions should'. be evaded .because

,they are accusatory and. put the child.4 on the 'defensive. Force or

coercfon never -.should be used. to _o-btain answers. questions should
be direct and simple, of an open -ended 'nature that allow the

child to' talk .about 'the assault. What -happened, who was involved,

when and_ 4he, assault occurred, and any kind -of coercion used

should be.--rcietermined through the interview Methods for determining
khe credibility and competency of the-- chila interviewed. also
are listed. Stepi for closing the interview are deicribech.

0.

76. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. Law Enforcement Assistance
ir

Administration..
Office 'of Juvenile Justice- and Delinquency Preentio uvenile Jus
tice and the Police: Triini...Eli-InnualCooper, S._ Pro, . Dir. New York,
John Jay College (:)f- Criminal Justice,' 978.. 203 p.

MICROFICHE , (NCJ 4'6.453)

-This training manual was deVeloped for a.New York City Transit Police
------DepartmentL's Police. Academy. In- Service Program dealing with the theory



and practical handling a of juvenile crl a "and - 'child abuse. --Uuriiig
1976, the Transi0Police Department issued 29,582 'Youth Referral: Re-

ports, 59 'percent of the total -umber issued in Ile ark City. In

.
addition, 7,93-4 youth contact -repor.ts for truancy were- igstied". Be-cause

-the transit police have so- many contacts with juveniles, this training

manual was` - issued to help Tatra officers 'identify and properly handle

delinquent behavior. The manual opens with_ a _-historical perspective

of the Juvenile; justice ayStem in' . the United .States and: in New YoLk

City It then details New ,York State juvenile law iiig.dnerar and

the case law which spells _mit the rights Of juveniles to due Process.?

Theories. on causes of juvenile dainqueney 'are discussed, including
environment, labeling, the family, and various -medical)Diological
theories. A:-section on diverhion versus arrest discusses the difference

between "crime" and "violation.of the laW": for the latter, of arreit

- cannot- be made, but a petition an be ',filed in family court. The
different courses of action resulting from diversion. or arrest are

traced, the criteria for family court .action are given, and proof-

necessary if a crime is to-- be prosecuted is detailed. Final chapters
.

discuss youth and -alcohol and youth! and drugs, as well as child

abuse and--neglect. Appendixes include samples of' juvenile fibrils used
by the New York City criminal justice system, an organizational chart

. for the Juvenile Crime. PreventiOn Unit-, and a list of locations -de-

signared .for interrogation of juveniles. -

k 77 WESTMAN, J.C., Ed., UniVersit of Wisconsin Conference on :Chil& Advocaca

Proceedings. Madison, iinivereity of Wisconsin,1.976. 243 p.
e (NCJ 50570)

27,

Coriference speakers discuss child-rearing alternative's, rights of par-,
tints and children, child custody, child advocacy-, and child abuse,

,from the perspectives of law, medicine.; education, and sociology. The

discUssions are divided into'categories including the status of child-

ren, -the developmental needs ,of children, legal issues in child- ad-
vocacy, and applications of 'Child advocacy. The proceedings begins

with a review of the legal rights of parents and the legal, rights

of children. .The developmental needs of children- are approached- from

the points' of view of critical.human relationships, necessary values,

coping skills, and optimal -ahild-rearing environments. Following an

exposition of the -practical-Problems encountered in relating the. needs

of children po child-rearing practices, social intervention in parental

rights, and -the social control of behavior, child advocacy princi-

ples.. are applied to medicine, mental health;- education, the law, and..

public policy. For selected readings, see NCJ 50571-50577.

s6

78. WCLINSTEIN, A. S. Evolution of a Program for the Management of Child

Abuse. Social Casework, v. 57, n. 5:309-316. May 1976
(NCJ '51124)

A hospital-based- program of diagnosis, therapy, and _referral for child

abuse case and the prograth4s .relationship with the criminal justice



,-system are 'described. The Advisory Committee 'on Child Welfare was,

established in 1965. 43y the medial staff of Milwaukee Childreh's
liospAt41, .a teaching. and research hospital, in Milwaukee, ,Wis.'" The .

comthitree serves; as a coordinating and referral, agency for-physicians
of Children' s..,Hc-spl:fal, provides (limited-) diagnostic evaluation and
thefapy programing for cases referred to it, -and works With the courts,
the peyartrnent'of Public WelPare's Protective Services Unit, and other
hospitals and d-agencies involved with abused children and theif families.
The hospital aldo offers followup and ineclical . treatment AliOugh its
child health _clinic-Asid outpatient ''department. The coinmitt'de believe
in a nonpUnitlye approach and encourages families to use its service6

'. chiId. and to inturOve parentchild relations ips. The committee -is stgiffed
)on a voluntary .,basis, the goal being to provide a safe hOme -for_the

by a volnntger pediatrician chairmaY,--The hospital administrator, chidf
Of staff,,,'. and -chief reaclent,: 'three pediatricians --a. Rart-tipe pay-
chiatist, and -a, social corker: .;,By 1.9%4, the h6spital -had evaluated
384. cases, .presehted 191 1.o -the= advisory : committee, and piovided
social work and= - psychiatric therapy to one-third o the cases studied,
by the committee.ThThe committee has found that legal int4ryenton,
with medical involvement _through an organization such as thecommittee,
should kecede psychosocial assessments:of families. involved in child

r, abuse. .Legal intervention - maybe through standard police procedures'

6r, 'preferably,- by specialized child abuse units do the, police de°
.-_partrnent or district atforrieyie office. Communities are urged to .de-

velop, coordinate, and monitor .programs to deal with the problem
in child abuse, and to consider funneling child Ouse cases into
a family court system (as . opposed to dividing such cases between
child and adult courts). Details of the Milwaukee 'committee's inter
'actions withthe criminal justice' system and, other agencies are provided.

Lr



How To Obtain These Do6uments

All of the documents in this bibliography are included in the col-
lection of the National Criminal. Justice Reference Service. The
NCJRS Reading ;Room (Suite 211, 1015 .20th Street, NW. ,. Washington,

D.T.) \is open to the public from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. any of the doc-
uments cited in this bibliography may be found in public and orga-

nizational libraries: All of the 'documents cite are' also avail-

able in at least one of the following, three ways:

permanent Personal Co ies From Publishers and Other Sources
The puollsti r of each, document indicated in the biblio-
graphic citation, and the names' and addresses of the availabil-

ity sources are ,fisted by entry number in the appendix. Althotigh

NCJRS cannot guarantee that all documents will remain avail-
able, researchers preferrihg to acquire their own'persohal copies
-of the cited documents should contact the source indicated.,

:Free Microfiche From' NCJRS
When the word MICROFICHE\ appears, In the, citation, a free micro-

fiche is available frourNCJR.S. -Microfiche Is a 4 x 6 inch sheet

of filui that contains the \,recluced images of up to 98 pages of

text. Since the imne is reduced 24 times, a microfiche reader_

is essential .to rea microfiche documents. Microfiche readers

are available .at most pUblic and adademic libraries. Requests

got' free iicrofiche should include the identifying NCJ ntmiberTs

and lie, addressed to

NCJRS Microfiche 'Program
Box 60(10 7

Rockville, MD '20850

Interlibrary_Loa From NCJRS vt.

documents cited may be borrowed, from NCJRS through your pub-

lic, .aeg-demic, or organization library. Document loans are not

"made directly to indiViduals. A maximum of five documents may
,

be borrowed at one timetfor- a period of 30 days.. Each document

must the requested on a separate Interlibrary Loan Form addressed

NCJRS Document Loao Program
Box 6000 --,

Rockville, -MD 20850



Appendix A:List of Sources

. _
Thk-lumhers -refer, to b hliography entries, to Pages.

Pepperdine University y-Schoor

of Law
1526 S. Anaheim Blvd.
Anaheim, CA 9290.e. d

Child Protection Center'
Children's Hospital-
National-Medical Cenfer

1111chigan Street, M.
Washingt.6n, DC' 20010

ame as No. 2.

Canadian Council on Childie_n
and Youth
1407, Yonge St
Toronto, Ontar o.M4T 147
Caned

5. Available only.- througILNCJHS-
Microfiche-Progt'iii and NCJRS

cut-fent Iman,Program

Criminal Zustice-Fuhlicationa Inc.,

801' SecOnd'AVe..

New York, NY .10017

11; PeviseY Hospital.
c/0' J.E. Oliver
PeVsey, Wiltahire
England

12-; Fetidly Service ,Association

_of_Ameri4 -

44 East 28d Eta.
New York, NY\ 1 010

13. Printing and Ruh' ishing

SuPply-an41,Serviees-Cana_a
k)ttawa,-Ontario KIADS9
Canada

14. American OrthopaYchiatii-
Association

49 Sheridan -Ave4-'------
_-----Albany, NY 12210

Institute for SO. ntific
Information

325 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, PA-19106

16. National Committee for
of .child` -Abude

111 East Wacker Dr.
Chicago, IL 60601

17; Insightf Publishing Company, Inc.
=°501 Madison Ave.
NeW York, NY 10022

Buperintendent of Dbc
RC-Washington -.
Washington, DC 20402

Practicing I.4w Institute
8-10-SeventhAve.
New York, NY 10019':

Humanities Pre Inc.

17 First Ave.'
-Atlantic Highlands,--NJ 0771,6

10. Heath Lexington Books
125 Spring St;
,Lexington, MA 02173

18. MadMillan Pdblishing Co.
6o Third Ave.

New Y6rk, NY 10022,

19. Charles C. Thomas
301.327 East Lawrence'_Ave.
Springfield, IL 62717



20. New -York Foundling Hospital
Center for Parent and

and Child Development
1175 Third Ave.
New York.4.__IN 10021

21. Same as No. 16.

22. California Western School
of Law'

350 'Cedar St .-
_San 'Diego, CA 92101

--23. 'Same as No. 5..

24. 'Available only through.
NCJRSDo-cuthent Loan
Program.

26.'

ANS;
56 East 13th_ St.
New' York, INN =1000

Harvard University Press
79 GaidenSt.
Cambridge, EA 02138

Same as No.

35 Natibnal ,Council on Crithe

and Delinquency
National Center for Youth
Development

36 North Tudean Blvd.
Tucson, AZ 85716

36. Detroit College of Law
136 East Elizabeth St:
Detroit MI 48201

37. New York University Law Review
249 Sullivan St.
New York, NY' 10012

Children's Hospital National
Medical Center

111 Michigan Ave.:L:NV.
Washilfiton,, DC 20010

Sage Publications; Inc.

275. South Beverly .Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

40. Same as No. 5.

s 41 UniversitY of Wisconsin
Department of Continuing-_,,

medical Education.,,

456 WART Building
610 N. Walnut St.
gadison, WI 53706

=42... Child Welfare League
of America; Inc.
67 Irving Place
Ney'York, -NY

s
10003

University of Chicago preas
5801 -S., Ellis Ave.
Chicago, 60637

29. Same as No.

30 John Miley and Sons,
Order, Processing
Eastern Distribution Center
1 Wiley Drive
Somerset, NJ 08873

Inc.

Parental Stress Service, Inc.
154 Sante Clara .Ave.
Oakland, CA, 94610

44.

GreenwOod Press -

, 52 Riverside Ave.
,WeStport, CT. 06880

.Columbia University; Press
562 West 113th St.
New York, NY. 10025,

Same as No. 42.-

45.. _Children'S- Hosptial
Medical Center

c/p, Eli. H. Newberger,
,Director

Family Development Study
300. Longwood Ave.
Boston, HA :.02115



e as

47 University Micrcifiiffa
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI -48106

48. John jay Press
444-West 56th St.
New York, NY .10019

60. Same as No. 5,

e as N 5.

62. e as No. 5.

63. e as No. 5.

64 ame as No.

Natlonai Council of Juvenile
and Family Court Judges

Box 8918,

UniVersity of Nevada
Reno, NV ' 89507

50. leming Revell 'Company
Old Tappan, _N3 07675

51. Same as No.- 5.

52. Se as No. 47.

53. Same as No. 47.

'54. Same as No 47.

55. MacDonald and Evans Ltd.--

"Estover
..---- London
-

England--

University of Arizona
College of Law --

Tucann, AZ 85721

56.

57 Association_of.TrialLawyers
'.of Am-ericE!

1050 31at St.,
Washington', DC 20007

58. University of (Michigan
Law School

731.tegal-Reaearch Building
Ann Arbor, MI-48104

Child Advocate Association
'195 Street
;Chicago, IL :60603

65. Same'as-Nci'.

66. American RuMane Association
.5351 South .Roslyn St,
Englewood,. CO' 80110

67. No...

68. InternatiOnal Association' Chiefs.

of Police.

,11,Firatfield
Gaithersburg, MD 20760

69. Midwest Parent-Child WI ate Resou
Center

Schdol of.Sbcial Welfare
University'-of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, WI 53201

aukee

70. Education ComMission of thalStates
300 Lincoln Tower
1860-Lincoln St.
Denver, CO 80203

71. Same. s.No. 5.

-72. -Same as-N

73. Same as No. 5.

74. Same as. No. 5.

75. Same-as.No.

76. Same as No. 5.

-77. e a No. 42.

78. Same as No. 12.

10
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Appendix B Resource Agencies

This list identifies some of the agencies and-qrsanizationsthat are performing;
reaearchor supporting Projects inthe'generil area of child abush'and neglect.4:.
These agencies may be able to provide additional infOrmation= for researchers 'r.

studying this problem.: .

American.Humane Associationr-
Children's:Division

-National Study on Child Neglect_
and Abuselleporting=.

P. O. BoX 1266
Denver,_CO 80201,-

Child Abuse Listening Mediat
,(CALM)

T. 0. Box 718
:Santa Rarbara, CA 93102

Child Abuse e-and Neglett) liesearc
1411 K Street, NW.
Washington, DC-.20005

Child. AdvoCacy Center
1025 15th Street, NW.
Washington, DC 20005

Children "'s DeftInse Fund

1520 New Hampshire Avenue, NW.
Washington, DC 20036-

The,Children's,Iegal Rights
Information:and Training Progra

2000 L Street, NW.
Washingion,-DC 20036

Day Care and Child Development
coUncil of-America

1401 IC Street, NW.
_.-Washington, DC--20055 -

Child Protection Report
4301 20th Street;.NW.-_
Washington, DC 20036

Child Welfare League
America (CWLA)

-information Services
67 Irving Place
New 'York, NY 10003

Child WelfareAepource Informer
tion Exchange

2011 Eye Street, NW...
Washington, ,Dld 20006

Children Aid International,
Inc.'

901 North Washington Street
Alexandria; VA 22314

Head Start Bureau
Administratica for. Children YoUth,

and FAmilies
Office of Human Development

Services
U.S Department of Health,

Education,-Tand Welfare
Washington, DC 20201

Mental-Health Clearinghouse
National Institute of:Mental

Health
5600 FIshers Lane
RockviIT -ND 20857

National Association of Social

.
WorkersNational Office
Child Abuserand Neglec.tTraining.
Project.

:1425 H Street,
Washington, pc :20005:,

National Center
and Neglect (N

-Office of Child
P. O. Box 1182
Washington, DC

on Child Abuse
CLAN) «

Development (DHEW)

20013



-National Center
and Treatment
Neglect

University
Center

Department of Pediatrics
jaamine Street-

DenVet-===-CO_ _ 80220
-

for the Prevention'.
of child. Abuse and

lorado Medical

National -Center for Voluntary
----Action (NOVA)
Technical Services Division
1785 Massachusetts Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036-

The-National Committee. fo

Prevention of Child -Abu
(NcCA)
1 East_ Wadker Driv6

Suite 510
Chicago, IL, 60601

}

National Council --of 'Jewish

7 Women , .

-dine West 47th _Street
New York, NY 10036

Office of Special Litigation
Civil Rights Division
U. .. "Department of- Justice

550 11th Street; NW.
Washington,. DC s':20530

ParAnts,AnonymouS -(PA).
2801 Artesia Boulevard
-.Redoncid Beach, CA .90278

U.S. Departinent.'nf the Navy
Bureau* of Medicine arid Surgery

'Family. Adybcacy Branch
4 Unman:41e sbyices -ftinagement

Uividn
WaShin,gton DC 20372



pendix.C- Chiid:Abuse Legislatkon

Public Law 93-247
93rd Congress, S. 1191

January M, 1974

5

To provide financial assistance for a demonstration prograrri for thapmventicin. identifica-.
Lion, and treatment of child abusearld neglect, to establish a National Center on Child
Abuse and Negleet, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States Abuse- --
Pre1 America in Congress assembled, That this. Act may be cited as the "Child vention and

Abuse prevention and Treatment- Act":
Tr

6;fi 88
iatmen(Act.
STATt 4

THE NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

. .

SEC. 2 (a) The Secretary of. Health. Education, and Welfare (hereinafter 88 ST, J. 5
referred to in this Act as the Secretary) shall establish an office to be known Establishment.

as the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect (hereinafter referred to in

this Act as the - "Center ")..
(b)- The Secretary, through the Center, shall.

(I) compile, analyze, and publish a summary annually of_ recently Annual research

vrducted=and-curiently-conducted-researeh-,on4hild=abuse-and-negleet;--unum-Y--
and maintain an information clearinghouse on all pro- nformatinn

grams, including private programs, showing promise of success, for the clearinghouse,

prevention, identification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect;
(3) compile and publish training materials for personnel whckare en-

gaged or intend to engage in the prevention, identificati-on, and treatment
of child,abuse and neglect

(4) provide technical assistance (directly or through grant or cbntract)
to public and nonprofit private agencies and organizations to assist them In

planning improving developing, and carrying 45ut prograths and activities
relating to the prevention, identification, and _treatment of child abuse and
neglect; a

(5) conduct research into.the causes_ of child abuse and neglect, and into
the prevention. identification, and treatment thereof; and z

(6) ,make a complete and full study and investigation of the national
incidence. of child . abuse and heglect. including a 'determination .of the Study.-

extent to ,which ineidents of child abuse and neglect are increasing in

nurriber.or severity:
(c) The Secretary may Carry. out his functions under subsection (b) of Amanded

this section either,_directly or by way_ of grant or contract.* January 3,'.1975

DEFINITION

93-644-0

She 3. For pinposesof this Act the-term "child abuse and neglect" _means
the physical or mental injury ;sexual abuse, negligent treatment, or maltreat-
ment of a child under the age of eighteen by a person. who is responsible for the
child's'. welfare under circumstances Which indicate that the child's health. or
welfare. is hartheif or threatened thereby. as determined in accordance with"

regulations- prescribed by the Secretary.



1: DEMONSTRATION-PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

SEC. 4. (a) The St cretiFy-. through the Ccriter, is authorized to-make grants eGornantasclasnd

toi:andenter into contracts- with, pablicagencie or nonprofit frivate organiia-
tions (or combinations thereof) for demonstration programs and projectsdesigned

to prevent, identify =and treat child abuse and neglect. Grantsibr contracts'

this subsection may be
_

(I) for the development and establishment of training programs' for

professional and paraprofessional rsonnel in thefieldkof medicine. law:. 88 STAT. 6
education, social work, and other relevant fields who ,are-tngaged in or

intend to work in the field of the pmxention,identification,'and treat-ft-tent__

of child, abuse and neglect; and training,prograrris--for children; and for
persons responsible for the welfare of children, in methods of protecting
children from child abuse and neglect;

(2) for the-establishment and maintenance of 'centers,, serving defined
geocraphie areas staffed by multidisciplinary teams of personnel trained

in ;he prevention, identification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect

cases: to provide a broad range of services -related to child abuse and
neglect, including direct support and supervision of satellite centers and

attention homes, as well as providing advice add consultation to-individu=

a 's; agencies, and organizations which request such services;
(3) forfurnishing services of team( of professional and .paraprofes

sional personnel which are trained in the prevention. identification. and
treatment of child abbse and neglect cases, on a consulting basis to small
communities Where such-services are not availatle; and

(4) For such other innovative programs and projects. including pro
grams and projects for parent self-help, and for prevention- and treatment
Of drug;related child abuse and neglect, thashow promise of successfully
preventing or treating eakes'of child' abuse and neglect as -the Secretary. _
may approve.

Not less-than 50 per centum of the funds appropriated under this :Act fel- any
fiscal year shall be used only for carrying out the provisions of this' subsection.

(b) . ) Of the sums appropnitted-ithder this-Att-for anffiscal-yearTnot-less

,-

a Grrests. ii
than 5 per centum and not. More than 20' per Cenrum may be used by the gta

Secretary for making grants to _the States for the payment, of reasonable and:*

-necessary expenses for .the purpose of wisgting the States in developing
strengthening and tarrying out child abuse and neglect prevention.. and treat-

meat programs;

(2) In order for a State to qualify for assistance anderthis subsection,
State shall-

(A) have in effect a State child'uhuse and neglect law which shall
include provisions for immunity for persons reporting instances of-Thild
abuse and neglect from prosecution; under any State or local law, arising

out of such reporting
..(l) provide forthereponing of knnwn and suspected instanccs,of child

abuse and neglect::
(C) provide that upon receipt of a report of known of .-pecte& in-

stances of child abuse or neglec) an investigation shalt be initiated
promptly to substantiate the accuracy of report, and updn-a finding of
abuse or neglect, immediate steps shall be taken to protect the health and
welfare of the abused orrnmlected child. as well as that of any other child
under the same cum who hilly be in danger of abuse or neglect:



(Drdemrinstratelhat them are in effect-throughout the State, in connec-
'don with the enforcement of child Abuse and neglect laws and with the
reporting of suspected inslances of childabuse and neglect, such adminis-
trative procedures, such personnel- trained in child abuse and neglect
preVention and treatment, such training procedures, such institutional and
Other facilities -(public' and pfivate), and such related multidisciplinary

_

programs and services as may be necessary or appropriate to assure that
the State will_deal effectively with child abuse and neglect-cases in the

(E proVide for methodS to-preserie the confidentiality of all records in
order to protect the rights of the cbild his parents orguardians:

(F) pros ide: for the cooperation` of laW enforcement officials, courts of
competent juritdiction. and-appropriate State agencieS providing human
services; -`

(G) provide that in every case involving an abused or neglected, child
which results in a judicial proceeding a guardian ad Mem shall be rip=
Pointed to represeni:the child in such proceedings:

provide that the aggregate of support for programs or projects
related to 'child abuse and neglect 'assisted by State funds: Shall not be
reduced below the elevel provided during fiscal year 1973, and set forth
policies and procedures designed to assure that Federal loads made availa-
ble ifndetthis Act for any fiscal year will be so used as to supplement and,
teethe extent-rook:able, increase:the level of State funds which would, in
the.absence 'OfFederal-funds; be- available for such programs and projects;

Provide,for dissemination b-of-informatiob to the general, public with
. respect to the problem Cif-ettildblitTeand-beglect-Ttnd-the-foolitie,s-and----
pr6"ention and treatment methods available to cornlit-instant:es of child
abuSe and neglect: and

(.0 to the extent feasible, insure that parental organizations combating
child abuse and neglect receive. preferential treatment..

. (31 Frograrnsm projects related to child abuse and neglect assisted underpart -` 49 Stat. 627;

Or [Pot' title 1 V 'of the Social Securq AO shall comply with the requirements
81 Stat. 911.
42 USC 601, 620;

iet litrih in clauses (B).,(G). (f), and (F) of paragraph (2)..
a. -

(c) Assistance provided pursuant to this section shall not be available for
:onstruction of hotvever. the Secretary is authorized to supply such
assistanettifor the lease or:rental' of facilities where adequate facilities are- not
tthertvise available, and tar repair Or minor fortodeling or alteration of existing,.

8 STAT.

;

ft!) The Secretary . shall establish criteria designed to achievL equitable dis-
hihrition at assistance under this section ainong the States,'among geographic,
areas. of the Nation, and among rural and urban areas.. To the extent passible,
OtizenSiof eaCh'State shall receive assistance faun at least orte'project iidder this.

secTion:

RIZATIONS.

.

(e) For the .purpose:~ `tai this-section, the term "State7 includes each of the Amended
several- States, the Distriet.of Columbia the CoMmunwealth. of Puerto Rico, January, 3, 1075=
American. Samoa the. Virgin Island loam and the Truk Territories' of the' 'by P.L. 93644.;
Pacific,* _

5. There are' hereby authorized to be appropriated for the purposes
this Act S15,000,000 for the fitwal yeafending June 30. 1974, $20.000.000 for
the fiscal year ending junc 30. 1975. and $25.000.000 for the fiscal year 'ending
June ..1976 and for the succeeding liscatyear.



ADVISORY BOARD ON O4ILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

SEC. 6. (a) The Secretary shall, within sixty days after the date, of enactment

of this Act, appoint an Advisory Board on Child'Abuse and Neglect(hereinafter,

referred to as the "Advisory Board "), which shall be composed of representa-
tives from Federal agencies with responsibility for programs and activities rahip.

related to child_abuse and neglect, including the Office of child Development,
.

the Office of Education, the National _ Institute. of Education, the National

Institute of Mental Health, 04 National.Institute.of Child Health and, Human

Developr m, the Social and'Rehabilitation -Service, and the Health Services = Functions

Administration,' The Advisory Board shall assist the Secretary in coOrdinating

programs and activities related to child abuse and neglect administered or
assisted under this Act-with such programs and activities administered or

assisted by the Federal agencies whose representativeS are members of the

Advisory -Board. The Advisory Board shall also assist; the Secretary in the
development of FederaLstandards for child abuse_ and neglect prevention and

treatment programs and projects.
(b) The Advisory Board shall:prepare ,and submit, within eighteen months

after the date of enactment orthis Act, to the President and to the Congress a Repooto

report on the programs assisted; Under this Act and the. programs, projects, and President and

activities relatedTto child abuse and neglect -administered or assisted by the Congrcss.

Federal agencies whose- representatives are members of _the Advisory Board.
Such report 'shall include a study of the relationship ietween drug addiction'and

child abuse and neglect. -

(c) Of the, unds -appropriated under-section 5, one-half. of I per centurn, or
$1-,000,000,-whichever is the lesser, May. be used by the Secretary only:for
purposes-of the report under subsection (b).

COORDINATION

SEC .'7. The Scerefary shall promulgate regulations and make such-arrange-

ments as may be necessary of appropriate 'to ensure that there is effective
coordination between programs related to child abuse and neglect under this Act =

and other such progranis whieh are assisted by Federal-funds.

. Approved _January 31. 1974,

*Amendments Section 2(c) and Sec on 4(e) added by P.L. 9344:, approved

January 3, 1975;..,

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY.:

HOUSE REPORT No 934135 (Comm. on Education and La r ).

SENATE REPORT No 933178-,(Comrn,-on Labor'arid-Pu6lic We
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD:' Vol. 1 1 9 (1973) : .

--July.14, considered and passed Senate.-
Dec. 3.'eonsidered and passed House. amended.

_Dec. 20. Senate agreed Ao House amindments with armendments..

Dec, 21. House concurred in Senate amendments.

114



PUBLIC LAW 95-266APR. 4. 1978

Public Lkw-95-266
tl Congress.

An Act
a _

. To promote the healthy ileveloanient of children who would benefit aron.dm ni(mlorictoitroti 4Atpur..:466, 1993718

'by ticilltating their placciudlit In .ftdoptiee homes, to extend
the proviNions of 'the Child Abuse _Prevention and Trkatment- Act, and for
other purposes. . :

1 Iii/ the ,Yenate,a, House- of /l'ej ie. ental;res of the
of :Imirica in Cnnyress assembled, That this Act may

in ea the "Child buse Prevrntion and' freatment and ,Adoption
HefOrni AO of 1978".

-TITI`Th, I--=AN1 EN D

Child Abuse
Prevention and
Treatment and
Adoption Reform
Act of 1978.

'S cuir t.Tsv "F --I0V 42 USC 5101
TREATNI EN' kkrr note.

Trit (IN ant-sr.

Svc. WI. nekion 2 of the Chiil Abuse-Preention and 'Urea
kf.t (4) _1,7.S C_ ;i101)- (hereinfter ill this' title .ferred to tlic
kct") is thelided by, -

(1) -strihingolit "and publi01" and insert mg nal lea theeetd. . .

disseminate"' ill clause (1) of subsection (1)).:
(B) striking 'out "11i1(1 11111iiitill lilld Itl tit lug ill, 14'11 111(41.0r

ft conuna' and "puhlish. and- disseinnutte-: in elonse (LI) of Sub-
section (WI"

-(0-striking mit "Itiol" after chnist. (5) of subsection-(b) ;
( I)) ,ti ik big out the-perintrat 'the -end- of -clause (h) of sub-

!..w.el ion :(1)) and inserting in lieu Ilit yeof semirolon.-and

(10 .zolding a fldr. elanso.. 01) of stihseetitm (b) the follnin -Plan, submittal to
"(7) in t,onsultatiinr.' with -Fetlentl agenvies sel'ring- -on f

,`on Child Abuse'dvisory--
and Naglestvion 11 of this-'Act),-prpare 11,C0111111lIINISiVI.` plan Neglect

In In infz about iilit\lnulnl coordination of Will IS. i yes. and USC .5105.

ct.fIvities:,,ofiill'lltgetteies and' (a.ganizations 41601 responsi..
roinit,t1 to

neglect; -end subinifsiteh lioarditot\later
thatt/I welve. molttliS afWr, tfie date of, nactmein of t his claust,

the Sepretary 8111111 e.t thll. h rCtil`111Th- pliOrhies for mill in_, irrants Yii Research
coii.trite,tsiln&e-elti use (5) 'of .this -subsei.tion and. lint less tlTitn SixtX

-days'hifort.,.establishing-sitell'priorities, shall publish in the Federal 'Pr glints °r
contracts.

. IitIgiStei:f9r publii. comment. a sfilteinent f.stiell .proposedpriorities.":
.

.folhwing mew Publication/ (2) at the end of Qubsection (e) the
Federal Register.-sentences: -.-"tiraiits. may he irons stibsection, (b) (5). for

Periods of not InOt.ethin throe' years. .tty such grant. shall be Revieli .
reVioWeil at least anmeilly by the SeCretur3-.1itiliziner peer review

,'nteelinnisnis to assur,...--the quality .and progress. of ty.searelt con-
ducted under such g.i.ant.":and

3) .adding ufter subsection (c) the-fn110*ing 11(4 subsection
TW,Sevretat.3i sluill..nlalt anilehle to the ('enter sucli 'staff

and reSourees'as are nevem:01_ for the Center clirv-out effectively .
its functions under this Ace':



92 STAT. 206 PUBLIC LAW 9-266.--APR. 24 1978

DEFINITION

102. Section 3 of the Act (42 U 5102) amended by
nserting "or exploitation" ter "sexual abuse"; and
nserting a comma and "or the age specified by the child

protections law of the State in question,' after "eighteen"
A

Ern ICE PROORA MS AN o PROJECTS

SEC- 103. Section 4 of the Act (42 I ..S.C..5103) is amended by.=
(1) amending subsection (a) by

As) itiserting "or service" after "Clemonstraticni" in the
first sentence;

qB) striking out "the development and establishment
in ciause(1); and

(C) striking out.the last sentence of, such subsection;
2) amending subsection (b) by

(A) ;Striking out in paragraph (I) "Of the sums" and all
that follows through "grants" and inserting in lieu thereof`
"The. Secretary, through the Center, is authorized to make
grants. ", and striking our "for the payment of reasonable-and
necessary expenses"; and

(B) inserting in-paragraph (2) immediately below clause
(..1`)' the following new sentence: -leii -:State ling 'failed to
obligate funds awarded under this_subsection Ifithin eighteen
months after the clate of award, the next reward tinder. this

.subsection 'made after t11e expiration of suehpericid shall he
'rlduced by an aniotint_conal to _th.arpoiiiit of such-unobli-
gated funds unless the Secretary determines that extriordi-

_nary-reaeons-justify thefaiture to so obligate."; rind
)- amending the heading for oneli.-Oection to read.aw_follows:

"DE31014STIRATION 011 11F,RvIrm_. prionnAm. .1) riie.meTs

TIT RIZATIO?7 OF APPROPRIATIONS. , -
_ABUSE! CENTIIR

Er.-104: Section 5 of le Act. (42 U.S.(' 5104) is,amended.---.by

---- (1)- striking ont !`and" after-41975," an striking out theTeriod
at the end thereof, and inserting in 14;u-thereof:a comma and the
following: "$25,000,000 for the fiscal ear ending September 30.
1978. $27.500.000 for the -fiseld. year ending .Septeinber 30. 1979,
and $30,000,000 .each for the fiscal years ending September 3I1,
1980, and September 30,1981 fespectively. Of the-fundsappro:
printed fOr7any fiscal year under this s5:ction-,:not less than -50. _

per ce:nturn shall be usedfor making giants or 1.ontracts under
sections 2(h) (5) (relating \ tie research) :and 4 (a) '.,( relating to
demonstration or service projects), giving special Cenisiclehitigni
to continued .funding of child-abuse and neglect progrnms
or projects- ( previously funded \by -the -Department of I kelt h.
Education -and Wellare) of national or regional Scope and iletnon-
strated efft;ctiveness,'Of not, less tha0.25 per Ceptuni shall 1r used
for making nts or contracts under section 4(b) (I) (relating
to grants to es) for the fiscal years\ending Septeinber 30, 1978,,
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and September 30, 1979, res and not less train 30 per
centiint shall be used for ina -mg grants or esptacts tinder sec-
tion 4(b) (1)., (elating.to grants to States) for each of.the fiscal
years i ending September 3U, 1080, and September 30, 1981,,t'esPec-

IItively...-; and
() -inserting "(ay.' after "SEQ. ,.5.1 and adding at Ate- end

thereof the following new subsection':
(b) (1) There are authorized to be appropriated-$3,000,000 forth

fiscal year ending September, 30, 11)78, $3,500,000 for the fiscal year
ending September 30, 1970, and'$4,000,000 ect-eh: for the .fiscal yeari
qtding September 30, 1980, and September 30, 1081, fesPeetirely, for
the pupoegpf Making grants and entering unto contracts (tinde sec. ,

ions 2( b) (ay ( relating to research), 4(n) (rahltitig deroonStration USc 510
proitiets); and';4(b). (1) Axelatingto grants to States) ) for

programs and projects (including the support of not less ,than three
enterS for 'the provision of treatutent,_and per-xnutel 'training, and

alter related -,eryiees,) designed to prevent, lifentify,-anyl -treat sexual
rbuxt: -.of children, nieltiding programs involving the treatment of
family programs for the proviSion of treatment and related
ierviees to-.persons who hare-committed acts of. sexual abuse against
rl)ildven, and programs for the training of personnel.

"(u) Of he slims appropriaiedinider. t sidisect ion. not more than
10 per Ceutimi shall be expeun under section.? -(h) (i). (relating to
researeli), .

'1(3) As used in this subsection.- tin ter111.7.
'e( A ). 'sexIlili abuse' itielude;: the iibscenivor pornographie-pho-

tographing, filming. or depiction of children for einuniercial pur-
poses, or the rapt.;-molestation. incest, prostitution, or Other siieh
forms of 'sexuall.,ekploitation of Children under,.
which, indicate that--the. health or NveifttreT isbranted or

reatened thereliy, as deterniined iii accordniteewith. regulationS-
reseribed ht. the Secretary and
(B) ..`eliihr or 'children' meat e.f 114 net

attained4hc age of eigliteen.
(4) ( A). _Nothing -contained in: the, provisions of this subseetion

diall hci eMistrned as prohibiting the rise of funds appri*riated under
ailisectiiin; (a) 'for programs andpiliieetS described in stibee,tion
lior btu :.eonstriied progivink or projects receiving funds
ender subsection (a) from -:receiVing finals tinder .sitbsection (b).

"OW No funds shall obligated Or expeliden ander,this subset tion
anless nn amountat.:least'equal to-the nritonnt Of fund4 appropriated
is fiscal -- vear 1977 has been appropriated for prow-ants -and-projects
order subsection (a) for any succeeding fist al yea r."..

92 STAT.'207

42 USC 5 0

Anrisorty.nomin

SEc. 105. Section -(3 of the .tet (4 5105) is;nmended bS
(1) inserting before the period at the end of the first, sentence

in subseetion .(1) El.:comma and "and not It than tbiveonembers
from the general puhlic,,with`e2cperience oe expertise in the field
of child abuse and -neglect" ; . .

appears(2) 'striking-out "administered" both placer, it appears m -the
second sentence subsection' (a) and 'nserting in lien thereof
'planned, administered,"; and
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Plan-
to President
and Congress.
42 USC 5101. -

Cornpen Lion.
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3 striking out subsection (h), and subsection (c)-
inv in lien.thereof the, folloi Viiim new subsections: 4,

-(1) The...1.dvisory Board-sall revieW-the comprehensive plan sub-

mitted, to it by tin Center .purskinnt to section 2(b) (7); make such
changes its it ((coup; iippi.opriate, and submit to the Preshlent-MUI-Ilie
Congresm a final suCli -plan not later than eighteenomontlis after the

ffective (late of this stibsectioiC
(c) INtulanic- of the Advr ryf Board, other than those regularly

eloployoa h tlit Fedel.al '(Government, Vhile serving, on biisinessofr
then ).dve=ory lhrit shall be entitled to receive compensation at a---
rat, not in excess of the daily equivalent pavtible to a GS-18 employee

seCititin 5342 of United Stotes.Code. including, travel-
time: ;th(1. soserving away from their homes or.regular places"-
or busin(%ss, the,.;may be allowed travel expenses (including per diem..:

in lien_of subsistence) ag authorized by section 5703-of Such title for
persons -;11 thu Government service employed intermittently .!%-

tiv5. GOVERNMENT PRINTINGptirFICEt.


